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Contributors to This Issue
,
I.

NELDA SEWELL is an' Albuquerque poet who has made an especia interest of Indian lore and life.
I

CLYDE KLUCKHOHN is an associate of th4i! School of American Res
and a faculty member in the ",Department of Archaeology and
'thropology. of 'the University of New Mexico. "Hopi and
ajo" is a chapter of Professor Kluckhohn's' forthcoming
Beycmd the Rainbow, a sequel to an earlier volume, To the
oj the Rainbow.
•,
GRACE TAYLOR MITCHELL fulfills the rumors of a notebook of
in her possession with two. of the poems. She has also
her hand to essays.

J AMES FULTON ZIMMERMAN is the President of the University of [New
Mexico. ,A member of the' Carnegie commission to investigate
and' report upon the political and sociological questions of EJrope
in 1931, Dr. Zimmerman has since served as president 0 the
Southwestern Political Science Association and has taught and
lectured in the field of social science.
MARY GARDNER is a student or the University. of New Mexico ~ hose
poetry has' appeared in the QUARTERLY a number of times. She
is contributor this year to an anthology of American college Terse.

,\

l'

HENRI WIGNY is a distinguishe"d Belgian, the governor of one ot the
districts of ROtar.Y Internationa.l. This fascinating acc.ount
his
American trip is available to QUARTERLY readers through its ranslator, .Dr. John D. Clark, of the magazine's Editorial
oard.

~hO.

V AN DEUSEN CLARK is a New Mexico poet
makes his hole in
Deming. He is a graduate of the University ·of New Mexico•
.\

MAUD USCHOLD is a poet of ,Illinois, two of whose contributions were'
printed in the February \~agazine. .
•
'

\.

MAUD DAVIS CROSNO has writte~ ~or the QUAR.TERLY ~fore. A grf.uate
of the University of New Mexico, she makes her reside ce in
Albuquerque where the *riting of I10etry .is an obligato to r an
escape from teaching school.
"
.
.
,
SARAH CROXTON lives in Klamath Falls, Oregon; her stories have
appeared in. The Southern' Literaf"IJ Review and other magazines.

~ili~

ALFRED CARTER, of the English faculty of the New Mexico
Institute, has appeared as a contributor of poetry ;nd reviJws to
this magazine. "The Kneeling Nun" is part of a longer poem
of personal memories connected with Silver City.
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The Wind Searching for Tu "uoise
,

n

By

j

~

j

NlELDA SEWELL
.

I

~ote:-'There is a legend amo~g

t ,e Navajos that

when the wind blows it is searching for urquoise. Often
they will put crnmqs of }turquoise outsid ~ with a bowl
sacred meal. Thisogati!'Jfiea th~ wind, and ~t stop~blowing;
then the rain comes.'
)
j
Th~ wind comes out of ~he ~est,
i
Searching and mdaning.
, .
The wind comes out of ~he west,
Moaning and· sea~hing .
.I1igli and low seafchipg and mQaIiing,J
Over the dry earth blo~ng'
. .1.'
'.,
Over the· dry ea11lt blowi~g and s~archf.ng and moani~g.
Fqr gems of the ky he is moaning,
J.
.
,-'
For gems of the ~ky he is searching
1.
Over the dry earth bl~wing.
~
Searching f~r tu~quoiSe matrix '~~
,1
Searching to end,lthe moaning,
1
Over the dry ea~ bloWing, 'and searchijng and moaning~
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Hopi and Nav~jo*
By CLYDE KLUCKHO'HN
OENCOPI is the smallest of the Hopi villages a d, unlike
Walpi and Oraibi, jt isn't dramatically' pe ched atop
a lonely mesa. But we found this a proper se ing for a
dance-this hard floor of red Moencopi sandston in which
dinosaurs had left their" fO,otprints eons ago, th se closely
adjacent roofs crowded with Navajos and visit ng Hopis
from the mesas, 'this canyon where Hopi melons, rh, fruit,
.and vegetables have for uncounted centuries mea' vivid
green oasis in the Painted Desert.
'
A~andmothez: sits on tter doorstep playi g with a
child. A grandf~ther walks down the street, a t n} grandson holding to his le~t hand, a tiny granddaugh r clasped
in hi's arms. The whole town is in holiday mood. In the intervals· of the dance, melons, p~aches, and wal paper-like
, rolls of piki, the Hopi festival bread, are being sol . Piki is
special sort of corn bread. It is made of speci By raised
corn 01 magenta, blue, and sage-green shades which .is
, ground into a fine paste, then rolled into papyri ike sheets
and baked.
In th~ dance reetanglea line of ma~ dancers and a line
of female dancers, with a chanting, stamping cho us of men
in the background, alter~te :regularly, with a dalcing team
made up of two pairs of young men 'and women./ The rows,
of dancers turn and bow 'and sway. Their mov mentsare
not complicated.. Their rhythm is slow and sta , y: the insistent downfall of rain, the floating of clouds.
hen finally they retire into an underground ceremonia chamber,'
. ~ whence in due time to reappear, four young men and young
women ta~ their place. It is clear that the men, with their
headdress of eagle feathers and of horns, imita e the bUfr·
falo.' The women wear the great Hopi eagle shi d on the}·
backs. Every man bends, gracefully. and eirc es swiftl
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around the young woman whose solemn ~prighi figure and
slow shuffling step is unchanging. The ~ sweep's down
I again, making ~ ~lf-eircle around the mrl" hooting, then. a ,
half-circle in the OP,POSite,•. direetion: The ~.'.e~ seem haughty
and aloof, the wom~n earnest apd afraid 1. ~'
1 a marching, a
, The, lines of dancers :co~e "qut again~.
turning. It goes on/to out-eyes and ears i~ver the same. We
have never ,seen the ceremony before, and) we can only guess
as to its exact significance. Its history ~ust go back to the.
days when all ,the."pueblo peoples mBAdeilfearly expe.ditions
to the great pla~ to hunt buffalo. 'Th~ last B~ffalo Hunt
from Taos was~'irL 1884. But the cloudl symbolism of the
pinon and cedar sprigs on the dancers'] heads, the zigzag
lightning drawn in plack upon the arms,~ the cloud and rain,
sYmbols~mbroidered,onthe girdles ... everywhere the representation of growing com and falling fain remind us that
t,he dee.per sense of the dram.' a i~ like~t.: of all Pueblo cere- '
monies, ,the fertility of the ea.rth fro ,hich man lives, the
. blessed union of Mother Earth and Fa er Sky. .
All is tremendously impersonal. 'I I; is an ordered part
'of an ordered li.fethat'is ~11 a ceremonand-a ritual. Some.
of the little ,school boys with clipped ha giggle a little now '
,andthen as if ,to 'show that they are h II f ashamed to take
part in such a barbaric rite. BuTonly t, " little ones are thus
self-conscious. There are young men he i e whbse hair is also
short, but some of them have come m; re .than a hundred
'miles to take part in this ceremony, an Jthey are as earnest
as the mOst venerable. The .dancers a: e unaware of their
aUdieri~. Of individual acting there i ijnone, yet not all of
thepetformers have cast off their indi :iduality. There is a
short fat oldman' who ocCasionally ye ,s shrilly above the
others. There is a PQmpous 'li~tle mid, Ie-aged man in the
chorus near the d.rum, dressed flawless 'y it la Hopi, who is
even'more serious than the rest. But tit subtlety which we
As L~~ Farge says,
there is
demand in our theatre is lacking.
•
'"I
.
none of the sharp
contrast, none of the s.pecific
cli,max, none
,
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of the variety for which the European 'mind 10 gs. We are
reminded of the Chinese .theatre where perfor ances continue for eight hours.
It is not spectacular, not brilliant. Man white men
have enough in an hour. Yet when one has live for even a
few months in close depeJ)dence on nature, at t e °mercy of
4 rain and ~torm, one senses more easily the me
ing of this
impersonalness, one feels the ineluctable rhyth
of Nature
herself} the ever-present overtones of ev~ry ~crament.of
the desert.
'- '
,
In the costumes of the women ther,e is no j rring note.
They wear the traditional high buckskin boo and short
skirts of a type which their ancestresses wov from their
own cotton centuries agO'. Ina way that sugge ts the '"Japanese style their glistening black hair is wou d in great
coils, the butterfly symbol of Hopi maidenhood.
The male sex is the less conservative. . A erican a~
Navajo influence is everywhere. ~ Even those ho imitate
the Buffalo, clad in orthodox buckskin girdles 'fith foxskin
tails and brilliant Hopi sashes, and with old gourd rattles in
one hand and deer antlers in the other, 'wear, rtevertbeless,
jingly cowbells fastened to their girdles. .In t~e chorus of
singers ,one can easily separate the three ge$rations by
costume. One old man completely in fring ,buckskin
looks just like an illustration in my copy of the Deerslayer..
The youngest third are almost completely in v rying mod-:
: ern American costumes. Ony compromises b tween greyr flannel trousers and a NavajO black 'velvet shi
. Another':
: who has on a purple Navajo shirt wears W worth . red~ .
white, and blue armbands. One is reaHy dapp r, even el~
gant, but his face is as sober and as inten~ as n~. There
is a predominance of blue denim shirts among he younger ~
men. Some of the really little boys are in over lIs. Many "
of these are doubtful of the stet's of the dance and words
of the songs and they are unobtrusively coach d and corrected from time to time. Styles of haircuts als vary with
I

.1

I
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I
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age and ch racter. There is' N vajo tong-hair ti~ in the
~ back, ther is the Pueblo boq, th~re, is long hair trimmed. in
S front and cut along the sides forming,l it is said, cloud ter,,..races. T·s tail mustached man'w~o sometimes wildly
waves a re olver has short kinky hair.(
The co fast in the costum~s'of·t~e Na~rajo spectators
is even more,~ striking... Footgear irlcludes old bUckskill--1
.boots,red-bro)Vl1 Navajo kehs (moca~ins>', cowboy boots,
army shoes and putte~s. There are loud shirts and, huge I
sombreroes. One Navajo man in the old-fashioned slit
ltrousers has one red leg,. one, yellow], Another wild-eyed
"Navajo, who shouts derisivel~ once ~s the dancers retire,
is in complete traditional Navajo costu¥ne. ,
The atti~ude of the Navajo spect~.tors is on the w;hole,
scornfuL Th~ Navajos call the Hopi ll!oqui "the dead ones."
The Hopis c~ll themselves "the pea~eful -people." Some
traders call them "the Indian Jews."{ In all thes~ names
there is a suggestion of truth. The~opi is industrious,
orderly, thrifty, purposeful. The Navajo if? freer,
. easier
'-'the joyous gamb1er of all he has ear~ed. Gregory gets at
essential differences when, after ren1Iarking the curiosity·
of the Navajo,' he says:
i
"

"The Hopi is 'indifferent to y;ou and your mission. He offers no aid, and yetlrarely refuses to .
lend assistance when calleduponl He looks after
his own affairs with intelligence land devotion but
takes little interest in yours: His chief de~ire is
to be let alone."
,
\

\

.'

i
I

'

The traveler has not been long~. in the Navajo-Hopi
Country before he is struck by the diffierencesbetween these
two .peoples. ' It seemed strange tndeed to the newcomer
that two peoples who have for centuri,es inhabi~ the same
desert and lived in constant intimate contact should remain
so essentially different. It is, true -that ethnological investigations have demonsfu.ated that the Na\\ajo have borrowed
the Hopi. Their knowledge of weaving prob~:i
much from
.
,

~
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ably ,comes from the Hopi or from other p eblo peoples.
'rheir ceremonialism has been enri<thed by the borrowing of
the art of sand-paintings, the use 'of masks nd other elements. Neverthelebss, one' who has Ii ve,d 'am ng Hopi and
Navajo feels that their w~rlds are miles apart
, The differences in their physical appeara ce are apparen~ enough, even though tPday there is a stro gadmixture
of Jemez,' Zuni, Hopi, and other pueblo blo
(as well as
nPahute, Ute, and Apache) in the Navajo tri e. The Hopi
.l.;Js short-the Navajo tall. Old~r Hopi wbmep are f~t ,and
squat. Nayajo women ten~ to keep their' figure., The Hopi
face is more square--the Navajo more oval.
e older Hopj\
men wear the typical "pueblo-bob"; conser ative Navajo'
men wear their hair tied· in a Ialot .behind thei .heads. The .
women also wear their hair 'in characteristi Uy different
.
'.
styles.
.
Likewise, it is easy enough to distinguis: between the
sound of the two languages. But, when one comes to the
differences in character and personality, th
are harder
to define, aIthomgh pro~ably basically the ~. fferences between 'a sedentary people with a long and ric cultural tradition and a tribe which was but reCently in th rudest stage
of nomadic exis~nce.
'
The Hopi may well- stand as the gener I type of the
town-living Indian, for they have been less affected by con«tact with Western European civilization thap the eastern
pueblos, and their influence upon the social and ceremonial
organization of some of the Rio Grande pueblos haS been
considerable. Many of the people of Jemez Jnd Isleta, for
example, probably lived in the Hopi country or some time
subsequent to the Pueblo Rebellion, 1680; a d the Jemez
Eagle Watcher Society, the songs of the " opi D;tnce at
"
Jemez, the "Wrangle,
Race" at Jemez, the n me of a sub- - .
urb of Isleta.-Oraibi, and many other cultur 'traits are all \
results of these culture contacts. The Nava, 0 is the free'" \
individualistic child' of the desert.' He live alone. The

I.

')

•
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. Pueblo Indians live together and hay~ lived,together for un-,
told centuries. Their life is coinmunaIiOn the whole, theyj
show small intJrest in the life oQts~de their community.,
They are quiet, reserved. The N avajo~ is an eager vivacious
child, intensely curious. Immediatel:f on meeting you, he .
asks where you came from and why, -+rhether you are married pr not, how.many children you ~ have. His, sense of
humor is more active. He delights ill a joke on you or on
himself. Living alot\e as he does, hi~ need for and joy in'
human contacts "is the greater.
.~
j
.
..
.
Pueblo ceremonies are of and ipr and by the whole.
community. Navajo ceremonies are for the especial bene~
~t of. indivi?uals-they are cU~ing ctrem?ni~s.. · They ~re
lIkeWIse a means of self-expres~uron
the Indlvld:ual artISts
taking part. Pueblo ceremonies ar~ merely special , segments of a life which is' at one witp all the processes of
nature. Navajo ceremonies a·re for lithe expulsion of evil
.spirits, for health, for beauty-even,.: a degree, for amusement and entertainment, providing! an occasion for the
social coming together of ,a tribe w ch lives apart. They
, are not impregnated so deeplY,with t~e prayer for-fllrtility,
for though the Navajos raise corn, m 'ons, peaches, they are '
still in'the pastoral epoch, while' Pu »10 life has long been
1
based on agriculture. -Navajo cei- onies are in origin
rather primitive devil-ehasing incan, tions. Pueblo cere- .
monies are elaborate pieces
SymPi"thetic magic. Pueblo
life is' a ritu;ll. As Dr. Hewett~ sfYS, "arts, industries,
Poetry, government, all rise out of heir beliefs regarding.·
God 'and Nature, which,. indeed the l regard as one. The
Navajo life isa pattern, a design. ,e Navajo way is the
way of beauty~they have a nine-d~ hant, which is "the
chant of beauty." Almost every N~v~jo ritual ends "In'
beauty it is finished, in beauty it is finished." There is objective testimony to the Navajo seni3e for beauty in their
silver and in ;their rugs. The Pueblo r.eoples, 1=00, of course,
have an amazing sense for beauty Jnuline, form,.color. But
with them beauty is, I th~nk, only a farm.onious element in
'I
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a-life which is. a balanced whole, and in a life inostilclosely
integrated with nature.
. Both races cling to old ways. Neither has f.eached that
stage of progress, '.'where every distinguished f.·sito.r in the
region is made a chief" and given a feather hea dress. Both
races are tenacious of religion and custo . But the
Navajo is mqch freer, more adaptab~e. The avajos have
only been in real contact with Europeans for 0 generation.
But during that time, their life has altered
re than has .
that of Walpi or OraiQj during all of the tqree hundred.
years since first the 'Hopi villages came into co~tact with the
Spaniards. It is true that in some 'of the I Rio Grande
pueblos the great dances are now, in par~ at least, con- '
sciously artistic festivals. It is true that in all tillages, even
the Hopi villages, there is Catholic acculturation. ' But in
conservative Santo Domingo, in Taos ever· re~entful of interference in its esoteric beliefs, and in the J[opi' villages,'
rituals preserve their original character as an ~xpression of.
the deepest emotional and religious life.
The Navajo adapts all too easily. In tWb 'generations'
most of the great nine-day chants have becom~ extinct; the
'song-priests lack their' accustomed acolytes. t.The Navajo
thrives under new conditions. Their populat~on has quintupled. It is true that the Pueblo populatiort has also in~
r: creased slightly in the, last twenty years, put t~e pueblo population is probably much smaller'than when llhe Spaniards
came-so the decline had set in befor~ that.1 This is, of
course, partly the result of· external co~ditio~s~ Living so
close together, they are e'ecially liable to epiclIemics.
The Pueblo cultures are the oldest conilinuous "high
cUltures" on
Camp~red
to them, '
, the American continent.
,
I
the Navajos are rude wanderers" newcomers from Asia.
. If one distinguishes between culture ~n.d. Cir.iliz,ation, by
that useful rule of thumb test lhat clvlhzaton: means a
written language, then the Pueb,lo peoples are ~pt civilized.
Nevertheless, H. B. Alexander has compared,. ueblo devel-
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.opment in certain respects to the ~reek. ~He points ou ,:
striking parallels between th~ politidal theory of the Gree Ii
. city-a~te a~dtha~'?f the puelj]OeitY.·:. :state, a~d als.o corre.{
sp~ndences In relIgIous thought andlj In art. Although thE1j!
" origin ~f the Greek drama is disputed, there are certaiJ
obvious resemblances between primifive Greek tragedy; a~~
thea.e, dlr.amatie 'f~stivals; in the use l.~.,f Chorus.ea, the publi . .
' production at certain seasons by pa~icular societies, in th •
.'empioyment of. masks.· There is a~rtairi ~nerie resem ,
blance 'between a festivaJ--of the biilih -of spring, or eve "

\

ing out lof the ~easons. ' ;
,! Ij
,
Cotnparisons COtdd aliso be made, between performanc '
of the koshar~ and the...phallic proc~ssion out of.which -th .•
old Attic comedy arose. These Kos}lj.aree antics l}ave somel
times .been refenrrea to as vaudevill~. . It is true that theI'
seem side shdws of the great Pueblo festivals. B~t thei .
jokes have too, ~loseI a connection wi~h
the whole rite of fer
.,
tility, an inn~t seri(jmsness. Moreovtr, the Kos~ree are n '
merely "DelIght Makers" (although that role IS exagger.
ated in many pueblos today)?, they tepresent the spirits 0
'the dead, the Iconnection of the livi!g with "the ancients. r
O~ the other hand~ the .alili, the "a¢ts" which come in th i
last night of the Navajo Mountain! Chant could be fairl .
described as v~ude~ille. ?n~e .agai, 'one notes, the-:' greater .
.scope.the. NavajO glvesto Indlvidualfs ppposed .to.grouP. e
preSSIOn.
.
,;'
.
. On~ would be, unwise to press prrallels b~tween Greec·
.and the.'Soutqwest too far, but one toes find In Pueblo artS.
that, directne~s, thflt plastic beau 'which one associate!
with the Greeks. Probably no p~o ne, save the Greek, ha~
. had SO. large a. proportion o~ i;iV.i iJala with crea.tive abil
~ ity. In San ]idefonso, for in ..nce I with its population 0
around a hundred, i there are a le~t twenty .painters an 'I
. 'potters whom, we may well calf arti~ts.1 In pueblo life on'
finds, I think~ that long lost Arl'J1oh iaJ Every act, ever I
I

JI

l'

I
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ceremony, from the intense drama of the Snake Dance, to
the sheer poetry of the Flute Dance, is only an 'episode in a'
life which has one order, one rh~hm.

'Desert Sun
By GRACE TAYLOR MITCHELL

J

When clouds shine golden
In the west,
At sunset,
It seems
That we are not
Mere mortals here
But souls,'
Permitted to gaze,
A few sweet- moments
,
Into eternity,'s career.

.

When pink and purple tints
Are on the mountains,
Then sins and worries
Seem to slip,
From off the soul.
With joyfulness and stren~h
We turn us
\
Homeward,
Content with mortals' work,
Immortals' goal.

Tears
. By GRACE TAYLOR MITCHELL

-'

For breaking hearts
Is there no surcease,
No healing balm
.,
To stop the ache and pain '!

-

~

"Oh yes," Eternal Power answers
"I send hot scalding tears :
To sterilize the wound
A-nd bring sweet 'peace again."
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Social and CUltu~al Elements o~ pin A~ericanjsm*
.
:By J~MES FULTON zn.f~ MAN
·1
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OUR...relations '"tith Latin Amer~4an nations many diffi
. cu.Ities and mis~nde~tandings hh,ve arisen, which. av I
immediately due' to economic "'and 11political policies, .'bu
, which may ultimatEly be traced ilarg[:y to fundamental dlfi,
ferences in langya~e and in raciali' psychology combin . I
with varying 8ta~ of cultural and! national developme~t.
A; casual review, o~ th~ history of
relations with the
nations to th~ sou~. Off reveals.~.learly that it is only
within ,recent !years \that e ective cUI~ural 3$ociationshav ,
become possible betyveen t e United ~tates with its English
language, literatur~, corpmoIi law fnd c~stoms, and the
southern republics lwith their RomJhce languages, Napoleonic code, and Lati~~ traditions. ~ II
.
As these social and' cultural el~ments of Pan-Americanism are appr~ia\ted,.they will ha'l~e th~ effect &f irnodify, ing I?ol~tical an,d ~nomic P?li~ a~~. it is hoped. wil1 result In ImprOVf'
d In~er-AmencanYrela,~lOns.·
I
.The' addr • es tof President Hopver delivered on' the
occasion of hi visit to Central and South America con""'1
taine? :n:o re;'r~nc\es to political. fuestions, nothing-'" of I
treatIes and dl lomacy, and such cOl1jlments as. he made on
commercial an industrial relations !were subordina-ted ~Jo I
the m~r: Vi9~1pur*ose 'of upbuildi
th~ cultur,ai, ~~r~l,"
, anq'SpI tual. orcesl bet"ween the na ,ons-for~ WhIC~ In
f!latl happiness land
his view are aking for increased
good~wil. ~e stres~. edi the spread ~ education, music, .I,~art, I'
and dra a in the vajrious countries ;sited, and urged more,
,effective or~~nizatiops ~or the excha:,ge of ideas' iJ.l science •
and tec~ ology WhiC~.,. U,ImOW no front~,ers. and know all limguages.
: I '
~
"
·
The same emphasis on cultural ~elations characterized
the addresses given bn the occasion of the firstPan-Ameri-

I

N

,:ur

F

)

t

'

.~

• Paper ~ead. at the meeting of the Institute oJ World Aflail'l!. University or
Southern\CalIforma. L08 An~ele8.
December 16. 1932. i/
;.
,.

.

~
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~
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can Day celebrations in 1931 and the second· commemoration
of that occasion in 1932.. Those elements of Pan-American- '
ism which seek the fraternal rapproachment i of all the
peoples of the new world without dwelling upon the differ, ~nces of language, descent, religion, and customs, were
given pi'edominance in the most thoughtful comments heard
in allJcountries. Different speakers' urged upon ~he universities the responsibility of the propagation of this kind of
Pan-Americanism so that the coming generatiops through
the secondary and primary schools will see to it ~'hat leaders
of international politics follow in .this current \of cultural
, public opinion. Charges that political leaders inithe United
States now stress cl:lltural topics in. order to avo~d unpleasant and somewhat embarrassing· political anq economic
questions may be well-fou~ded7butin any event ~t will be a
great gain if all statesmen come to see that ill cultural
realms the people of different nations can moot' on equal
and friendly terms: A nation as a rule .is not l~ to hatred
and war with another nation because of a knowle~ge of that
nation's literature or pain.ting or m~sic. Furtllermore, i~
by some method we can find out how to hu1anize and
socialize our relations with other peoples, we m~y find the
defect of the old diplomacy and the key to a deeper and
'finer appreciation of the people of other. count~es, which
will make, for goodwill and peaceful relations' despite the
difficulties which may' arise from political an~' .economic
sources. Perhaps the finest example of the dipfomat who
sought to know the ideals, art, and literature of a people and
. to use the cultural approach to coine to better undkrstanding
iR to be found in the late Dwight Morrow, Amb 88ll.dOr. to
Mexico. He really learned .to lnow and love th Mexican
people. He made every effort to interpret their rt and literature to our people, and the re~ultwas more hkrmonious
relations with Mexico.
The more or less automatic channels thrO~gh which
social and cultural propag-anda· may. be spread f~e music,
I

'

t

I

'

,

I

\.

I'

I
I
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and mo,bon pIctures. IT}1e lunusual, develo~rent withIn recent
y~ars of ~he opport~n,~ for cultural: e~c?ange by means ?f
these varIOUS agencIes IS most encour~gIng, but there stIll
remain vast posSibili ieS ~or improve I: ent in the case of
,Ij
many if not of most 0 theine
. The volun4r;y , aniels throug j which universIties,
may carry on the wo ofl cultural ex ange are numerous.
Perhaps a list of the !, os~ outStandin lshould include:, The
Institute of Inte~nati ~al Education, ~ e In~titute of Int~l~
IectuaI Co-operamon
the Pan-Ameri; nUnio;n, The Gug- .
genheim' Foundation! The Pan-A I: iean Institute of
Geography ~nd Histoiy,~The Caniegi IEndowment for 'International Peac~, Th~ Carnegi~ Ipsti 'Jion of Washington,
The Rockefeller !Foundation, The Am ".Ii).ican AS$Ociation of
•University Professors,; The American lbrary Association's II .
, Committee on Library! Co-operation w
Hispanic Peoples,
I.The 'American Feded;tion of Art" T
International Congress of 'AmericanisW~The A~sociati of American IVluseums, the various summer schools, T Institute-of World
" Affairs, Riverside, and similar institu 's in other universi! ties and colleges.
'
. It is not the purpose of this pape
enter into the detailed history" organization, and wor of these important
agencies. Such "'facts, ff not· well 'nOWD,'are easily"
available. I do ~~h, hoi ever, to p i tout ~he' need for
much greater caccomp ishments
have as yet
resulted from th~ combi ed work of al of these agencies'
and to indicate alsq ho education l:lim~titutions in the
service in this imAmerican Southwest! ~a~ ,render gre
portantphase of ~iiter.:¥\thericanrela io:&s.'
In the field, Qf ~: :nge of stijd n: the net results to
date show about' 1,200I
tin-Ameri I• students studying
in ail the colleges and ulni ersities of e IUnited States~ with
a much smaller nhmbet . our stude tsistudying'in the inica. Whit - n one, would for a'
stitutions of Latin~Arile
»
fJ

ter

I
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.moment seek to discount this achievement, it woqld seem '
that the institutions represented in this conferen~ alone,
located as.we are, adjac~nt to a great nation like 1Mexico,
Ishould have at least 1,000 or. 1,200 stu;dents from th~t eoun:try alone'in our institutions and perhaps an equal inumber
of our students in the institutions of that country.: I may
use the University of New Mexico as an illustratiop by reporting that we have been: able to make provision for only
,one such student. The exchange of professors has Ibeen of
1some value: no doubt, but unfortunately such prpfeSsors
are often regarded as mere, propagandists and lill their
.work discounted for that• .reason. The plan'
could belI
greatly
,
'
:improved, as Dr. Norton and others have pointed lout, by
having well-trained young professors
from Latin American
J"
.
I '
\countries become regular members' of ouruniVer~'l\Y faculties for three or four years. They could then r turn' to
their own countries and their' places be filled by oth r countrymen of like preparation. Likewise, young pr0fessors
from the United States could give similar terms ofl service
in Latin American universities. Such, an interch~nge of
faculty members would be a' great improvement 0 Tcr the
present brief exchange plan, for each of them wo d take
tiack to his native country a real und'erstanding ofte life
and character of the country in which he had li ed and
worked, and would be able to spread such an~unders nding
throughout his native country.·~·
~
. The fact is that with all the agencies now see ing to
promote better. understanding and good-will betw n the
Americas, and with all the earnest efforts the~ are putting
forth, progress is too slow and too meager to warr~nt any
feeling of satisfaction with present results. If we turn to
the report of Dr. Henry Kittredge" Norton, who \visited
seven South Americ~n countries in the summer ojf 1931
under the auspices of the Carnegie Endowment.,fori International Peace, we read. with distress. and humiliati n that
he came in contact with "ignorance, ~isunderst I nding,
i

I

i

,,I .
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prejudice, misirifoqnation, and mendacio I propaganda" ~s
, regards the United States, and on his retu II to this, country
concatena.tion
of
met with "a similar;
:
. inac \ uracies prevalent
in regard to the republiqs to the south." He deplores our
ignorance 0:( their mnusualprogress, thei great cities, and
their way of life, and deplores also their conc~ption of' us
as "boorish, aggressive, tnoney-mad impe .alists without a
suggestion of cultur~."~~ ~t is on the cultu I I side," SB:YS Dr.
Norton, "that there is gr~ate$t confusion.'"
} If our institutions are agencie& of cui :' re and if we are
serio~s atal.l abou~ t~e i~t~rchange of thef,ult~ral elements
on thIs'continent, It:lS ObVIOUS that there ;emains much yet
Ij
to be done. It is ~ conwntion that every~nstitutionin the
Southwestern states I could do far more thafh it is now doing
to develop a greater interest in and apprectktion for the cuI..
ture of those of Latin or, Sptnish descen who live among~,,-, 'I
us. Our first, obligation, it seems to me, i: to get 'into real
J
contactJ with the Spanish-speaking people i ~ our own states,
i
and make greater efforts than we. have eve'" yet made to un..
derstand their ideas-and ideals, and indeedjtheir entire philI.
osophy of life. We must, enter into gEmui; e and profound
i
study of their educational processes, theirjfolk-lore, litera~.
ture, art, and habits [of lif~ and thought.
lational agencies <to ~
and bureau~ may futnish :aid· for such a p~pgram of study,
"f
but the impetus and direction must come ~rom within our
t
own communities. In New M~xico, for e~ample, we have
I,
the. tW? p~opl~s, Spani~h-speaki~g ~~ ~~glish-speaking,
each WIth Its dIfferent VIews 'of hfe, w'lllch~~n turn produce
f
misunderstandings and prejudices. Her~.i then we have
within our own stat~ of the Southwest tiM central prob-lems of Pan-Americanism on its social aJj\I cultural side.
Why not attack the problems at home as w~ find them'/
J
This )Ve are tr.yirig to do in New Me¥ic() along three
1
qefinite lines' as follows: Rirst, through .!n experimental
Ii
school for Spanish-speaking"-children in ~lfhe. ,elementary
grades; second, thr(mgh study and popular, zatI6n of Span- ., ~
;

l
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•ish history and folk-lore; and third, through' the ,bi- ingual
club which has evolved into what may well be called" prac- ,
,tical experiment in the' spirit of Pan-~mericanis ." In
this club, which has now' developed into a Bi-Lingu I PanAm~rican Institute by encouraging the organization f sirp,Har clubs in adjacent colleges, rondamental questions affecting the relationship of the two peoples ·are being'discussed
: in -Spanish and in English by representatives ofbo h cul-'
tures., The two peoples, both true Americans, are - n this
way actually working and thinking tog~ther. Such c ntacts
are resulting in better understanding dnd appreciati nand
give reason for the hope that they will gradually m tigate
and possibly eliminate existing racial niisundersta dings; "
Probably the most imp rtant
prejudices, and injustices.
.
1 result will grow out of the fact that the work
P oceed
from the bottom up and not from the ipp down a - ha peen
1 the case too often with the work of national an - i
er~a
~ ! tional agencies and bureaus. I sometimes wonder if the
i a!most necessary 'red tape of many o~ the ~sqal,or- I niza-"
:, bons and bureaus does not obscure the genUIne hum n ele, ;' ments which are so vital to better cultural understa dings.
i
I make haste, however, to add that i~ is not my p rpose
! to seek to discQunt or in any way diS-parage the im
rtant
I work of existing essential co-ordinating age.ncies i
this
I field. The outstariding services of all of them calIf r the
t highest commenaation. - To me it ,seems of special s'gnificance that the Inter-American Institute of Intellectu I Cooperation was established ,at the Sixth Pan-America Con, ference to serve as a clearing house for all 1 the)1 ional
: councils on information relative 'to ~aucation, iscience arts,
: and letters, and...to promote the interchange of prof ssors,
students, and research workers~ The National Coun il for
: the United States, haviJ:ig three representatives', i the
i~Southwest-one from Stanford,/ Dr. A. Coester, one 'from'
; the University of California, Dr. Herbert E. Bolton, a done
, from the Civic Bureau of Music and Art of L~s Angele , Mr.
j

3'11
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John 'Mott-has, begun to function,. and 11 believe institutions in, California, Texas, Arizona, and New Mexico shoulq
~
fall.hea.rlily into line with the general Pu1ilSes of this or·
'I:
, ganlzatIon.
.
.
Furthermore, it is my strong convictio~ that the efforts
1
of individual institutions in our Southwest should be related
~.
rather definitely to a w~ll-directed and wlell co-ordinated
I
plan for this entire section. This could prQ~ablYbe brought
~
about by organizing a Southwestern or f4r-Southwestern'
~,
division of the National Council of the.ln~r-American InI
stitute of Intellectual Co-operation,' eitherf!pdependently or
f.,
in conjunction with this Institute of Worla Affairs, or in
~
some other suitable manner. Such a re.tional organizaI
tion would stimulate greater educational cd-operation with
,t
's!outh American countries on the part of all of our colleges
!
ahd universities,' normal schools, and state I departments of
phblicin~truction. It should make this prbgram of social
and cultural co-operation one of the leading objectives of
j'
all educational agencie~ in Texas, Calif9rn~,Arizona, and
New Mexico. Sur.ely our sectiptt 'of the Un~ted States, peo'pled by large elements of Spanish-speakingi citizens, is the ----i '
n~tural laboratory out of which should etolve .the finest '
experimentS in social and cultural relatiWts
with' Latin,American nations.
.
As a representative of one_of the eduCational institu-tions in this area,- I present to t~is Institute the definite suggestion calling for a,more intensive and better co-ordinated
program for all the' institutions of the 4merican Southwest ,
in the effort to advance the cause of better understanding
between the Americas by a more intensive c~tivatiori. of
the social and ., cultural elements in Pan-Americanism..
j

,
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Pluto to Persephone
.
.
.
By MARY GARDNER

ll>

' . '

Little love, thou mu~t not fear my touch- '
No earthly lover could have loved thee so
That he would dare the sun, the light and such
For thee. Still! Still-be thou as on we go
To wilder darkIiess and to glowering gloom-.
Forget thy mother's smile ... thy girlhood years
In orchards rich with wondrous fruit ~nd bloom . ..
o queen, thy maiden dreams outshine thy tears !tR
\

J

f' n
~f"

S

Persephone, tremble not as near
The underworld our demon chargers pace; .
My arms will guard thee in thy mortal fear..
My home is thine-from me turn not thy face.
O. love! Have dreams that life can never give ....
Thy youth was sleep ... Awake, Persephone, and live!

'1

I

'
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What I Saw-in Americ"a*
'"'

1

By HENRI WIGNY

.

\ '

"H'" ~RE are some of th~ imp~essions which t received while

I "

,
crossing the United States from the tAtlantic.to the
".~acific, at crazy ·'sp?ed. Eve~ if· i must pl+ad' e~nuating
cIrcumstances, I wIll tell you that so many frIends have
'asked me what I saw with my own" eyes, that I prefer to
answer all at one time, rather' than to be always beginning
\
; 'f"
.
the same na~ation.
Moreover, I had the good fortune to cross the. thresholds of many Americans, to be seated at many family tables,
2;Lnd thus to obser~e this thing which escap~ many tourists.
Finally I yielded to that temptation to' nail-rate, which is
common to nearly ~ll, iff Inot all, who have gpne to America.
Now our transatl~~ti~ liner is anchor~ in the roadstead. It is Sunday 'evening, and we cannot enter until1tomorrow morning. We await day, held at qparantine, some
miles from New York." In the distance .one~ soos' the Statue
'of' Liberty emerge from the night, brilli+tly lighted by
. electric' search lights, ana, more distant, one! sees the crystal
arrow of the Empire building, thegreate~t skyscraper in
New York, at the base of the halo of. a glj-eat city. I am'
mucJi m o v e d . , "
i,·
II am effected, not because tomqrrow I ~hall find myself
lost in that active, "noisy American metropolis, which rivals
London for first place among the populol1Is cities of the
world. I have no longer any anxiety. I am;acc.ompanied by "
a friend who lived in New York in his youth, and who has
since journeyed through the Union tw:~ntt times.' But, t
am going to see something new, of which I nave often heard
,spoken.
';
I afn not one(",of those who, seeing the?o¢ean for the first
time is confined to saying;' "That is a lot of water," and I
do not observe any elegance in hiding these emotions by·,
blase appearances. I do not conceal. my sentiments which
••

•

.'

'1

.Translated· from "La Lib~ Belgique:' Brussels, Belgium, "y John' D: ClarJc, Unt-·
vel'8ity of New Mexico.
)
.•.
'

.
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result in my being the object of certain curiosity. t may
be that 1 am the only person on board who has not uched
the soil of this great republic. The ladies are especi 11. desirous of seeing how these fresh impressions will 111 nifest_
themselves. I see myself like the Huron of whom
ltaire
speaks, astonished on arriving at the coast of France. Someone says to me, "It is ridiculous· to put: yourself" in uch a ~ .
state; if you~ show so much imagjnationyou are g 'ing~ to
certain disillusionment." Disillusioned
- ? . We shall· ee tomorrow.
The .night is warm and noisy. At twelve mile from
shore, prohibition has already sealed -:the bar, but reseeing travelers have, in the course of~the day, laid in a supply of whiskey. The ,evening has the air of Mar Gras.
Perhaps one or another of the gentlemen has had·, 0 have
recourse to the ironic but respectful assistance of a tward'
in orde~ to gain his stateroom.
.
.'
.
A poor sleep, but at last day arrives. The teamer.
ascends slowly, 1 was going to say majestically, th course
of the Hudson. Everyone is on deck. Finally f om the
morning fog which blurs them, there. appears a c lection
of buildings at the foot-of the nearby island. T ey are
pressed one against the other: croWding togeth
the~r
colossal masses. At one side is the delicate lace- ork of
Brooklyn .bridge. Is it beautiful or is it simply a.range?
It is certain that the spectacle is impressive and
not be
regarded with indifferent eye.
.
.
~~.
Is it beautiful? The Greeks,-:ivho knew beauty, classed
as beautiful, among the marvels of the world, the .mple of
Diana at Ephesus, and tb,e pyramids of Egypt. Be uty has
manifold aspects. On seeing these grandiose stru tures I
. am set to thinking, I know not w~y, of th,e deligh ul little'
Austrian city of Salzburg, that which .the friend 0 Goethe
placed with Constantinople and Naples, among t e thr,ee
it almos exactly'
most beautiful cities of the world. I visited
.
a year ago. Surely one cannot finQ more violent ntrast:
,..~
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On th~ one hand narrow, crooked streets, the delicate ribs
of a Gothic church, all the· modest and cdmpelling charm
of thingp which are tIo longer; on the, other all the magnificence, virility and audacity of the preseJiit. On one side '
of the "Atlantic the masterpiece of a d~eaming, patient
genius, here the expression 'of the power pfman who has
domesticated mechanical force.
i! ,
Is it beautiful? Yes, it is beautiful, ~r to employ the .
word which Americans use. and abuse, "Gl,brious." Must I
'\
be treated as a Pllilistine, ,as bourgeoise, ahd as a peasant?
I have tasted the ch~rm which emanates frq~ the great citY.
I have dined on the roof of the Astor, high, very high,- so
high that the noise of th~ avenues comes ~P there only as
confused munnurs; I, too, have seen light~up the fairy:'like
illumination of that. part of Broadwat called "Times
Square," and in it I experienced great ~pleasure. I am
seated on a bench in Central Park, on
of those beautiful nights, following a torrid day, when ct)ne has no desire
. to go to bed. The headlights of the 'aut~mobiles slip like
, fireflres through the foliage. In the dis~a4ce and above the
earth shine the lights which form the, sk~ine of the buildings, and I feel the mildness of the hour. ~'Yes, it is a .form
?f beau~. .It. is not necessary to comparejt to ours. , It has
Its own IndIvIddal character: .
~"
.
.
,Chic~go has finished one of th~se ~kyscrapers_with
pointed arches of a cathedral. I was scanaalized with it. It
seemed an anaohronism. Each thing has !lits setting; a ride
in a gQhdola at Venice to the'lazy rhyth~ of' a single oar is
delightful. A trip made on Lake Michig~n in a· speed-boat,
which appears to bounce on the water ratl\er than to float'in
it,, and from which one
sees the splendid
a+enue
to which the
,
.
G
lake ,has given ~ame, leaves an indelible :rirmembrance.
But let us not anticip~e. I was stilij at the side of the
, ship when our steamer tORcgp.ed the wha'f. That"does not
mean that we are' goi~g. to ;get off at on4e. There are' immigration and customs f(}$nalities to go through. One
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does not enter the United States like going into
fore being admitted I must answer questions of w~ich here.'
are some: Are you an anarchist? Have you desi~s onde-:
stroying the established order by vielence? Are yo a po!y-c
gamist? Have you been iJlsane? Are you attain ed with
skin diseases or with, infirmities which make you appearance repugnant? Who" knows what else?
We must not complain that this country· <? libertr
opens its door only with caution. Due to its pro perity it
was for a long time the promised land, exerting i ' magic
mirage on all· bold but miserable people. Immi~ation in
mass of European or Asiatic races would have dil'1t,',ed, sub- .
merged the national species; the American 'Union 'f0uld be-, . .
come Latiri or Slavonic, its 'economi~ ~onditions l\Uight be '
, subject to brusque overthrow. The country has, therefore,
decided 'to allow only those assimIlable, by the Jation to
enter, only those elements which can become ,grafts on the
tree. The "Immigration Act" is .tpe conse~uent '~f the
manner of growth of the population, a rapId f' mIdable
growth which was not the result of births but of mmigration of foreigners. For a long time entry has be'~ndenied
, .to the black and yellow races. The colored and the Chinese
quarters, very important in all the large cities, ar~ peopled
"'-' by American citizens who have been located' in th~l country
for several generations. It is needless to say tha they are
not assimilated. rr.he Chinese quarter is an attra tion.
At last I passed the·gate. We are in New, Yo k. Such
an immense city. It welcomes me With the mostl gracious
of its smiles, 'the most agreeable and. most charin~ng of its
young couples. I had often heard Bin and Kay s oken qf,
'but I did not know them. Bill and Kay had often heard of
me but had never seen me. Bill and Kay were aw iting me
as I debarked. In clasping hands we understood e cll other" '
the ties of sympathy were knotted.
.
" Later I shall have occasion to speak of ple~si g young
Americans. They have perhaps impressed me ore than

i,

I

,F
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anything f saw in the course of my trip, a~d of these young
Iwho:tn I visit,ed
folks I saw none.more
charming\ than those
I'
'.'
in their home, (Bill and Kay), aohome of cqmfort ~nd of joy.
And as there is no time'to lose we set~out at once to see
the to~n. Bill has to gOI to his Qffice; we' sball see him again
at lunch, and stilLI~tet+ at dinner. Kay -takes the steering
wheel and 'we depart, three of ,us squee~ed lightly in the
front seat. I say three of us, lor Kay br:~ught with her a
friend as chatming as herself. 'The car s)ips along rapidly
thr~ugh the streets. It stops and we go!to the top of the
Empi~e building. To do this one must cli).ange elevators at
the 40th, 80th, and 122d floors. 1,200 fdet high it domin-'
at.es the city. from the sum.niit, 100 ~rters higher 'than
. EIffel Tower, the blocks below appear vert' small, and a~ the
bottom of the great thoroughfares pefple and vehIcles
at>pear to be in" miniature.
<t
II
.
. But what is' the use of detail? I ha .k really seen New
York, its immense. buildings of yv ich II am told, one designed for dwelling, has 15,000 su·tea. I have seep iF-Fifth avenue, the center of its gh cl'1 ss commerce, its
Park avenue, the residence of
ltimilrbnaires, -its extraordinary· mhs~um of nat':lral/ . tory, an: eve~ (I confe,ss,
it), 'dined in one of th~es 'rants' barred doors; to
Which one is admitted only after e has made known his
identity by answering cross~u~stions th~ough a peep-hole,
but where:, the-threshold once cros~ed toJ.he noise-of chain.s .
and bolts, one ca.n drink a cocktail whic : has above all,.the
~,
11
~.
flavor' of forbidden fruit.
Some thousands of places of this sott are in existence. ~ ,
They are visible t'? '~,he naked eye. wha~lfilms must be over
officers?' :
,ell, we
are in the ."
the eyes of the prohibition
.
. ,
land of prohibition, the country of ice tater, of lemonade
and of tea. What a strange use of liberty.
Liberty for a man consists in doing what he wishes.
For a nation it is to make laws which t~e majority impose
on the minority by force, in other wor: s, with which the
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majority annoys the minority, and I saw peop~e who were'
thoroughly bored. Alcohol, disgraced, banishedt and 'driven
out, rules'--in spirit. They think of it. They talK of it. Andperhaps . t he 10ngi,ng for it is m<ore harmful th4n taking it.
At a luncheon of lawyers in Chicago I heard a~ecturer condemn the Eighteenth Amendment. Never "Jere pris6ns
so full or insane asylums so populated. . F~l~ hope ~or
much at the next election. Will they return w ne and beer
to the position they should occupy in all civiliz tion? Some
believe they will, while others think not. ~'T ey fear the
rich powerful bootleggers who are using thei money and
their influence to support the prohibition law in order to
profit by violating it. ,What an amusing parad x.
But bad things have a good side. When ~n the train,
in a public place, an A~erican wishes to. show more than ordinary kindness to you he goes through a ritu~l. first, he
puts a finger tID his'lips, which in every lan~age means,
"Silence." Then he shows two embracing firlgers which, '
?ver there means, "Would you like t~o fingen! of ~hiskey ,
In a glass of water?" You accept dIscretely ~nd WIth understanding. lIe pulls a long, slim aluminu flask containing the precious liquor from his pistol ocket. You
drink, shake hands, wipe your tongue over y ur lips, and
friendship is sealed.
Even before prohibition, it appea~s'that t e Americans
did not know how to drink. They, didn't kn w about the
terrace of the cafe, the to~ng wit~ 'the appe izer, of that
hour when one empties a glass sip at a tim~ exchanging
many ideas which are perfectly useless. They did know
the,saloon, which they say'dates from an ordin I ce Qf Cromwell forbidding people to be seated while parta ing of spirituous liquor, in a public place. What was law ecame habit.
'They took at one g:u1t) whatever they order d. It is no
longer a beverage; it is a ration.'
The ~reate:r part of the Canadian provinc s permit the
sale of liquors, beers and wines at governine depots, but
f

'i!;
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they must be consumed at home or in 1;h~ room of a hotel~
which is not drinkiI!$ but getting surfeite<).
\\ /I
I also believe that tpe.. Americans do~hot know how to
dine. Can one live well wIthout 'Fr'encm wine? In many
restaurants one serVes himself. He passe~ before a serving
table a~d seleets the d~shes which are klreadY prepared.
· Taken from the serving' ·table on a tray,f-th&"food is eaten
, at small tables. IIi placles, where one is s,erved, everything
"
i
ifj placed on the tab~e at the same time. REtpasts so arra~ged
are soon disposed 6f, b,t,en in ,silence, ann without a single
rite of sophisticaWd <JhUng. They are cInly a stop in the
work of the day, a necessary task, perfor~ed like any other.
In contrast. to theeafeterias, whic~ ~re more or less
modest, in the laI;ge c~t~es t~ere "are l$urious e'stablishments in which oqe pays five! dolla:rs fo/, the privilege of
being seated. Everywhere the ordInary is1 quite si pIe.
,Culinary art is the: result of old 'civ'ization hi~h has
.r
arrived at the wise conviction that the great ch rm of life
lies. in that which i~ lost, in the common cAll of ti e. It presupposes on one side, e~ert artists wh' can me sure the
harmony of spices and .the symphony 0 : perfumes and on
not
only knowll how to a preciate
the other dilettantes wao
,
,
the Chef d'oeuvre, but who enliven the Itable with a light
and rapid conversliltion in which words :ound and rebound
like tennis balls ft.om racquet to racque I
,
The United States idoes not underst lnd irony, nor does
it see the sparks which burst forth in the~collisions of,oPPosing ideas, which ~ke French cQnversat~on SQ entertaining.
.This manifestation of: Latin tempera~ent escapes them,
· causing a naive astonishment among tre ladies, which is
far from being without charm.
,What shall ~ say of the cuisine ?.. . ~jmply that it is different from ours. In a restaurant one e,an easily avoid the
· creations of foreign--taste, but in the llome of some indi- ~ ,.~,
vidual he risks t1h~ assaJults of frightfuli!nixtures. The hos'
pitality of the host increases the risk, 4>r he carves at the
table, and -hands y~u your plate comPletfy filled.
#
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But let us resume our trip, less capri ious than the
yoyage of imagination or that of I;emembr nee. Near to
New York there is an awe-inspiring sight, iagara Falls.
[Being nearby, it is only a night's ride, a p sage' of 400 or
500 miles, the distance from Brussels to Be lin, a 'nothing
in this country, large as a continent. So m y m~gnificent
descriptions have been' made of this cataract~ I,shall not attempt another ~ I refer my readers to ChatE:1aubriand or {o
J ulea Verne. 1 refer others to the cinema. j
,
~ As for myself, I retaiJ.l the;' rem~mbranc~ of a sple id
auto trip from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario~ with stops t
places of interest or curiosity, notable among them that 0
spr~ng whose water burn's like petroleum.' Ypu drink it'a
find the water no worse than petroleum, thed touch a rna
to the empty glass and the moisture adheribg to the walls
takes fire like a torch. Disinfection is comple~; A little further up stream, held by projecting rocks; arJ the crumbling
hulks of two boats. One is a customs service motor boat,
the other a freighter. They had been navitating the lake
and carelessly approaching too 'near the fal~, were ~ caught
in the terrible current. Their engines, were powerless. The
frightful end was inevitable.-~ft~ ~evera~ days of e'ffort
th~ir crews were saved bu~one tre~bles to tjhink of t,he~an
gUlsh of these: men, hearIng .some 200 meters aw~y,: the
terrible roar of the cataract, which at any !moment, might
overwhelm them.
. '.
1
'
"., .
During our entire trip the Pullman wai~ fo~, us. As,
I in the smaller towns stations were not enclpsed by. fences,
we could, at any time, enter the car to g~t things f;rom our ,
baggage or to rest. The potter was always In duty. Finally
in the evening we turned in,' and th~ next tnorning a~ak~
ened in Chicago.
Proudly built on, the shore of a great commercial hike,
as lar~e as a sea, a lake whose far shores ar~ invisible, and
on whose surface one sees the silhouettes of great steamers,
this city rivals the metropolis of ~he east i~ rhe glory of its

I'
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the
f
gan Avenue and into the Loop. They reach the aristocratic
s~ction and then stop suddenly, giving ~ay to the leperous
miserable outskitts of: every larg-e city~ Cllicago is larger :ii
than Paris. It has its rvretchedness aildJmisery lik,e all large . ,}
cities. Whetner this ns more widespread than in the Euro- :
pean capitals :,one cannot say. From the Pullman window :Ii
I saw many smaEI' 4rp.~rican towns
dwellings neat and ,I;
I'

,'I:

C

witt

:~:~~:::tr:~::::l:ci~~!e~t~~:~:t::

::: '1:
poorly housed. In New York and in Altny I saw verY neat 1:
cottages, many with ~arages, in the,:ectiotpl occupied by
the average person. I know from e ,:perience that many
factories provide parking,grdunds for1he cars of their em'ployees. Everyone kJ1.ow~ of the exte I; ive use ofmechanical transportation ov¢r there. Statis1i1cs .are gathered for
each state. .A. detail Will suffice to, shoW the madness of the
traffic. Near New York is a beach acce~sible only by a large
one-way avenUe. The parking place all the beach can hold
80,000 cars. :We may add that _due t~hard times, 'the1ast
, Sunday' in, June, .in S.,.Pite of ,most, deli.:.ressing he~t, (It~'Y
York is in the same latitude as Madri ' ), there were fewer
than 40,000 a~tos parked.
'!
. They say that Chicago is the vEfy center of alcohol
smuggling or rum running, and that jts streets ~re" some'times the theatres, ~f' bl~y struggle~} . At ,~he ~ime all is
calm. The populatIOn which fills the S(,treets IS gOIng peace-:
fully to its pl~as~res Gr to work, and btl~iness is at high ten- !
sion as fits a &'l~t chmmercia~ center: having the greatest
grain trade hi' the world. In the Excnange, around amphitheatres, the famous; Pits, the daily fbread of millions is
b~ught, ~old, and bou~ht again. tii . ~
Tourists can ma¥e unfavorable c1mment o~ Americanj .
cities. They look tob much alike. 'fhat uniformity pre- :~
vails throughout the .atlon. The stretfh from New York to :11
I
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Chicago is 912 in~les which is close to 1500 kilometers. If
you travel that distance in Europe how many different aspects appear, how ~ny. frontiers, .customs houses., and languages and ways of doing things, you will encounte~. A
traveler in the United States seems not t<> have budged. He
loses the idea of distance and it is true that New York and '
Chicago are considered close together; ~ighteen hours apart,
, tlle distance from Brussels to Wa,rsaw, going at the average
i
, speed of 83 kilometers an hour.
We have a long journey ahead. We nave gone only
about a quarter of the way. En route then· for the long
stretch. The train moves night and day a:pd mos~ monoro- I
nousprairies pass by tqe winqows.
.
Concerning our traveling companions. The American
is rarely seated in the position that we cqpsider normal. He
extends his feet to the seat in front~ or crouches over like .
-a hunting dog. The women give more attention to appear,ance than to comfort. T~he men want'? comfort. They are
careless with cigaret stubs and with remains of fruit, but.
by way of compensating they are very careful not to dis- 'turb the rest of others, and the night· in a sleeping car is
as quiet as a chapel. They do not leave the w~h room in
the morning until they have carefully wa~hed and wiped the
wash basin. The observation of the'little\things of courtesy
have great importance wben traveling ~ch immense di.stances ·in this vast territory. One must ride day and night
toward the extreme west, toward Seattle, 3,700 miles from
New York, which is more than 6,000 kilometers.
It is 2,769
.
from Brussels to St. Petersburg.
Whether the fast trains in America are more ~omfort.
able than ours is open to debate. They are assuredly adapted
to long journeys. Passengers find in th~m a little of everything: lounge, writing room, barber shop, sh«!>wer bath, club
car, etC. One night some- gentlemen sat up very late following t~e discussions of the Democratic con~ntion then in
session in Chicago. Th.ey learned that prohibition was,
I

.

I
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being attacked, and that there were n,merous advocates of
a change of political b
attitude
toward Europe.
If Roosevelt
.
E
, triumphs in Novemb~r, we m-ay perhaws be able Jo assist in
bringing' aboutsomel fortqnate changfs, such as reducti,o~
in tariff;-and entranqe of the great r~ublic across the At.' .
lantic in~o the ~eagur of N ati~ns~ . ;
, TraIn serVIce b~ dark skInned ijorlers IS Irreproachable. T~ey are attentive to ,calls, bri~ging tables' to bridge
or checlrer players~ *nd are' consta~tly removing the dust
which in dry-. regions,lliterally
comes i~,v. in_ abundance.
They
~
_
constantly supply fr~sh linen to the' rash rooms. Ameri~
'ca,ns will not tolerat~ use· of linen at:econd time. On 'the
train or even in ~,ho*l where you alo. occupy a room, each
towel. or wash.. cl<?th il.!S condemned if ·E'.rinkled'ev.en so little.
In the movies wher~ it would be i~ ossible to give suc I
service, the hands a~e drfed on paper:towels or~over bias
of _hot air. By assoCiation of ideas, asy to understand, I
thought several tim~s of the nU~Qe,' ess dish rags which
hang in my country,!'even in places'o public assembly
Americans are iiinsistent upon' cl~ nliness and comfort.
Workerswho paek cigarets, or who pa: k lard in the packing
J
houses of Chicago, a~e cl~thed and gl6 ed in white. Articles
destined for human' ponsumption are~ot touched by hana.,
Each cigar in the box has its cellophank cover. For comfort
just look at the hotel~: each room ha~ most mqdern 'plumbing, hot, cold, and i~e water,and sdb is a working office
with desk, paper, en~elop~ (ordinar~; and for"air mail)! ~s
well as telegraph bl~nks. YO\! can ,hrow a letter 'into a
gla:ss tube on any fl?or and it goes. t ;.the lette1: box,in the
~obby. The telephone first co~nects!With the hotel' office,
and from there. f
with. other
rooms, w "ch is very useful for
i t
Mister number :750 who :wishes to sp 'ak with Mister number 2780, or with" sojrneone in town
the worlrd. The
hotel staff answers ~very call imm d'" tely, and except for
I
handling baggage or' extra atten Qn, jeXPoots no tips.
~
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The triumph ()f the hotel resides in I tht laundry.' Ip. .
each room are laundry bags and slips. T·wenty-four hours
~~t~r se~ding, yoar li~en is :eturned and .~ntwhat ?ne cOIldItIon: Ironed, sparklIng, SpIC and span, nICelr lookIng than
when new, each piece in tissue paper; and· ftll ~n a cardboar.d
box. The Chinese specialists in this industry have worked
miracles. The miracle is not free..
I,
But let's come back'to the train which !~pidlY goes on /
and on, and ~rom each side we see ~arvelops views. We.
have reached the Rocky Mountains, and bef-Gre
us there is
I
spread out a fairyland of snowcapped peaks, lakes, and
gorges, wh~ch for 18 er 20 hours present to the wondering
eye, wild ~nd solitary vistas. The Rockies differ from our
Alps.
.
.
~
Here nature is in the rough. One sees ver-to-be-forgotten'; spectacles from" the observation car, hich has a little terrace at the rear end. It is worth the rouble of getting there and .braving the dust. Theaspec are varied. 'I
saw thousands and thousands of curious r ks planed by
gl~ciers, noticing pa:t·ticularly certain high lateaus which '
the Ge~man~ call, "Wohlen Sacken." 9n e se1s examples f?f
these in Europe, buf [in America everything is colossal.
Every voyage comes to aJ1 end.· We afe arriving in
Seattle, which just now we only touch, and a rhortcrossing
of 81 miles takes us to Victoria on Vancouver Island, Brit~
ish Columbia. , It is a short.passage but how nhagnificent.
.. ("What I Saw in America" will, be conrllud~ in the \
August QUARTE,RLY.) I
.
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By VAN DEUSEN CL: K
The days pass by
Like' arrows fiupg into ~. e sun;
As ea~h l'etur~s
. ·:Thesame-;..another is b~n~
I
..
The days, the ~un
Ii •
. ' And a!.l, what do they m~an to ~e?
I shot my arrows
:1
A~d th~y fell into the set

l

I '..

Denoue'fent

By MAUD USCHOL~ .
~~
Now love has become a~ burden
Too oQerous to· b~ar ; ~l
. Urged by a vast unreasb\:n
It still must fare.
l

'

<l

Like,a cold wind~.blea¥~y cql~g
Out of a toneless sky, ~
Probin~ the d~eary cra*1es
Where d~ad dreams He.~
i

./

/:
.'

.

ToA /
.

(

.

/

I
J

By MAUDE D'AVIS CROSNO
The loveliness o~ sun on dis~nt volca~c table, land
When it's raining; . .
.....
it '
.
The lo~eline.~s .Of:.,sun touching a distal! :'. field to gold.
.11
When It'~ raInIng;
The lovelIness of ·sun on sandhllls
.,j!
Is'like the thought ~f you in lofflelinessJ.
When it's raining.
)
~~I.'•:. i
~\
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The Scoffer
By SARAH CROXTON .
HE newspapers gave the item only a. small paragraph.
With the usual impersonality of black .print the article
spoke of the death of Mrs. Fred Leavere thrQu h the accidental falling of fruit shelves. The tragedy h d not been
kn'own until several hours later when the husban had come
home to find his two year old daughter aloil~, pI ing in the
upper part of the house;. Upon going to the b ~ment, he
had discovered the body of his. wife buried en~th the
heavy.shelves.
That was all. Almost an obituary in· its' cle r cut brevity. But then, the reporter saw nothing else to p+t in~ There
were things regarding that accide~t whi.ch e'f'en Myra'~
husband did !not know. In that last day of her life were
things known only to Myra and her.·smalldaugh&r.
Myra Leavere had been a scoffer. Nothing Had escaped •
th.e cold analysis o'ther mind, nothing the deva.ttating wit
of~er tongue. Outwardly she laughed at all ~ e ab~tract
qualities in which others believed. Inwardly. 'S e laughed
at more ~oncrete thin~her friends, sometimls he.rhusband. Often herself..
,
The undesired arrival of her child, Hele ,. into the
world had not' changed her viewpoint. If anyt~ing~ it had
intensified it; she ·had proven to her own satis tion that
she was a logical, unemotional mother, free of the smothering bonds of parental love. After all, she told Fred,
Helen was nothing more nor less th~n. one other hild in the
world. Unpremeditated parenthood with its I k of originality was one of the many ridiculous things in ridiculous
.
.
world.
It had been one <?f the most bitterly ~onteste1,po~nts b~
tween them. 'Fred had lwatched her strIp all hI . other beliefs af their intrinsic value· with a fond tolera ce and no
serious opposition. This one he refused to discus .

T

•

I

,

·

~

I

I
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It had come up again the evening lbefore Myra's accidental death. Fred had been putting tHelen through her
. childish tricks, encouraging her wit n lavish praise and
glanCingfreqUent.!y at Myra to be sure r. e noticed the ehild.
.
Until Myra, exasperated, s a i d : )
"Aren't people ridiculou~ ?O We gife birth to, 'children
and think we have done something wdpderfuI; we believe
that our child is superior to all our frie\b.ds' children. .As a
matter of fact, the thing is entirely P~':icaI., ,A species of,~ I
vanity to see, ourselves reproduced and sp'ecies,of pride in ,
." I
'
the possession of'' a human befng who l we fatuously think
we can mold to fit the pattern we cho~e}' She shrugged
her slim shoulders. "The tie that bi~ds
is an exploded
§ ..
theory."
Jp ~
~
.
Fred's fair face reddened with infIignation; as -Myra
~ ~,
. '_
, had e~pected it wouid.
"That is d~cidedly not so, Myra, ~d you don't really
believe it. All your conversatlon won'~ do aW3X with parental bonds, And in a crisis you· would .'e the first person to •
refute your beliefs."
,~
.
Myra shoo~ her dark head emphat&ally.
"I doubt it. I am certain I \could~go away tomorrow
arid leave Helen with no regrets. She!. is just a biological
result of our union toward whom I have! no sense of responsibility and only a casual affection."
~
"Rot!" Fred snorted all.d buriedhi~self in cthe evening
paper d e c i s i v e l y . ,
.
Myra felt she had- spared him the 1whole ,truth. How
easy it would be to leav~ both of th~m,ilshe knew too well,
putting them absolutely from her mind! and her life, starting anew. Respori.sibility wassomethi~g, she told herself,
which only a few brave ones were will'ng, to aekriowledge .
~

i

.

•

fI

.

.4

~

~

,

,

outworn.~

The day after. their argument Myra carried some
'canned fruit to the basement. She left the' kitchen door
the steep
stairjJ. Fred
, open while she . went up and'down
.
.
~
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was overly careful to close the door whenever~he ent down,
since the time Helen had tried to follow him. He had shuddered for days after over the possibifity of Hel n falling
down them.
But Myra was in a hurry; even if Fred's fus iness had
not annoyed her to the point- of stubborn cont;r riety she
would have left the door open this day. It was q icker and
she' knew Helen was playing on the. sun porch.
Thinking how angry Fred ·.wouldbe over hat open
kitchen door, Myra stepped carelesslY on the bot m shelf,
lifting the jars of fruit to the top; in the midst of er,mental
comment that the shelves were too heavy to bd so overloaded, she felt a swaying motion. The next skond the
shelves went over with a crash, burying her ben th'them.
She must have died" as soon as she struck t e cement
floor. At least she did not know how soon it wa tnat she,"
became conscious of asttange eensatfon. Her par ly buried
body was on the floor, awkward and limp, 'as if i slender
grace had departed with life. She st~ gazing t 'it with ~
an odd d~tachment and an aloof curiosity toward his creature who had been herself and was now empty; the soft, ..
black hair of'which she had been so vai~, was like shadow
on the cement· floor and the white face held an 'tPression
of astonishment stamped on the ,clear en! featu es whIch
had once been so vivacious."
Other sensations took possession of her; she1ihrd a feeling of freedom, of lightness, as th~ugh her body p:ad been
an encumbrance. She moved without the effort epf lifting
earth bound feet. Now, she thought,she was free d>f all ties
just as she had so often wished. It had been sim ler than
any of her theories, this casting off of everything.
She heard the movement of small feet overh ad; and
she gazed at her dead body, powerless to accompli h 'evil or
good. What
an absurd death sbe had died, afte all her
"mockery;" Died in the midst of her domestic d ties, she
paraphrased scornfully to herself.

\,
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A feeling came to her suddenly that she did not belong
here now and could go. She moved effortlessly, swiftly up "},
the stairs, filled with ecstacy over this sudden freedom.
g,.
S,nall feet were coming toward the basement stairs;
and the child that "had been her daughte~,stood there, look- ". I.
'ing down.
-:, .
11
.. Standing before Helen, Myra watched her curioqsly as, ' 'lj~1
if politeness demanded
a casual
farewell
after
.
f'.'
" their two
years' acquaintance. ,The small round' faee with its frame
I
of dark hair was intent on the basement,' the sturdy body
..1
lea~ forward with a precarious eagerness. Looking at
}
hetf Myra remembered irrelevantly how' Fred. had hated.
the dangerous basement stairs.' He, had 'always meant to,
put a gate 'two steps down. Myra's' open raillery of what
she named his senility was all that had postponed it.
M
Looking through Myra, 'Helen' called ·in a soft, treble
~'
voice:- "Mama.! Mama!" 'And when ,Myra pushed th~ child '.1
gently, Helen did not move.
1
With' the realization that? she'shoulid be going, she
1
,
moved uncertainly to pass Helen. This was no rOnger her
i'
job, she thought; what could it matter to her if the child
~
fen. :
.
And then she stopped. SHe, cOJ,dd not go; she did not
~
want to go. Without warning" sharp regret swept her that
,she was finished ~ere. On top of it Came str:ange. emotions,
i
unwanted, overwhelming in their intens~ty; horror, that
t
,physically she w;as powe~less to stop HeIeR, terror at what, 'l~',
the fall might do to that small body. Fr~ghtfor another
,
which she had disavowed in life, llhad gr~pped her mercilessly now that she was dead. It was as tpough sQrnething
~Ijl
had burst to ,life' within her, something fa.r more p.owerful
than the. shell of her body. She was on the thres.hold not
"
only of a different· existence, .but of emotions at which she
i
had always 8c9ffed.
'
"
-,
She stooped down before the child and murmured coaxingly:
.
I

II

N

i

I'

,

.~

.I

Po

.~
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"Where is Helen's dog? Let's find Helen's ,dog. Where
do you suppose he is?" She had said those words w en she
occupied the body in the basement~ Knowing she c uld not
be heard, she repeated them over and over, ex't1aust~.g her..
self with the effort of will she exerted. The phrase ec,ame
.meaningl.ess, but they went on like a record which.W uld not
run down.
"where is Helen's dog? Poor dog. Let's find tim-" .
Slowly, reluctantly, Helen turned her small dar he~d,
looking back toward the kitchen. Once more she lanced
down the stairs; then, as though obeying a stron.1er w.in
. than hers, she walked into the kitchen.
.
The plump legs went on, making their way un ingly
toward an unseen object, until she 'reached the gla se(l in
porch, where she stooped down, reaching one hand eneatw
a chair and bringing out a fuzzy dog. S~iling, she b gan to7
play with him, her dark eyes glancing toward the ki hen as
if for approbation.
Myra stood between Helen and the kitchen ith its
open door, watching the child that had been hers pia. She
knew she would stay there until Fr~d' came home; c inging
to each moment, struggling against the newborn so row of
impending departure, the' knowledge that she mus break
the bon(ls whose strength she.had just come to kno,.
I

I

.i

1

.

,1.

I
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The Kneeling Nun*
.,

.;)

. By ALFRED CARTFi

Our Lady

I
i

!
I

Of Gracious"'SOl:row now has go~e,
~
But once she came to fill a spot with ,light: I;
Th~t ,once she left, recorded in the rock,
(.
The image of her kn~eling self.
;,
There w~s a pilgrim on a hapless quest
To whom she gave her courage and her pead~ ;
His doubts resolved, sh~ fled again the earl'~
And while he strove thenc~forth to keep he~1 grace
His mi~d reooIIedth, mercy ~f her face.

t

I.

Above him.
.'
,
fl
His life was 'common' and his deeds
. ~I
Were simple', yet) his case had touched the m}ind
Of all 'who heard it'iIi the after years;
~!
The shepherds sought to keep alive that fait;h,
. Whic~ sprea~ a .legen.• d as beau.tiful as God'Ji l
Was It the VIrgIn wh9 had thus appeared, tl'
. The one who counsel~d Juan Diego take ~ 1
A wreath of roses as Q sign from per'
~
)~
(Though
roses would not grow in Decembe
i?) ,
"
.
"

-t;-,~

:t

~
~

~

..

L

Was it she,
Who in her tender mercy came
To Juan Diego with her sign of gr~ce
j
And asked the man t~ institute a church
J
In Mexico (although ~he B~shop laughed)--rl
And, when he'loosed ~. is cloak in wh~ch w.asr.".apped
stolId men 6\ ,
The gathered garland,\ awed the
..,
*In 'the cluster of granitei boU:lders which spring from ti'e plain as 'ont: draws
near Silver City, New Mexico" is a f~mous monolith generally known a8 The Kneeling Nun. Poetry and prose have told. the tales of the figure' il\culptured; there. Perhaps th~ legenft8 reveal a J;I1an.fY pictured ima~e 'of truth,-like 'he shado-6.rs wrapping
and unwrapping the rock in the course of the Bun.-THE EDI R.
:
. ~

, ,
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Who found her image painted in the threads?
They built in fear what she had kindly asked,
And only Juan secured her love ~t last.

(

/

It must be

>

She who kept from later harm
The hapless Pedro who had lost his son;
, Pedro, who in his youth had run away
! To end his hopeless heritage 'of pain.
F~r from his home he found a river's course,
,Which after days of thirst ,seemed paradise;'
And all he knew was that his weeks of toil .
Had brought him south and west of Santa Fe
Which he had left on one eventful day.

1

~

There had been
No hope of mercy in the lash
His drunken father used to scourge his flesh,;
And though the boy was willing in his ,chores,
The lazy sot commanded feats of strength
Beyond the frugal powers of the child.
No penitente could have borne the pain
With more compliance than this fragile -boy"
Until his mother, weeping at his plight,
Urged with her tears his fleeing in the night.

I)

He was gone
,
Far past the danger of pursuIt
t
When morning .came, but in his trou~d h~art
He wondered if. his mother would be /made
To suffer for himself the .bitter blows'f
That he would suffer had he stayed behind;
And though he yearned to keep his mother safe,
And almost turned about from his resolve,
He could not (for his youth) dare to' embrace
The sodden flagellation he would face.

'.
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'1

He reproached
il
!
II
Himself for having rU,D aw~8fY,
,
And wllen he thought upon !her suffering
~
He prayed in ~nguish that she might be dead ~
Crouched to the' e~~h~"he sdbbed out that DifS
~imself would ~ot hav,e p~hased ~th His~h
The doubtful pleasures whu1h the paIn ensur\rd.
, The fear which gave him sttength to run awAy ·
Was ,spent at last through hlungef and throu~h prayer:
Yet when he thought of honh.e his heart was pare.

.~h~~ ~::~ed.
I I

.

I

I

i

.' I

"

,I

1

i

I,

I '.

tenYed

i

I

Pedro
goats.· . ..
Remained for years immers~din heavy workJ
And seemed content until h~ met a girl
II

I

,,

Who like himself fled lonesobteness and fear. fI c
" These two were wed, and *ndered .with th~fr flock
Farther and far, to south arid west, until
'.
,
•
I
o '
At last they settled near a runnIng stream
Where willows<let their looding branches ha I
, An,d where sound-ripples i~ the silence rang!

,

I

I

In a hut
I"
.!
Which they together built orearth
;.
They raised the sons whosel~augbter and wh: s~ love
Imbursed their parents for Itheir ardent life. i e '
Pedro found happiness at l~t in that
I
He pleased himself, where once he worked t~otigk hate.
). He had his, troubles w.hen t*e redmen came 1
~r
. To ask for food and sh~lter 10{ the night;
,
.·
'. He served their horses whillihey sacked his I tore,
And could but smile wh'en ey demcJlnded mfre.
' I
~ .
Ot
"
II
So I was
!
i
That, while ~hey led a !rug+l life,'
j
Poor Pedro found it dI1ficu~ to save.

1

t

I

!

!,

j

I

I
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One time the flood-wave washed his corn away;
Again, the bobcats in the 'cobalt night .
,Had torn the ancient leader of his goats,
And days on end he sought the scattered flock.
One other time the herd so fled with fear
That Pedro used his sons to "give them chase;
And all were found. But, of LUis, no tr,ace

'1
"1
.

I

When they turned.
His search took Pedro, who had spent
His youth in tramping through the b~oken hills,
\_ Into the foo~slopes, then the deeper range,
And then to ledges built to dangerous heights:
He found his farmer-life upon the plain
Had robbed his' breath somehow for mountain climbs;
Here every hillock caused, his heart to pound. ,
, Thus, while he searched and called Luis by name
He cut a staff to save his spending frame.

. ~,

It was not
Because his judgment erred at last,
But that Ilis worry f.or his vagrant son
Grew with the day, tha~m~de him try his might.,
"Perhaps," he thought, -c~if I make one mor~ledge,
I find him somewhere with a broken leg,
Or, mebbeso I find 'him "in a trap
Which someone set, to catch, a mountain cat.
r
I try a little farther: mebbe We'st :-"
So onwar(! trudged, and g~ve no t~OUght to reBt. -,

..

I

I

)

There wa' no
'
.
Denial that his strength was spent
When, after climbing to a steeper slope
He eased his shaking legs against a rock.
, He loosed his shirt to let the breeze within
A~d felt his hea~beat rise to racing pulse.

i;i.:
"

I
"

)
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~
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.regain~.

.He sat, a!1d some \iegree
strength
He had not eaten: from his1Coat he drew
:1
A pouch whi~h proved to hbld his meagre f4re:
'The sun-dried meal of acorhs he found therdio .
I
II
I
'~
Thus engrossed, . ,
-,
f ~;
.[1.
He kept his eyes alert the While i~"
~ A,
For any movemen~ ott the~o:wer hins; ~"r.
,
And while he chewed and "tatched and eased~his back
Against the reaching spindle of a pine,
~
He told .the roSary within ~ismind., f ~
"
He felt the heavy moveme~t of the w~nd, . ~
And 1Vondered ,at the beautr of the hIlls,
~
Which, in their rolling, as their ranks withciew,
Shifted in shade from grein to miming blui:
,',
~
Beneath him
'~' I
~
Almost did the. cliffside break,
II:l
Its fearsome jutting strun~ from ledge to IEljdge
,Until the talus, fan-sprea~ at the base,; l!i
Broke roundly ou~ into th peneplain.
~
The sight permitted from the precipice ~
Was unimpeded to the farther hills;
ij
Here Pedro, as he cuddedlfood and prayer II
. Rested and watched the ri~ges-4p his ken ~
For any sign of movement, or Of men.
I)

.t: ..

,

.J

~

r

I

It \Vas then
II
He turn·ed to face thefalting sun;'
I
He saw the waving gra.ss~s scout the windJ ... '
cThe tops of 'trees approviig of its puffs,- ~
\
And t~ere, with stronger fmovement Whir~rg" dust
Was scattered by some cr,at~re of the pIal'.
Its size wals d,oubtful ~ndl."ji~S shape ~nknotn,
Yet Pedro fe,t that thIS WIght be hIS son: II
He saw the brownness ofl his youngster's c,Qat;
,
throa;,
He call~cl; he ,waved; the!,bIOOd surged in

.

·

.

I

1

-

n]

fSII

/~

~

I.~

~

J

I· '
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In his head
And in his limbs a heavy tide
.
Of numbing weakness fled his strength away;
He tried in vain to hold himself. ereCt.
He strove to catch the pine-root as, he fellHis vaulting senses knew the awful fall
As but a curv~t in a mortal' thrill :
He scarce had time to.cry aloud "Pordios!"
When all the torture in his 'head increased
And as he struck, revolted, and so ceased.
How10ng
, '
He lay unheeded on the rook
He c~uld not tell; but ~henl he stirred at length
And with a palling shudder raised his head,
He._believed that he had found another earth
And that a woman whose aspect he .saw,
So stilly gazing from a pinnacle
.
(As if she were an image from a church),
-,
Had urged a blessing on his horrid fall And borne his body to a greater Hall. -He- lay still
A moment, then unheeding sat,
Forgetful of his fall and of his plight:
His running senses carried to his brain
The awesome record of a glory-light
Which wrapped the quiet woman as she stood
In brilliance brighter than the argent sun.
He blinked, confounded, as he marked the way'
In which her crimson garment softly fell
And was itself alight within her spell: '
In her arms,
,
Which lightly crossed before her breast,
She held a garland twisted from the rose;
, Beneath the dark rebozo on. her head
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ric~er

~

Her crimson g()wn was
in the light-;
She wore a coronet upon hth- brow'
!'
Which seemed to be no su~sta ce, but was -pright.
Then, as she touched her ~mples ith her Hand,
There crept electric in the l;ght whic roke
The sight of her full ~eart ~e~~ath her cl, ,.~
~

,

~

I

i
l

:Poor Pedro,
IF'
•
~
Frightened, knew then full. espair,
-----: ~
For first Luis and then him, elf was gone: ~' I "
His home would fall, witho~t their lending strength.
He knelt, inconsolate"
uporli a' stone
~,'
.
,.
And stared at that he neve., thought to -see; ~ I
Then as she neither moved ,gain nor s.poke, . ~
He found the courage to reheve his mind
Of doubts and prayers and buestions all in o4e:
He scarcely knew his voice ~o be his o~.
i
r,1

l'

J

~

,l

II

~

"Pie t a , . . . .
,
~
'Madre Mia," he hnplored. I
'
i -::
"Qh, Holy Mother, giye me'jback my life,
~.
For I have need of it to find my son.
,J
'
Thou hadst a Son, whose hJartonce bruised ilthine own,
him not, ~s
mine has gone;l:'
And yet thou lost
.
i
Thou hadst a sorrow, whic~ God 'helped thee 1bear; ,
Thou nadst·a, husband, whifh my wife has n~rte·
Unless my strength is given me once more---1
I beg thee, Mother, for my ~eart is sore."
l~

"

.

•

T
f;

i!

~

Ii

)He stopped then,
,1'1
In fear that she woulditake loffense'
_'
For his rash speaking!h.nd ~~suming much ;,'
He struck his hands tqget~r near his brow II
And croucming quicldy~ ma~e a silent prayer.J .
The more De thought,lhe $,re his fear incr~.·.sed
That he h~ but olf"ed ith his speech;

!

)~ :
-'i.

'

'~ , i
!~
;
I

J
,~
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He closed his eyes and in his thoughts ~eviewed
The quiet accents of his simple'life.
But now his sins were
grown to major. strife:
. ..
'
'.,

There was none ,
.
Who in a lifetime had done less
Than, he to make his will accord with God;
He must resolve-but that it was too late!
He could no longer hope to ask for life ...
"And.I am only wicked whep. I seek
A chance to mend my care~essness in grace."
It seemed to Pedro that his strength was,small,
His problems many, and his way unseen:
He tUt:ned .for guidance to the Virgin Queen. ,

-

~

...

In silence,
Fearfully, he raised his head:
She spoke, her accent and her mood subdued
While round her dazzling grew the ghostly light
Until his eyes were burning and his brain.
"Thy son is safe, good Pedrq, as thou art;,
At home he waits the comingt6f thy tread.
Attend thy chores, and let thy age foIjend
To wander lest some fell mischance ensue,"
She stopped; and he cast down his eyes anewThen he stood;
And fearful that his bones were broke,
He tried his arms and flexed his 'legs about.
He beat his ribs, but knew his body sound;
And when he turned his tortured gaze again
Upon the spot the gloriQus Virgin lit
.,
He stumbled back; there was no woman there!
And, awful wonder! there n<r promontory
From which the Damsel blessed him as she spoke'
Was he deceived? Was this some cruel joke?

.,
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He doubted;
I,
1:
He felt convinced;});is oubts returned- i
And even as his mind efused to dwell
;- "
UpoJ}·the mirac~e w:hi h must have been, II
He rushed his steps a ross ~he rocky fold~
And paced his homew rd way 3:cross the Jiills.
A sharp ascent clft d wn his broken has~; .
The canyon breeze~ st uck his fevered ch$k;
He paused, and looki g backward cried ~)oud
And sank to earth"a felt his spirit cow:bd.
I

.

.~ For Pedro,

'I;

,10

. . .

.'

I

I

. Athwart the ridges, aw at length
~
The craggy butte wh ch he had fallen do.~;
And from the spot w ~ ere he'had ~ainat fast
And where the Guadaloupe Virgin stood'!1
. Against,the sky a shaft of rock arose
~
\Vhich theretofore., had" never yet been ~p'ow.n.
In shape it seemed some prayerful knee~ing nun ,
Who sought the cliffside as an altar-plac;
, \Vherefrom to ask Qf God his healing grilce.

I

The:nceforward
,
"
.Pedro, through the closing dark
;
Strode bn, a thriHing splendor in his blqod;
For in his mind the firm conviction grew
That he, likeJuan Diego, had beenbless~d,
, His wprk exalted and his faith secured
F'orevermore,.. He used the sequent years
To prove the l~gend of the Virgin's car:e-- '
And though some doubted, his was ardent faith
Which faltered not, nor lapsed, nor stopped. with death.
~

-'

~

•·f
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Smoke Talk
FURTHER PROPOSALS FOR THE B.A. D
Dear Editor of the QUARTERLY:
Mr. Reeve, in his "A Proposal for the B.
Degree,"
does not take into account the 'fact that habits an practices
of study are the result of mental and' characte make..tIp.
Students who do not study four cours~S' thoroug y will not:
study a'lesser number any more thoroughly. S dents who
are satisfied with work poorly done will apply th t attit!lde
toward whatever courses they are taking, be ! ,"e, number
large or small. Those-taking only two courses w Id merely
have more time for social and student activities.
This would be unfair to the serious stude
curricular activities and social life would be I rgely controlled by the idle-rich by virtue q.f the abundance of time on
their
Student activities would tend. to eteriorate
. hands.
into the social side only, since they would be, in t e hands 'of
those who attend college for a goodtime and, soc' I benefits.
, The plan would make more pronounced tHe cl avage be: tween.social castes: those working for a degree y ca~rying .
.
,
'I
: a full time course of study would be the m~nu I lal)orers,.
, the others the white collar class. It is, .easy to ,ee that no
: serious student could be happy in a frat~rnity or Idormiifry.·
Let us not lower standards for the conveniTnce of the
more frivolous stude~t; this would be' inv~ting thy very type
I we should rather strIve to prevent enterIng cOllEge.. :Pres, ent requirements at least make demands
w 'ch every
- .
, student must meet to a certain extent,' and if l~ er standards . of scholarship have resulted,
it has been d e' to a letI
. "
ting-down on the part of the teachers. OI)e, prof ssor alone
'cannot demand and receive an adher"ence to big standards
for the whole college, but all the teachers combi ed Can do
so. Make these requirements so rigid that th dilettanti
will seek out the colleges designed for them,' I aving our
serious colleges of arts and sciences to the 'seribs students.
r 100 ]
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By all means, let some 'Schools cater to the dilettanti, but
don't mix the two types of students in the same schoolthey are ~lready mixed. too much,
Of coUrse, if: "other activities are supplanting the old i
basis for earnin~Jthe degree,," as Mr. Eve states, why not :
give credits for these other activities an cut the number of. . !
hours in book work required for the d'eire ? A Freshman's ;
schedule might be: Football, 3 hours ;~F:r nch, 5 hours; P8Y- ;
chology, 3 hours; Member of Glee Club;' 3 hours; English, 3
hours. If this amount of book work takes too much time. . f ~
Englisn cou·ld. be omitted. "Some 'Students' thi~k -Englisn is i
unnecessary
anyway, as they have been learning.. English
.
ever since they could talk. SUCll students will understand
only one reply to this; namely, "Oh, yeah1"
, ' .

.

(

~

VERENA REAM •

.1

r

..L
'.
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Enchanted SantJr-!-D. J. Hall. William Morrow & Co., 1933. $3.0Q . '

In an introductory note to Enc1'!,anted Sand the author
finds it necessary to explain that ,when the b k first ap":
peared in Engla~d, it gave the impression that he did not
like Americans; a conclusion which the writer p otests. He,
however, still leaves, the impression on ,Ameri an, read~rs .
that he did not know nor understand New Mexi ns.
The author is an Englishman who cam~w th his wife
to New Mexico under.the necessity of earn~ng living, for
which he had no preparation an~ was obliged t. take whatever first came to hand. He was, located for m ny months
on a crude Mexicah ranch in·Jemez canon; was i charge for
a whole winter of the rest station at Puye, and hen spent a
number of months wandering about through he Navajo
country. During his stay in NewMexico~ he ever made
personally any special effort to acquire sound nformation
as to the history, and development of the coun y to which
he had come. The result is that bis impress· ons of that
country are scarcely skin deep and in l'nany cas s contradict
the findings of a longer and more intimate a quaintance. '
This seems a pity because in many cases hi~ bservations
are interesting, and the experiences. to which he was exposed might have been extraordinarily illumina iirg.
No doubt there are native New Mexican who, on a
superficial view, pre~ent the features whi~h e describes,
but it is also true that to one who genuinely lJ.ows them,
they have both interest and charm. The folk-I re resjarch
among them is of great importance, and there are already
in . ex~stence many. books which enter so descrlPti:ely into
thIS hfe, that one IS hardly to be excused for iavIng overlooked it. For instance, there is his' account ~ .the Penitentes which repeats 'the traditional lOre of twe ty or twenty-five years ago about the immense poiitical wer !of he
organization; the notion of inviolate secrecy tid the
[ 102]
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minent death of people who .betray ~he alleged secrets of
the organization. 'There is a total 'w~nt of appreciation' of
,the extraordinary interest and quali~y of their songs and
'rituals, and practically no knowledge~of their sOcial articulation with the neighborhood groupJjJ which is one of the
most interesting features of village dfe in New Mexic'o.
Almost the same failure of penetfation 'ch~racterizes all
of Mr. Hall's notations of Indian life, ~pon the outer edge of
which he seems to have hung suspenaed. He' had at Santa
Clara an e~cellent opportunity to coPte into direct co~tact
with Indian, ,life, but seems tohav1 missed it most completely. For some reason he/has r~ented one of the Indians best known to Santa Feans, an~ most generally, loved
and respected by them, to whom he ~annot refer except in
terms '~ contempt; and his accoudt of their c~remonial
practices is extraordinarily meagre,~ although the boojr is
illustrated with a number of interesiing photographs.
The latter part of the book is corteerned with Mr. Hall's
wanderings in the Navajo countrY, ~ich becaase of the extraordinarily poor preparation' for t~em, are made to take
on a note of rather tragic adventure. ~ Thousands of tourists
pass over these roads every year withQut risk 'Or misadventure of any sort, and there is -an unu$u~l amount of authen-,
.tic, deeply involv~ folk-lore of the Iiravajo tribes, of which
Mr. Hall seems never to have heard" His comments upon
the landscape and the general asp~~t of the country ar
acute and often interesting, so t~t /lit seems -immensely
be regretted that he could not have ~gone more deeply in
tlie meaning of life here~ What thethabituated New Mexl
ICftn feels about the hook i~ that there .~s no longer any excus ,
. 'br it. Mr. Hall)niissed completely tie interesting 'and vita
intellectual life that streams througp Santa Fe and m¥e
it one of the most significant centera of community art i
America.
Considering the business
ilhat
took him. there.' thi
•
<
it
IS.J:~otsurprising, but that he shoulf have passed throug
the whole of' that country and gath~ed up so little 6~th
•

i,

.

(

J

.

'
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J
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result· of that intensive intellectuaJ and scientific research
going' on there is inexcusable. It awakens on~ to the extraordinary liability of the foreign visitor to niils~ ~the significance of American life in general,and is dis~iriting in the
casual quality of the Ifno~Nledge so acquired.
this instance
it is more to be regretted because there is eve y evidence in
the book itself that Mr. Hall could have writ n a, valuable
story ~ofNew Mexico if he ~ad only taken a lit lIe more pains
~
-',
'
to it.
.

In

)

I

The

Ad'Ve~tures of t"'e Black 'Girl ,in Her Search f~r Gd~George
Bernard Shaw-Dodd, Mead & Comp~ny, 1933~$1.50.
.

The only regre~no, there are tw(}---'but the chief regret in reading'Shaw's latest work, The Adv ritures of the
Black Girl in Her Search for God, is that this fork 'is in the
form of.a parable, not in t!tat .~f. a pla.~. ~here are certain
'. people to whom a parable IS "hIgh-brow," andl therefore
boo. The sante people would go to see a pla~; might p~s
sibly even read one-where time between m~ving-pi'ctures
and Amos-and-Andy radio programs' permitted. And the
time has come, in a world where 'Fundamentali~mstill~seems
---rampant, in spite of the Shawsand the. Vo!t\J.ires! of th~t
world, when,. to quote-from the co.ncludIn g pa~a~phs of
The Adventures of the Black Girl, "~h~e~ hesi~tes to
bring down the knobkerry (big stick) with mi ht and main
is unfit to have any part in the ;governIilent f a jmodern
state.!' (Possibly unfit, the.reviewer wonders, to ~,v~_p~rt in the government of modern educational in titutions
as
I
well as modern states.)
.
fro
' ; :'
But thIS is anticipating. The Bla '. Girl'~ ad~entures
begin with her search to find out for h rsel! the aiJlswer to
her own question-a question which the missiclnaryj begs"Where is God?" She sets out, bearing not ~ lil~ in her
hand,. but a k.nobkerr y, a weaflon probably mprej.~ective
for WIthstandIng the brazen request of the fir~t vI~Ion (or
concept) of God, to Whom she is led by a, mamba snake.

ta-

I
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This "God" is a '.'well-built, aristocr~ti(}-looking white man,
with handsome regular features ~nd imposing beard.'
After having killed the mamba "wh~ was appro~hing' hi
humbly and. admir~.ngly" God ~urnt his, attention to th
Black Girl whom he commands to kieel'down and worshi
him, the p_enalty of disobedience bei JIg the 'outpouring upo
her of his wrath. He commands her· ,;'"When you next com
'before me, bring me your favorit'e J hild, and slay it her~
before me as a sacrifice for I,love th j s~~ll of newly spilled!
blood." The Black Girl, however, i: 'spite of her missio ~
teaching, refu$es to believe the--comwands of the blood-Iov,
ing God Qf the early books of the ~ebrew' Scriptures,. an ,
bounds up the:rOcks, flourishing her knobkerry, intent upo
repaying the vindictive and wra,thf~,l~ G<>4 in, "h.is own coin I
, When she reaches the top, however \ she ~finds he has van
ished-frightened, perhaps, by a'
-seeker (especially
woman God-seeker) who. is no," .: erself, frightened, b
wrathful comInands and trappin
I:' authoritY.f
After this encounter, the Black ., irl meets another God, I
also in the guise of an old gentle: n with a long beard.
This God assures the
seeking Black 'irl
that
he is not cruel
J
,
,
but that h~ 191Ves to argue. The Back Girl gi.ves him an
opportunity by iasking why, if he ha ~ ~~eated the world, as
God informs her h~ has done, he ha; lnot created it better,
and especially why he nermits so m h evil in it. One. only'
regrets that the "argufy,ing" betw :n God and the Black
Girl couldnoti b~ h¢ard on the stag~. (Is it too much to,
hope that lat~I1 it may be?)
,,1 ' " .~
':
, Finally the 014 God remi.l1~s~e Black Girl of the!
mighty arguer Job"whom he de£eatd in argument. The
Black Girl, unabashed, retorts: "J~O~ must have been very
stupid not to find you out." And ·~th her knobkerry she
·rushes at this God, too, only to find<ithat he, like his more'
blood-thirsw predeitessor, has vanished when she reaches
the spot where a moment before he
standiJlg.,
~i
~

<

1

i
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The Black Girl's seeking leads her to other \encounters,
_ eventually to one with a 'handsome 'young man;, dressed in.
the Greek, rather than the Hebrew fashion, who turns. out
to be Koheleth~ better known as Ecclesiastes. In Ihis' con~er- ' .
' sation, as well as his dress, something of the G~eek' note\ that of stoicism-.is struck by Koheleth. . He ins~sts that all
I ~ is vanity, in a manner suggestive of Mahayana'\Bt'ddhism,
as well as of classical stoicism; but none the less, ~ncQurages
the Black Girl to continue her search for God; continue until
she finds a God w.orthy of emulation. It is he ~ho teaches
the getting· away from the anthropomorphic co~cept.ion of
God. "Our children," he says, "are taught not t9. exult in
the triumph of spiritual insight over mere animal ter~or
of the
Bogey man but to believe that Micah'siI GQd
and
•
'
Noah's' God and Job's God are one and the same." (Mr.
Shaw might have added that the Russian word for God- .
"Bog"-and!7the English word, "Bogey," are fro~ the same
ancient ancestral root.)
Lack of space forbids following th~ Black Girl throughout her detailed adventures in search of God,ev~n though
these adventures leaqher, interestingly ,eno'ugh,:1 into the
presence of a "Roman soldier with a spear" guarditIg a hugecross planted on a hill top. In spite 01 his spear, he is not
proof against her knobkerry. A conjurer at a well tells the
Black Girl the kingdom of Heaven is within her. iAn Arab
pleads for the. Unitarianism of Allah and f,or the advantages
of Polygamy. But when the Black Girl asks if his polygamy
applies to women· also, the prophet is shocked at tthe blasphemy.
'.
.
It is not against the religion of the "orthodox," only,
that Mr. Shaw tak~s up cudgels. The "myop" (biologist,
obviously) seated on a log, whom the Black Girl makes ridi~
culous by persuading him that the log is in reality a crocodile-which it is not--comes' in for some of the most ,aciduI lous of Shavian wit.~. In this connection, one cannot help
wondering whether Mr. Shaw does not know. rather less of
I

Ii

I

•

I

i

I

!
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. the tekchings of Jll~rn biology. and the behavior of modern
,biologists than he dO~$ of Bible teachi II g (he insists upon his
oWlL'Bible education)
and thepoin j of View of the r~lil
giouslyorthodox. 1.1hat Mr. Shaw sIC uld evidently have in
mind the biology of! a generation ag!, and thus waste the
brilliance of his buffponery, is the se ;ond of the reviewer's I
regrets mentioned initlie opening sen 1nce.
The .last-presu~ably-ofthe B flck Girl's adventures
ends where the ,firsti:of riyihkind's is~upposed tq have begun-in a garden, wlIere she finds a Iold gentleman, strikingly like Voltaire, a~d where °the tw : are joined by a selfinvited visitor, a "r~lIhaired lrishma>" curiously like Mr.
Shaw. The, Black Gtl, eyentuallY-'a . the behest lof the old
.gentleman, who inf'rms her that' h~, himself, was born
"sixty years too ear: for her"-.bee ~Imes the mate of the .
red-haired Irishman.
l . , iJ, .' '
",
'
The author leave his heroine in the garden, 'umanaging
the Irishman and thi' children (Char+ngIY coffee-colored) ,
very capably." Betwe n them (the chi!; ren) and the garden
and mending her hu band's' clothes ~hich she could not'
persuade him to leaJe off wearing) . e was kept so busy
that her search for lod was crowded: ut of her head most
of the time. .
Il .
And ·when the aek Girl'spieca~nnies are grown up
"and she i~ left once :ore with the leisAre and loneliness for
such questio~s '..• \h ',. ,mind had t:a,.k~t'. her ~ar ~eyond ~he
stage at whIch ther :
any fun ·In .mashIng Idols WIth
knobkerries." .
1
'
':
(\
.. '
.
Has Mr. Shaw'! mind taken hiEh beyond the stage,
~

I

i

_:

j

.

•

I

'.

I

I

,.

I

where ,he fin~s fut). in ~'.,m,ashing idols? t's not, the world better for the smashing ~f idols?
:
,
"
In this book-co i trary to Mr. Sh \ w's .usual customthe essay eluci?a~ingllth~ problems se l;ves as a conchi,sion,
rather than an IntroductIOn.'!
.--'
The illustrationsl~re worthr"'of th l.text, being by Johil
~

I,
,u
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Farleigh, the woodcutter, known to, book·lovers as the illustrator of the Shakespeare Head edition of Chapman's

. Homer.
J. B.MoNTGOMERy-MqGoVERN....
Ann Vicke1·.~-Sinclair Lewis-Doubleday Doran, 1933-'$2.50.
I

Ann Vickers purports to be a novel. Actuallyl,Sinclair
Le'wis has merely 'Put !orth a tract that dithers ag~nizingly
through mot-e than five hundred pages without scoting one
specific point or arriving at any ultimate conclusion. \
At times it seems that something might have bf!en done
'I
I
'
with Ann herself, t;hat she might have been a genuipe creat~on ·,in la literature wh~tein vital feminine charac~ers are
SIgnally! few. The outlInes for her make-up are there, but·
to the end she remains only a name in a book. Sh1 never
emerges in a recognizable, individual form from the in.
volved matrix of Lewis' philosophh~ings.
Thestory is that of a forw~rd-thinking woman' o~ today
coping ',a~- best she can with the ne;w .problems whicp beset
her sex. Starting with her as a child in provincial ~llinois,
Lewis takes Ann through her' first cigarette, oati' and
.drink. He does not hesitate to explain in detail tha. these
things were foreign to women of the preceding- g-enation.
~ Ann is no~' ready to adopt her chosen :career: that of ~a\Ting
; humanity from itself. From early maturity she gevotes
her life to fighting corrl}ption in social officia~s, op.ly to
find herself allied in the en. d with a judge cashiered~or ac:-.
cepting bribes. Meanwhile ~nd at great length sh is ~.,
suffragette, a charity tout, and a prison matron,' er ex-:periences are liberally accompanied w~th, diSqUisitiqn.s OR
different. social organizations and Mr. Lewis' word~ argllrr.'ents with Mr. L,ewis a.bout the ins and outs of SOCi,.I justIce.
,..\'
In spite of all the space devoted to this, Ann ~o ehow
manages to grow up, get various scholastic degrees, ave a .

r

I
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/ few love affairs, ~n l b~rtion, a husband \ and a basta:d. As
a care.er woman ~he is fl< great success. ' er personalIty and
sureness of pur~ose.~rry her forward juntil finally, in' defiance of legions of Viqious-minded poli rcians, she erects a
model prison in the heart of New Y ~ k. No such, poise
marks her pFivate lifeJ however. Her ' ndency to act like
~ a chicken in traffic wpenever she fae -a- personal crisisi
often makes her a ludicrous figure.
. The concluding scenes, are the onlyijreally moving ones
in the' entire book~ They are the oIlly o.es_ in which Ann is
-, shown as anythiqg' but a patient sacri;ce on the altar of
suffering humanity. Unfortunately th~y appear false to
the rest of the novel. After twenty ye4rs.as a thoroughly
pr~ctical and. enth~si.a~ti~ social worker,'~she'~iltS.her career
at- Its apex for an IllICIt amour. After !tloatIng throughout
on the futility ·of .thipis· in general, th1 book: apruptly teea'lts and concludes pn;a note of romantnchappiness.
The othercbara:cters, like Ann her~~lf, are :as putty in
the hands of the ~uthor. On no provoca~'on at all the most
unpro~ising of tho em a. reprone to bur: t into philosophic
orations o~ to. t~ss ofl! an epi~ram-,g ;neral~Y. v:ry bad:
Many of them InsIst, a few I!aragraphs a ter theIr Introduction, on .bleating out a: story of their live' for several browbeaten pages. Anid ·suclh narratives alw ys contain a, good,
rousing mo-ral for-"'thos~ who are so in !lined. - No ,matter
who or what the person: may be, it is onl! Mr.'Lewis in dis·
guise, and he mak¢s fe'Y pr no bones abut it. On the in(li, vidualiti~s ofBarIley Dolphin and some 1 inor characters in
the opening chapt~rs aipne does he ref ( in from trespa-ssing. )
.
:l
"
Isolated parts! of the book are comp ;tel1tly· writlen, b~t
the style is inc,redibly une~en. ,ThiS is ef:.'·ecially true of the
dialogue. The plot, tQO, tenuous for th: bulk of'thebook
and top-heavy in' the final chapters, i~ sloppily handled.
Here and there Lerris proves that a~ke~ll for a novel lurks
I
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~:eit~ack

of his mind. . He
; .

di~no~,
.

take the

.trfb;~

. JOHN M. MYERS.

Youth and His College Oareer-J. E. Seyfried-University
Mexico Press-,..193~$2.25.,
'
1

to

,-

of

New

y

For a good many years educational leaders ha been
, keenly alive to the problems attendant upon the tra I sition.
of t.he s~udent fro~ th~ secondary ~o the colIeg : level 1.f educatIon. Many devIces' have been lntroducd WIfh a ew to
lessening the strains of adjustment lor the college freshman, and among them the so-called "orientation curse."
This is most
often given during the first few weeks
f the
'
student's college career, though occasjonally th~ sec clary
s'chool has essayed a similar attempt for. that group of its
seniors contemplaJtingcollege training.. -.It is particul rly in
this kind of course that Professor J. E. Seyfried's fouth
i and His College Career is intended to fit, though it lis by
, no means limited to this use. In fact, it is' the con~ction
: of the reviewer that material of 'this Idn. dean be pre ent.~d
in an orientation course, better by tl)e lecture method than
by the textbook, but there is so ~uch -need, even toda , for
enlightenment upon the manner and the purposes 0 . col,.,-lege life that 'every capable effort made.tO clarifyits i sues
'. is to be welcomed with open amIs. .
Both in his preface and in his. introdq.ctorY' c pter
I Professor SeYfried has laid down certain premises tha immediately give one confidence. It is~,a·delight to read: 'Two
i contentions, namely, that mental fitness is not a test of suitability to pursue a college training and that an exposu e of
four years is the chief requisite of a college education, ave .
been subjected to evaluation." And also: "Unless he (the
student) can convince hi'mself: first, that pe is fitte for
.college; second, that he wis~es to enter college because of a
. determination to succeed in life through his own h nest
,efforts; and, third, that he believes .that with the appr priI

l
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ate preparation h~ Ican excel or rise abovd· the level of rmedi- iI'"
ocrity, he should npt enter~'"
j.
ij ,;
Th~ book ,is ~ivided into th~ee palt~Prior to En- :11\
trance, ~fter EntriLnce, which comprises~leven of the total 'P.II,.,'
of sixteen chapters, and Following (h 'ip,ation. It is the I'
assumpti~n of tme writer that during t, iclosing years of :1 1!
his secontlary sc~oollife the student can :Ippropriately con- :1 I,
sider the proble~' ofthis oWn capacities ~Il'a aptitudes, of the", f ,.\1
advantages of college training, 01 self-supl~ort and of choice .''1. "'i~
of the institution; he ~s to attend.
'~I
"1 I
, Since this, bOOK is written fbr the st~dent the question i
of his 'aptitudes 'must take the form of a ~roposed self-sur- fJ
vey. I should like to,have seen this sectio{expanded. Much'J
of the responsibility for recommendation for college and ad- ~
mission to college must be laid upon, eduhationai officers",_ probably, most of it-btilt there is a startling degree of mis- i,
. conception -on the part lof the American. ~ocialgToup, as a '
whole, with respect to I diversity of apti~de~ among high ,'I','
school students and the capacities requited for successful
college work. HePee, every attempt to f~ce this problem- I,',
even through stud~nt self-surveys-is to qe, applauded. The
other topics ot-this sec~ion are admirably freated and sound I
judgment is shown in thffir selection. Tl\e chapter- on self- 1~
sUp'port stresses opportunities a: bit too~ptimistically for '1
current times,but we shall hope. that tht aptness of such ,I
criticism may soon pass.
.' ~
Part II treats of topics :usually inclu&ed in such a vol- !
ume, such as study, personal conduct, fra~rnities, vocation; ~
athletics, and h~alth. Through"out this s~tion the author's
point of view is wholesome and 'balanced. llHe has attempted 1
to give",a rounded vle~ of Amerjcan colle~ life" and ~in ~this, ,I
' I believe his mature readers will agree he ~as succeeded ad-;' ,
mirably~ He has pointed out adv~ntages ~nd di.sa~vantages. I
to be found ill various activities, yet .now;)here is 1there evi:- I
dence of strong partisan bias: the writer ~s one who knows
and sympathizes: with the prejU~irces~and~the sensitiveness !,'

P

i.

/

I

'I

~

.

t~

,.
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of youthful readers, and he has, 'consequently, avoid d of~
I fending them.
.
Part III comprises a chapter on "The College Pr uct"
and the appendixes, which include a number of usef.ul ~rms
;J for use in note-taking, bibliography-making, and sch
ulemaking, information about the library; and so on. 'fhi final
chapter is one of the best in the book. Professor Se~ried
has here succeeded in defining in such worthy terms' ip,eals
of accomplishment and ceI,1ain social' obligations hich·
every college graduate should .feel, that one could he rtily
recommend the book on the· basis of this section lone.
Throughout the work there is evidence of pains king
care both in organization and in choice of material fr m a
/ wide variety of sources. The. text abound~ in refere ces,
and an excellent bibliography is appended. The fo a,t,
,---also, is a credit both to the. writer and to the' Uniyersi y of
New 'Mexico Press. InciJbntally, the University of ew
Mepco can well be proud to number .among the you ger
members of its faculty a man of the ability and the ind stry
necessary to the production of Youth, anp, His -Co 1e'ge
Career.
JAY C. KNODE.
1

A Tale of Troy-John Masefield-Macmillan,

I
Ii

1~32-·$1.50

The never-dying tale of the Siege of Troy! to w ich
Homer devoted some twelve thous~nd lines, and then ucceeded in telling only the story of two months of the last
year, has again been retold by England's poet laureate. Mr.
Masefield has compressed the tale into eleven monolog , in
.
all about a thousand lines .of verse,
The story begins with the abduction of Helen.
follows the assembling of the Greek forces under Aga emnon. These two parts are narrated oy the poet himself all
the other monologs are spoken by a participant in the ac .on..
Thus, Clytemnestra tells of the ,sacrifice, by her husb nd,
of their daughter Iphigeneia, and of her fierce longing for
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revenge upon him. This is the most powetful and most dra- t
matic of the monologs. A Greek spearr+an next gives an J
accOl.~nt of the siege itself, the remaindedof the book being 1
taken up with the ~ory of the Wooden IJ:o e, its near de- ~
~tr?ction.
the at~ on t
1,ty ~hjch resuI~ed ,t
In Its, capture. -Ka sandra ends the poellJ. WIth a hauntIng I
lyrical lament.
.
- - ~
-I
Parts One an Two and the Epilot are -in rhyming verse. The monologs proper -are chiefly hn blank' verse, a I
"
" r
rather loose, conversational, often dratpa~ic, but' rarely 'i'
beautiful blank verse. 'It is, however, in~ keeping with the '
chatacter - who is
speaking; generally, it- t,~is lively and ani- i
- .
mated, and sometimes ~e ~nd a sensuous"Jll~auty, as i!1 Kassandra's mono}og, when she warns the TrpJans not to touch I
the wood, which comes, she says, from ~ .
J

and.'finarl';

I

I
I

1

Pine trees immense" together ever-lif~ng,
A forest of the pine trees~nothing elfre,
Only the dar:k green trees, murmurlng wisdom,
Daylong mur~uring wisdom like tht<~ea. f'

I

!

I
1

. .

l!

Or, at the close of her rhapsody, 'as she ~ngs in this Keatsian, strain:
~,~,
'[1

III-

I

~

,And strew down Indian silks, green silkS~ ,all woven
With sunbirds in gold thread, at the brigh~ feet
That son shall trample fire fro!TI the stree~ .
And dart his lightnings till the Wall be cl+ven.
Apollo ~hallcome riding into Trgy,,·1
.\.
~
o joy, 0 joy.

i

r._,
-1
r;_

I

r
1

u

Professional' reviewers of this poem have not been en- thusiastic over it,' but I ;find much to adm't~ .in it. To take Isuch well worn material and ,make .it in~ a.stirringstory,
with the interest well sustained and rising constantly to its 1,
dramatic' climax, is in itself anachieve~nt. '. A~ achieve- - r~
ment~ but not a great poem? Probably. - ~It is, at any rate, -ij

I
~
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a very readabl~ poem and is bound'.to reawaken inte~
the grand old story. Isn't that enough to justify it?
->l
• GEORGE ST.C
At tIW End of the Santa Fe Trail-Si~ter'Blandina Segal
Columbian Press, 1932-$2.50.
.

I

America's first ,literary newspaper, The AmJe 'can'
Spectator, which belli~osed forth in.\November, 1932, pints
a critique
in April called The Southwestern
Culture ovew
ment written by Lawrence James ~then, Jr. Like so uch
of m()dern writing, the content of tfie article is subju ted
by the style, and since 'style is always a personal thing, the'
critique presents more of Mr. James Wathen, Jr., th
it
does of the Southwestern Culture MOl/ement.· Fortun relY.
or unfortunately New Mexico is really overlooked by the
review. Although Witter Bynner 'and Mary ~ Austin are
mentioned as high priests of 'theS~uthwestern Cult, hey
, practice their s~cerdotal office at a p~nt remote from the
true shekinah of the faithful, which i~' Dallas, Texas) Her.e\
Tfl,€ Southwest Review,. edited by Henry Smith, and trhe
Southwest Press, publisher of Frank Dobie, have becfme
I the center 'of a movement according to. the reviewer "rflmi "pant and vociferous," its leaders "intolerant of any c iti-~
cism" who "wildly talk of the similarity of the Grecian nd
Southwestern landscape and. climate, and none too ven ly
of a possible Southwestern :Age of Pericles.". .
'.
.
I say New Mexico is really overlooked, and, fortuna ly,
because if its many who are interested in the ideas and
beauty incarnate in literature had b~n encompassed inlthe
eagle sprvey of Mr. Wathen the phrase with which he er ses
th~ Texans, as "greengrocers and superannuated .doWag~rs"
attempting to "rival Dante and Sappho" might have een
elongated to include us. We look s~rchingly about us for
th,e "~eurotic co-eds and' pa.Ie college youths" who ffrm
poetd societies "to write about Love ,and ,Death," tho~gh .
if we were to locate such a group we 'are a little fearful tat,

I

,

,
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young or old, we could find no better topits to propose to
them' for their poetry than Love'and Death. This writer~'
, . does not mean to say that th~ reviewed lias failed to say
some very pertinent things abo~t regional e~thusiasm whatever form it takes, art, letters,\ ~usic. J fstly enough, he
opines that in painting, the' Southwestern cblor (pardon the
necessary paronomasia) ,has been most l!successfully expressed, as he 'also points, justly(to the" fai,ure of its'music
to sound a truly Southwestern note (another pardon) f Little
Joe the Wranglers of radio-land, notwithstanding.
Of
I
.
Southwestern literature,.Mr.
Wathen has this to
say:
'
.
.Too often are Sduthweste"rn works (If literature
only competently constructed novel~ or short
stories with a bit of Southwe$tern loeal color, at, mosphere and dialect thrown in fot seasoning.
. Obviously thes,e superficial 'trappings ~annotmake
a truly Southwestern piece o(art any lJnore than a
dash of sage ,in bean soup' win makeif"potage a la
reine. Other Southwestern literary~ works are
composed merely of local anecdotes, g/enre characters, or fain~ly picturesque details, ~ which ar~,
however adm.Irable. as examples of ap-- embryonIc
folklore, essentially fragmentaryan~ disjomted.
Most South:western literature leaves~ the reader
with the suspicion that the, ~uthors kjh w as little
about cowboy 'lore, negro dialect anJ1 details of
plantation li~e as they do of Franco ., n folksong'S
or the pateis' of the AbruzzL
~.
.

~

.

•

.

J

J

0

, / '

r

•

i

.

•

\]

...

Resisting the temp~tioltl to throw the i'flole topic open to "
discu~ion, one can ack~owledge the un e~lized possibilities
of the vast amount of ,folk literature i tHe culture area of
the. Southw~st and ~t!ll be, gr.a~ful .fo~ it~.'and con~iderably
eXCIted by It. The lIterary sources, rlchtand varIed, provide th~ readers of Southwestern-~d sOnJe journals of national scope 'With significant arid enteft;airting tales
of
1'''
pueb'o,· hacienda; and corral throughout ~~he reading year,
in addition to fqrnishing bright moments !Jtoinformal gath- ,
are interested
in talk ~'
erings lwherever
Southwesterners
,
~
IJ
'
-

11

•

I~..t

,

!~

Ii
"
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about ceremonials, the plaza or the~ range. One could ake
up a list of full length books to debate authentieity 0 plot,' '
I characterization, setting,language, 'but one! wonders i Mr.
Lawrence Wathen, Jr., would
. be best qualified to forw rd a.
decision. Certainly'Starry Adventure, Laughing B01, Nati1Je Tales of New Mexico, The Log of a.,Cowboy, the load
of the Conquerors, would be in the list. Furthermo e, to
dwellers in the region, the "essentially fragtilentaryan di&jointed" literary efforts are ~as ,pre~ious as the_ more coherent wholes. Journals like those of 'Sister Blandina egale
are not written in a country of easy conquest, or in a ou~
, try fawning and ingratiating to man. This nun, a Sis er of
, Charity, carefully sheitered in the home of her ltalia~ p~r?nts, yet undertaking.t~e journey across the Santa -Fe:ITrail
In 1872, alone, to TrInIdad and
Santa Fe .saw the crlre' of
,
the Southwest as much at first hand as did her gret Suf perior, the rev~rend Archbishop Lamy; whose life we have
: so imperfectly· presented in the wen known -Qook -of. Miss
Cather.
Traveling alone, risking
perils as mild as 'those of I eing
,
suspected for an imposter by Sisters of her own order to
thos~ as desperate as managing a runaway team on a tough
mountain grade in ,Colorado, Justina Segale as a per~on is
met in this book as well as Blandina, the Sister of Chr,rity.,
More than the conventional discipline of a religious IEfd the
autfi'or of this journal to walk with the sheriff be~ide a
prisoner threatened by -lynch law through the streJts of
Trinidad to ask forgiveness of~the man's victim. Mor1 than .~
religious con~iction fortified t~is w.oman in facing ~il y the
Kid and his wild ,companions Whoseniur<;!erous intenti n she
prevailed upon them to cancel. Here Christianity iites in
a book crowded with the daily ministry, of prayer andji help'fulness. What practical devotion th,ere is in the mi~stra
tions of this symbol of charity, to saint and sinner al~ke, to
the innocent an? the guilty, the law abiding and the d~sper-'
"ate. What wisdom appeal1S in little comments: "Mr.
has
.

'

i

I

I

I

r
i

t

r.
i ~
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a most bashful ap~earance. I judge he It sisters." No
book of contemplation is here nor manu '., of spiritual exeroises, but a recolid of practi~al minist y supported by a
~Iing spirit ~nd prayerful fortitude" '.!i,recting a native c',
workman how to mix mortar, carrying t ~ hod after hours
<,"
when the assistant! had quit, serving·.t e b~hop's strawberries at a w.orkad~y meal, reconciling t h friends who had ~
battered each other in a terrib,1Ef fight, ,hwarting a land
grabbiI)g Amer~can~ hurling' a bucket of 'alt dovv,n a burning chimney, helpin~ to carry and lift tnt l,the grave a coffin'
, and its corpse, refusing a deed of prope
where it meant
impoverishment to immediate heirs, rhufpor,. pathos, fair
. dealing, intelligepc~ combine in this wOlfan to shame the
efforts of those 'Yh~ walk the same grouJjd, blessed by the
privileges she foug~t to attain, a~d care :~s3' of' the fundamental resources which supported her in '. htaining them~
I
'j
I T.M. PEARCE'.
.,

,

j'

"

I

J

.

I

1

:

1

A Dictionary or'SPC!'n~hTer7:n~ in English, (wit I special ,reference to
the American sou ,hwes~)-Harold
W. Ben ley-Columbi~ , Uni';'
,
j
ver,sity Press, 1933-$3.Q,O. ;:
.
. ',
.
I

,

Southerners. sp¢ak of piccaninnies an negroes,. ranchmen have their rode~s, quirts, and pintos,. e all drink cocoa
and ar~ affiictep in ·/the SlImmer" tim~wit~ '"t0squitoes. AU
of 'these, words have foupd their way intp' tl:l~ English' vocabulary and form a parjl; of the Americajl language today..
Mr. Harold ,W. B~ltleytn his'DictiJ;Jnary of Spanish
Terms in English has covered the field m~st admi'rably and
completely. It is indeed ja cons~derable ta~k f'Or ~one man to
.,attempt
to do a dictionajry-much
more §o
when that dic.,
'1
II
'tionary takes~ into acco~nt, two di~~ren~la~gua-ges. Ho,,:~ver,
Mr. Bentley IS well.sUltep for the project ipeeause of hIS acquai!1tance with Spanish! from chiidhood ~n ,Mexico and his
life in the Southwest.. ~ttempts to Istudt the language of
'beedI
made
before, bIltI no other author
. the .Southwest have,
'
has made as compl~te anr th<?roug-h a stu1Y as Mr. Bentley.
l

J

"

'I
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'
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Menende~

Pidal, the Spanish linguist, has ,said that lan- '
guage is "born of the plow." The popular flavor of Southwestern diction is certainly "ranchera,'~ to quote the' author.
In a study such as the one made by Bentley,. it is difficult to cover' all variations and meanillg that a wprd has
gone through while coming into the English 1anguage. It
is likely that the same word may have an entirely different
mea~ing in a different locality. Such is the quality :of ~he
vernacular~," The method employed inLcarrying G~t this
piece 'of wo$ is certainly a most logica~ one. Mr. iEentley
begins with !the first contacts, along when Spanisb $ailors
and British J.seamen encountered each other in the: waters
, and on the coasts of the New World. He asks hiimself a
question of sociological and linguistic tenor-"W)Iat are
the chief linguistic results of the assoCiation of the two languages in the Southwest; what bi-linguistic phEfuomena
have arisen, etc?"
"'
.; ·
His introduction, which comprises about one-third of
the book, is a very complete and necessary one, taking into
, consideration the historical background and the sociologiCal
aspects of his study. In the course of his introduction, Mr.
Bentley touches upon' various contemporary fiction writers
who have at one time or another employed Spanish words
now popular in English. By going' .back into accounts of
travel and exploration he is" able to find the beginnings ofthese contacts, and i~ quoting modern authors he finds out'
to what extent these: same words have existed. Occasionally Mr. Bentley m-isses the origin ~of a word, for it is aJ~most impossible for one student to know'the origin of every
. word now in the South.western language. It s<? happens
,_that a great deal of the Spanish of,: the .world is not Spanish but Indian, and, in ~ome cases ev~n that origin is .ques.tioned.
4'
.
The title of the book may be somewhat misleading,
'especially to those unacquainted with the American South-

-r

•
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I.

NELDA SEWELL is an' Albuquerque poet who has made an especia interest of Indian lore and life.
I

CLYDE KLUCKHOHN is an associate of th4i! School of American Res
and a faculty member in the ",Department of Archaeology and
'thropology. of 'the University of New Mexico. "Hopi and
ajo" is a chapter of Professor Kluckhohn's' forthcoming
Beycmd the Rainbow, a sequel to an earlier volume, To the
oj the Rainbow.
•,
GRACE TAYLOR MITCHELL fulfills the rumors of a notebook of
in her possession with two. of the poems. She has also
her hand to essays.

J AMES FULTON ZIMMERMAN is the President of the University of [New
Mexico. ,A member of the' Carnegie commission to investigate
and' report upon the political and sociological questions of EJrope
in 1931, Dr. Zimmerman has since served as president 0 the
Southwestern Political Science Association and has taught and
lectured in the field of social science.
MARY GARDNER is a student or the University. of New Mexico ~ hose
poetry has' appeared in the QUARTERLY a number of times. She
is contributor this year to an anthology of American college Terse.
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HENRI WIGNY is a distinguishe"d Belgian, the governor of one ot the
districts of ROtar.Y Internationa.l. This fascinating acc.ount
his
American trip is available to QUARTERLY readers through its ranslator, .Dr. John D. Clark, of the magazine's Editorial
oard.
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V AN DEUSEN CLARK is a New Mexico poet
makes his hole in
Deming. He is a graduate of the University ·of New Mexico•
.\

MAUD USCHOLD is a poet of ,Illinois, two of whose contributions were'
printed in the February \~agazine. .
•
'

\.

MAUD DAVIS CROSNO has writte~ ~or the QUAR.TERLY ~fore. A grf.uate
of the University of New Mexico, she makes her reside ce in
Albuquerque where the *riting of I10etry .is an obligato to r an
escape from teaching school.
"
.
.
,
SARAH CROXTON lives in Klamath Falls, Oregon; her stories have
appeared in. The Southern' Literaf"IJ Review and other magazines.

~ili~

ALFRED CARTER, of the English faculty of the New Mexico
Institute, has appeared as a contributor of poetry ;nd reviJws to
this magazine. "The Kneeling Nun" is part of a longer poem
of personal memories connected with Silver City.
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The Wind Searching for Tu "uoise
,

n

By

j

~

j

NlELDA SEWELL
.

I

~ote:-'There is a legend amo~g

t ,e Navajos that

when the wind blows it is searching for urquoise. Often
they will put crnmqs of }turquoise outsid ~ with a bowl
sacred meal. Thisogati!'Jfiea th~ wind, and ~t stop~blowing;
then the rain comes.'
)
j
Th~ wind comes out of ~he ~est,
i
Searching and mdaning.
, .
The wind comes out of ~he west,
Moaning and· sea~hing .
.I1igli and low seafchipg and mQaIiing,J
Over the dry earth blo~ng'
. .1.'
'.,
Over the· dry ea11lt blowi~g and s~archf.ng and moani~g.
Fqr gems of the ky he is moaning,
J.
.
,-'
For gems of the ~ky he is searching
1.
Over the dry earth bl~wing.
~
Searching f~r tu~quoiSe matrix '~~
,}
Searching to end,lthe moaning,
1
Over the dry ea~ bloWing, 'and searchijng and moaning~
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Hopi and Nav~jo*
By CLYDE KLUCKHO'HN
OENCOPI is the smallest of the Hopi villages a d, unlike
Walpi and Oraibi, jt isn't dramatically' pe ched atop
a lonely mesa. But we found this a proper se ing for a
dance-this hard floor of red Moencopi sandston in which
dinosaurs had left their" fO,otprints eons ago, th se closely
adjacent roofs crowded with Navajos and visit ng Hopis
from the mesas, 'this canyon where Hopi melons, rh, fruit,
.and vegetables have for uncounted centuries mea' vivid
green oasis in the Painted Desert.
'
A~andmothez: sits on tter doorstep playi g with a
child. A grandf~ther walks down the street, a t n} grandson holding to his le~t hand, a tiny granddaugh r clasped
in hi's arms. The whole town is in holiday mood. In the intervals· of the dance, melons, p~aches, and wal paper-like
, rolls of piki, the Hopi festival bread, are being sol . Piki is
special sort of corn bread. It is made of speci By raised
corn 01 magenta, blue, and sage-green shades which .is
, ground into a fine paste, then rolled into papyri ike sheets
and baked.
In th~ dance reetanglea line of ma~ dancers and a line
of female dancers, with a chanting, stamping cho us of men
in the background, alter~te :regularly, with a dalcing team
made up of two pairs of young men 'and women./ The rows,
of dancers turn and bow 'and sway. Their mov mentsare
not complicated.. Their rhythm is slow and sta , y: the insistent downfall of rain, the floating of clouds.
hen finally they retire into an underground ceremonia chamber,'
. ~ whence in due time to reappear, four young men and young
women ta~ their place. It is clear that the men, with their
headdress of eagle feathers and of horns, imita e the bUfr·
falo.' The women wear the great Hopi eagle shi d on the}·
backs. Every man bends, gracefully. and eirc es swiftl
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around the young woman whose solemn ~prighi figure and
slow shuffling step is unchanging. The ~ sweep's down
I again, making ~ ~lf-eircle around the mrl" hooting, then. a ,
half-circle in the OP,POSite,•. direetion: The ~.'.e~ seem haughty
and aloof, the wom~n earnest apd afraid 1. ~'
1 a marching, a
, The, lines of dancers :co~e "qut again~.
turning. It goes on/to out-eyes and ears i~ver the same. We
have never ,seen the ceremony before, and) we can only guess
as to its exact significance. Its history ~ust go back to the.
days when all ,the."pueblo peoples mBAdeilfearly expe.ditions
to the great pla~ to hunt buffalo. 'Th~ last B~ffalo Hunt
from Taos was~'irL 1884. But the cloudl symbolism of the
pinon and cedar sprigs on the dancers'] heads, the zigzag
lightning drawn in plack upon the arms,~ the cloud and rain,
sYmbols~mbroidered,onthe girdles ... everywhere the representation of growing com and falling fain remind us that
t,he dee.per sense of the dram.' a i~ like~t.: of all Pueblo cere- '
monies, ,the fertility of the ea.rth fro ,hich man lives, the
. blessed union of Mother Earth and Fa er Sky. .
All is tremendously impersonal. 'I I; is an ordered part
'of an ordered li.fethat'is ~11 a ceremonand-a ritual. Some.
of the little ,school boys with clipped ha giggle a little now '
,andthen as if ,to 'show that they are h II f ashamed to take
part in such a barbaric rite. BuTonly t, " little ones are thus
self-conscious. There are young men he i e whbse hair is also
short, but some of them have come m; re .than a hundred
'miles to take part in this ceremony, an Jthey are as earnest
as the mOst venerable. The .dancers a: e unaware of their
aUdieri~. Of individual acting there i ijnone, yet not all of
thepetformers have cast off their indi :iduality. There is a
short fat oldman' who ocCasionally ye ,s shrilly above the
others. There is a PQmpous 'li~tle mid, Ie-aged man in the
chorus near the drum, dressed flawless 'y it la Hopi, who is
even'more serious than the rest. But tit subtlety which we
As L~~ Farge says,
there is
demand in our theatre is lacking.
•
'"I
.
none of the sharp
contrast, none of the s.pecific
cli,max, none
,
J
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of the variety for which the European 'mind 10 gs. We are
reminded of the Chinese .theatre where perfor ances continue for eight hours.
It is not spectacular, not brilliant. Man white men
have enough in an hour. Yet when one has live for even a
few months in close depeJ)dence on nature, at t e °mercy of
4 rain and ~torm, one senses more easily the me
ing of this
impersonalness, one feels the ineluctable rhyth
of Nature
herself} the ever-present overtones of ev~ry ~crament.of
the desert.
'- '
,
In the costumes of the women ther,e is no j rring note.
They wear the traditional high buckskin boo and short
skirts of a type which their ancestresses wov from their
own cotton centuries agO'. Ina way that sugge ts the '"Japanese style their glistening black hair is wou d in great
coils, the butterfly symbol of Hopi maidenhood.
The male sex is the less conservative. . A erican a~
Navajo influence is everywhere. ~ Even those ho imitate
the Buffalo, clad in orthodox buckskin girdles 'fith foxskin
tails and brilliant Hopi sashes, and with old gourd rattles in
one hand and deer antlers in the other, 'wear, rtevertbeless,
jingly cowbells fastened to their girdles. .In t~e chorus of
singers ,one can easily separate the three ge$rations by
costume. One old man completely in fring ,buckskin
looks just like an illustration in my copy of the Deerslayer..
The youngest third are almost completely in v rying mod-:
: ern American costumes. Ony compromises b tween greyr flannel trousers and a NavajO black 'velvet shi
. Another':
: who has on a purple Navajo shirt wears W worth . red~ .
white, and blue armbands. One is reaHy dapp r, even el~
gant, but his face is as sober and as inten~ as n~. There
is a predominance of blue denim shirts among he younger ~
men. Some of the really little boys are in over lIs. Many "
of these are doubtful of the stet's of the dance and words
of the songs and they are unobtrusively coach d and corrected from time to time. Styles of haircuts als vary with
I

.1

I
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age and ch racter. There is' N vajo tong-hair ti~ in the
~ back, ther is the Pueblo boq, th~re, is long hair trimmed. in
S front and cut along the sides forming,l it is said, cloud ter,,..races. T·s tail mustached man'w~o sometimes wildly
waves a re olver has short kinky hair.(
The co fast in the costum~s'of·t~e Na~rajo spectators
is even more,~ striking... Footgear irlcludes old bUckskill--1
.boots,red-bro)Vl1 Navajo kehs (moca~ins>', cowboy boots,
army shoes and putte~s. There are loud shirts and, huge I
sombreroes. One Navajo man in the old-fashioned slit
ltrousers has one red leg,. one, yellow], Another wild-eyed
"Navajo, who shouts derisivel~ once ~s the dancers retire,
is in complete traditional Navajo costu¥ne. ,
The atti~ude of the Navajo spect~.tors is on the w;hole,
scornfuL Th~ Navajos call the Hopi ll!oqui "the dead ones."
The Hopis c~ll themselves "the pea~eful -people." Some
traders call them "the Indian Jews."{ In all thes~ names
there is a suggestion of truth. The~opi is industrious,
orderly, thrifty, purposeful. The Navajo if? freer,
. easier
'-'the joyous gamb1er of all he has ear~ed. Gregory gets at
essential differences when, after ren1Iarking the curiosity·
of the Navajo,' he says:
i
"

"The Hopi is 'indifferent to y;ou and your mission. He offers no aid, and yetlrarely refuses to .
lend assistance when calleduponl He looks after
his own affairs with intelligence land devotion but
takes little interest in yours: His chief de~ire is
to be let alone."
,
\

\

.'

i
I

'

The traveler has not been long~. in the Navajo-Hopi
Country before he is struck by the diffierencesbetween these
two .peoples. ' It seemed strange tndeed to the newcomer
that two peoples who have for centuri,es inhabi~ the same
desert and lived in constant intimate contact should remain
so essentially different. It is, true -that ethnological investigations have demonsfu.ated that the Na\\ajo have borrowed
the Hopi. Their knowledge of weaving prob~:i
much from
.
,

~

II
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ably ,comes from the Hopi or from other p eblo peoples.
'rheir ceremonialism has been enri<thed by the borrowing of
the art of sand-paintings, the use 'of masks nd other elements. Neverthelebss, one' who has Ii ve,d 'am ng Hopi and
Navajo feels that their w~rlds are miles apart
, The differences in their physical appeara ce are apparen~ enough, even though tPday there is a stro gadmixture
of Jemez,' Zuni, Hopi, and other pueblo blo
(as well as
nPahute, Ute, and Apache) in the Navajo tri e. The Hopi
.l.;Js short-the Navajo tall. Old~r Hopi wbmep are f~t ,and
squat. Nayajo women ten~ to keep their' figure., The Hopi
face is more square--the Navajo more oval.
e older Hopj\
men wear the typical "pueblo-bob"; conser ative Navajo'
men wear their hair tied· in a Ialot .behind thei .heads. The .
women also wear their hair 'in characteristi Uy different
.
'.
styles.
.
Likewise, it is easy enough to distinguis: between the
sound of the two languages. But, when one comes to the
differences in character and personality, th
are harder
to define, aIthomgh pro~ably basically the ~. fferences between 'a sedentary people with a long and ric cultural tradition and a tribe which was but reCently in th rudest stage
of nomadic exis~nce.
'
The Hopi may well- stand as the gener I type of the
town-living Indian, for they have been less affected by con«tact with Western European civilization thap the eastern
pueblos, and their influence upon the social and ceremonial
organization of some of the Rio Grande pueblos haS been
considerable. Many of the people of Jemez Jnd Isleta, for
example, probably lived in the Hopi country or some time
subsequent to the Pueblo Rebellion, 1680; a d the Jemez
Eagle Watcher Society, the songs of the " opi D;tnce at
"
Jemez, the "Wrangle,
Race" at Jemez, the n me of a sub- - .
urb of Isleta.-Oraibi, and many other cultur 'traits are all \
results of these culture contacts. The Nava, 0 is the free'" \
individualistic child' of the desert.' He live alone. The

I.
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. Pueblo Indians live together and hay~ lived,together for un-,
told centuries. Their life is coinmunaIiOn the whole, theyj
show small intJrest in the life oQts~de their community.,
They are quiet, reserved. The N avajo~ is an eager vivacious
child, intensely curious. Immediatel:f on meeting you, he .
asks where you came from and why, -+rhether you are married pr not, how.many children you ~ have. His, sense of
humor is more active. He delights ill a joke on you or on
himself. Living alot\e as he does, hi~ need for and joy in'
human contacts "is the greater.
.~
j
.
..
.
Pueblo ceremonies are of and fpr and by the whole.
community. Navajo ceremonies are for the especial bene~
~t of. indivi?uals-they are cU~ing ctrem?ni~s.. · They ~re
lIkeWIse a means of self-expres~uron
the Indlvld:ual artISts
taking part. Pueblo ceremonies ar~ merely special , segments of a life which is' at one witp all the processes of
nature. Navajo ceremonies a·re for lithe expulsion of evil
.spirits, for health, for beauty-even,.: a degree, for amusement and entertainment, providing! an occasion for the
social coming together of ,a tribe w ch lives apart. They
, are not impregnated so deeplY,with t~e prayer for-fllrtility,
for though the Navajos raise corn, m 'ons, peaches, they are '
still in'the pastoral epoch, while' Pu »10 life has long been
1
based on agriculture. -Navajo cei- onies are in origin
rather primitive devil-ehasing incan, tions. Pueblo cere- .
monies are elaborate pieces
SymPi"thetic magic. Pueblo
life is' a ritu;ll. As Dr. Hewett~ sfYS, "arts, industries,
Poetry, government, all rise out of heir beliefs regarding.·
God 'and Nature, which,. indeed the l regard as one. The
Navajo life isa pattern, a design. ,e Navajo way is the
way of beauty~they have a nine-d~ hant, which is "the
chant of beauty." Almost every N~v~jo ritual ends "In'
beauty it is finished, in beauty it is finished." There is objective testimony to the Navajo seni3e for beauty in their
silver and in ;their rugs. The Pueblo r.eoples, 'too, of course,
have an amazing sense for beauty Jnuline, form,.color. But
with them beauty is, I th~nk, only a farm.onious element in
"

"
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a-life which is. a balanced whole, and in a life inostilclosely
integrated with nature.
. Both races cling to old ways. Neither has f.eached that
stage of progress, '.'where every distinguished f.·sito.r in the
region is made a chief" and given a feather hea dress. Both
races are tenacious of religion and custo . But the
Navajo is mqch freer, more adaptab~e. The avajos have
only been in real contact with Europeans for 0 generation.
But during that time, their life has altered
re than has .
that of Walpi or OraiQj during all of the tqree hundred.
years since first the 'Hopi villages came into co~tact with the
Spaniards. It is true that in some 'of the I Rio Grande
pueblos the great dances are now, in par~ at least, con- '
sciously artistic festivals. It is true that in all tillages, even
the Hopi villages, there is Catholic acculturation. ' But in
conservative Santo Domingo, in Taos ever· re~entful of interference in its esoteric beliefs, and in the J[opi' villages,'
rituals preserve their original character as an ~xpression of.
the deepest emotional and religious life.
The Navajo adapts all too easily. In tWb 'generations'
most of the great nine-day chants have becom~ extinct; the
'song-priests lack their' accustomed acolytes. t.The Navajo
thrives under new conditions. Their populat~on has quintupled. It is true that the Pueblo populatiort has also in~
r: creased slightly in the, last twenty years, put t~e pueblo population is probably much smaller'than when llhe Spaniards
came-so the decline had set in befor~ that.1 This is, of
course, partly the result of· external co~ditio~s~ Living so
close together, they are e'ecially liable to epiclIemics.
The Pueblo cultures are the oldest conilinuous "high
cUltures" on
Camp~red
to them, '
, the American continent.
,
I
the Navajos are rude wanderers" newcomers from Asia.
. If one distinguishes between culture ~n.d. Cir.iliz,ation, by
that useful rule of thumb test lhat clvlhzaton: means a
written language, then the Pueb,lo peoples are ~pt civilized.
Nevertheless, H. B. Alexander has compared,. ueblo devel-
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.opment in certain respects to the ~reek. ~He points ou ,:
striking parallels between th~ politidal theory of the Gree Ii
. city-a~te a~dtha~'?f the puelj]OeitY.·:. :state, a~d als.o corre.{
sp~ndences In relIgIous thought andlj In art. Although thE1j!
" origin ~f the Greek drama is disputed, there are certaiJ
obvious resemblances between primifive Greek tragedy; a~~
thea.e, dlr.amatie 'f~stivals; in the use l.~.,f Chorus.ea, the publi . .
' production at certain seasons by pa~icular societies, in th •
.'empioyment of. masks.· There is a~rtairi ~nerie resem ,
blance 'between a festivaJ--of the biilih -of spring, or eve "

\

ing out lof the ~easons. ' ;
,! Ij
,
Cotnparisons COtdd aliso be made, between performanc '
of the koshar~ and the...phallic proc~ssion out of.which -th .•
old Attic comedy arose. These Kos}lj.aree antics l}ave somel
times .been refenrred to as vaudevill~. . It is true that theI'
seem side shdws of the great Pueblo festivals. B~t thei .
jokes have too, ~loseI a connection wi~h
the whole rite of fer
.,
tility, an inn~t seri(jmsness. Moreovtr, the Kos~ree are n '
merely "DelIght Makers" (although that role IS exagger.
ated in many pueblos today)?, they tepresent the spirits 0
'the dead, the Iconnection of the livi!g with "the ancients. r
O~ the other hand~ the .alili, the "a¢ts" which come in th i
last night of the Navajo Mountain! Chant could be fairl .
described as v~ude~ille. ?n~e .agai, 'one notes, the-:' greater .
.scope.the. NavajO glvesto Indlvidualfs ppposed .to.grouP. e
preSSIOn.
.
,;'
.
. On~ would be, unwise to press prrallels b~tween Greec·
.and the.'Soutqwest too far, but one toes find In Pueblo artS.
that, directne~s, thflt plastic beau 'which one associate!
with the Greeks. Probably no p~o ne, save the Greek, ha~
. had SO. large a. proportion o~ i;iV.i iJala with crea.tive abil
~ ity. In San ]idefonso, for in ..nce I with its population 0
around a hundred, i there are a le~t twenty .painters an 'I
. 'potters whom, we may well calf arti~ts.1 In pueblo life on'
finds, I think~ that long lost Arl'J1oh iaJ Every act, ever I
I
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ceremony, from the intense drama of the Snake Dance, to
the sheer poetry of the Flute Dance, is only an 'episode in a'
life which has one order, one rh~hm.

'Desert Sun
By GRACE TAYLOR MITCHELL

J

When clouds shine golden
In the west,
At sunset,
It seems
That we are not
Mere mortals here
But souls,'
Permitted to gaze,
A few sweet- moments
,
Into eternity,'s career.

.

When pink and purple tints
Are on the mountains,
Then sins and worries
Seem to slip,
From off the soul.
With joyfulness and stren~h
We turn us
\
Homeward,
Content with mortals' work,
Immortals' goal.

Tears
. By GRACE TAYLOR MITCHELL

-'

For breaking hearts
Is there no surcease,
No healing balm
.,
To stop the ache and pain '!

-

~

"Oh yes," Eternal Power answers
"I send hot scalding tears :
To sterilize the wound
A-nd bring sweet 'peace again."
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OUR...relations '"tith Latin Amer~4an nations many diffi
. cu.Ities and mis~nde~tandings hh,ve arisen, which. av I
immediately due' to economic "'and 11political policies, .'bu
, which may ultimatEly be traced ilarg[:y to fundamental dlfi,
ferences in langya~e and in raciali' psychology combin . I
with varying 8ta~ of cultural and! national developme~t.
A; casual review, o~ th~ history of
relations with the
nations to th~ sou~. Off reveals.~.learly that it is only
within ,recent !years \that e ective cUI~ural 3$ociationshav ,
become possible betyveen t e United ~tates with its English
language, literatur~, corpmoIi law fnd c~stoms, and the
southern republics lwith their RomJhce languages, Napoleonic code, and Lati~~ traditions. ~ II
.
As these social and' cultural el~ments of Pan-Americanism are appr~ia\ted,.they will ha'l~e th~ effect &f irnodify, ing I?ol~tical an,d ~nomic P?li~ a~~. it is hoped. wil1 result In ImprOVf'
d In~er-AmencanYrela,~lOns.·
I
.The' addr • es tof President Hopver delivered on' the
occasion of hi visit to Central and South America con""'1
taine? :n:o re;'r~nc\es to political. fuestions, nothing-'" of I
treatIes and dl lomacy, and such cOl1jlments as. he made on
commercial an industrial relations !were subordina-ted ~Jo I
the m~r: Vi9~1pur*ose 'of upbuildi
th~ cultur,ai, ~~r~l,"
, anq'SpI tual. orcesl bet"ween the na ,ons-for~ WhIC~ In
f!latl happiness land
his view are aking for increased
good~wil. ~e stres~. edi the spread ~ education, music, .I,~art, I'
and dra a in the vajrious countries ;sited, and urged more,
,effective or~~nizatiops ~or the excha:,ge of ideas' iJ.l science •
and tec~ ology WhiC~.,. U,ImOW no front~,ers. and know all limguages.
: I '
~
"
·
The same emphasis on cultural ~elations characterized
the addresses given bn the occasion of the firstPan-Ameri-

I
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• Paper ~ead. at the meeting of the Institute oJ World Aflail'l!. University or
Southern\CalIforma. L08 An~ele8.
December 16. 1932. i/
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can Day celebrations in 1931 and the second· commemoration
of that occasion in 1932.. Those elements of Pan-American- '
ism which seek the fraternal rapproachment i of all the
peoples of the new world without dwelling upon the differ, ~nces of language, descent, religion, and customs, were
given pi'edominance in the most thoughtful comments heard
in allJcountries. Different speakers' urged upon ~he universities the responsibility of the propagation of this kind of
Pan-Americanism so that the coming generatiops through
the secondary and primary schools will see to it ~'hat leaders
of international politics follow in .this current \of cultural
, public opinion. Charges that political leaders inithe United
States now stress cl:lltural topics in. order to avo~d unpleasant and somewhat embarrassing· political anq economic
questions may be well-fou~ded7butin any event ~t will be a
great gain if all statesmen come to see that ill cultural
realms the people of different nations can moot' on equal
and friendly terms: A nation as a rule .is not l~ to hatred
and war with another nation because of a knowle~ge of that
nation's literature or pain.ting or m~sic. Furtilermore, i~
by some method we can find out how to hu1anize and
socialize our relations with other peoples, we m~y find the
defect of the old diplomacy and the key to a deeper and
'finer appreciation of the people of other. count~es, which
will make, for goodwill and peaceful relations' despite the
difficulties which may' arise from political an~' .economic
sources. Perhaps the finest example of the dipfomat who
sought to know the ideals, art, and literature of a people and
. to use the cultural approach to coine to better undkrstanding
iR to be found in the late Dwight Morrow, Amb 88ll.dOr. to
Mexico. He really learned .to lnow and love th Mexican
people. He made every effort to interpret their rt and literature to our people, and the re~ultwas more hkrmonious
relations with Mexico.
The more or less automatic channels thrO~gh which
social and cultural propag-anda· may. be spread f~e music,
I

'
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I
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I
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a.rt.li~ratu~.t~e~r~ss,collllll:~t~rVel. r~iO:

III
II

and mo,bon pIctures. IT}1e lunusual, develo~rent withIn recent
y~ars of ~he opport~n,~ for cultural: e~c?ange by means ?f
these varIOUS agencIes IS most encour~gIng, but there stIll
remain vast posSibili ieS ~or improve I: ent in the case of
,Ij
many if not of most 0 theine
. The volun4r;y , aniels throug j which universIties,
may carry on the wo ofl cultural ex ange are numerous.
Perhaps a list of the !, os~ outStandin lshould include:, The
Institute of Inte~nati ~al Education, ~ e In~titute of Int~l~
IectuaI Co-operamon
the Pan-Ameri; nUnio;n, The Gug- .
genheim' Foundation! The Pan-A I: iean Institute of
Geography ~nd Histoiy,~The Caniegi IEndowment for 'International Peac~, Th~ Carnegi~ Ipsti 'Jion of Washington,
The Rockefeller !Foundation, The Am ".Ii).ican AS$Ociation of
•University Professors,; The American lbrary Association's II .
, Committee on Library! Co-operation w
Hispanic Peoples,
I.The 'American Feded;tion of Art" T
International Congress of 'AmericanisW~The A~sociati of American IVluseums, the various summer schools, T Institute-of World
" Affairs, Riverside, and similar institu 's in other universi! ties and colleges.
'
. It is not the purpose of this pape
enter into the detailed history" organization, and wor of these important
agencies. Such "'facts, ff not· well 'nOWD,'are easily"
available. I do ~~h, hoi ever, to p i tout ~he' need for
much greater caccomp ishments
have as yet
resulted from th~ combi ed work of al of these agencies'
and to indicate alsq ho education l:lim~titutions in the
service in this imAmerican Southwest! ~a~ ,render gre
portantphase of ~iiter.:¥\thericanrela io:&s.'
In the field, Qf ~: :nge of stijd n: the net results to
date show about' 1,200I
tin-Ameri I• students studying
in ail the colleges and ulni ersities of e IUnited States~ with
a much smaller nhmbet . our stude tsistudying'in the inica. Whit - n one, would for a'
stitutions of Latin~Arile
»
fJ

ter

I
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.moment seek to discount this achievement, it woqld seem '
that the institutions represented in this conferen~ alone,
located as.we are, adjac~nt to a great nation like 1Mexico,
Ishould have at least 1,000 or. 1,200 stu;dents from th~t eoun:try alone'in our institutions and perhaps an equal inumber
of our students in the institutions of that country.: I may
use the University of New Mexico as an illustratiop by reporting that we have been: able to make provision for only
,one such student. The exchange of professors has Ibeen of
1some value: no doubt, but unfortunately such prpfeSsors
are often regarded as mere, propagandists and lill their
.work discounted for that• .reason. The plan'
could belI
greatly
,
'
:improved, as Dr. Norton and others have pointed lout, by
having well-trained young professors
from Latin American
J"
.
I '
\countries become regular members' of ouruniVer~'l\Y faculties for three or four years. They could then r turn' to
their own countries and their' places be filled by oth r countrymen of like preparation. Likewise, young pr0fessors
from the United States could give similar terms ofl service
in Latin American universities. Such, an interch~nge of
faculty members would be a' great improvement 0 Tcr the
present brief exchange plan, for each of them wo d take
tiack to his native country a real und'erstanding ofte life
and character of the country in which he had li ed and
worked, and would be able to spread such an~unders nding
throughout his native country.·~·
~
. The fact is that with all the agencies now see ing to
promote better. understanding and good-will betw n the
Americas, and with all the earnest efforts the~ are putting
forth, progress is too slow and too meager to warr~nt any
feeling of satisfaction with present results. If we turn to
the report of Dr. Henry Kittredge" Norton, who \visited
seven South Americ~n countries in the summer ojf 1931
under the auspices of the Carnegie Endowment.,fori International Peace, we read. with distress. and humiliati n that
he came in contact with "ignorance, ~isunderst I nding,
i

I

i

,,I .
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prejudice, misirifoqnation, and mendacio I propaganda" ~s
, regards the United States, and on his retu II to this, country
concatena.tion
of
met with "a similar;
:
. inac \ uracies prevalent
in regard to the republiqs to the south." He deplores our
ignorance 0:( their mnusualprogress, thei great cities, and
their way of life, and deplores also their conc~ption of' us
as "boorish, aggressive, tnoney-mad impe .alists without a
suggestion of cultur~."~~ ~t is on the cultu I I side," SB:YS Dr.
Norton, "that there is gr~ate$t confusion.'"
} If our institutions are agencie& of cui :' re and if we are
serio~s atal.l abou~ t~e i~t~rchange of thef,ult~ral elements
on thIs'continent, It:lS ObVIOUS that there ;emains much yet
Ij
to be done. It is ~ conwntion that every~nstitutionin the
Southwestern states I could do far more thafh it is now doing
to develop a greater interest in and apprectktion for the cuI..
ture of those of Latin or, Sptnish descen who live among~,,-, 'I
us. Our first, obligation, it seems to me, i: to get 'into real
J
contactJ with the Spanish-speaking people i ~ our own states,
i
and make greater efforts than we. have eve'" yet made to un..
derstand their ideas-and ideals, and indeedjtheir entire philI.
osophy of life. We must, enter into gEmui; e and profound
i
study of their educational processes, theirjfolk-lore, litera~.
ture, art, and habits [of lif~ and thought.
lational agencies <to ~
and bureau~ may futnish :aid· for such a p~pgram of study,
"f
but the impetus and direction must come ~rom within our
t
own communities. In New M~xico, for e~ample, we have
I,
the. tW? p~opl~s, Spani~h-speaki~g ~~ ~~glish-speaking,
each WIth Its dIfferent VIews 'of hfe, w'lllch~~n turn produce
f
misunderstandings and prejudices. Her~.i then we have
within our own stat~ of the Southwest tiM central prob-lems of Pan-Americanism on its social aJj\I cultural side.
Why not attack the problems at home as w~ find them'/
J
This )Ve are tr.yirig to do in New Me¥ic() along three
1
qefinite lines' as follows: Rirst, through .!n experimental
Ii
school for Spanish-speaking"-children in ~lfhe. ,elementary
grades; second, thr(mgh study and popular, zatI6n of Span- ., ~
;
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•ish history and folk-lore; and third, through' the ,bi- ingual
club which has evolved into what may well be called" prac- ,
,tical experiment in the' spirit of Pan-~mericanis ." In
this club, which has now' developed into a Bi-Lingu I PanAm~rican Institute by encouraging the organization f sirp,Har clubs in adjacent colleges, rondamental questions affecting the relationship of the two peoples ·are being'discussed
: in -Spanish and in English by representatives ofbo h cul-'
tures., The two peoples, both true Americans, are - n this
way actually working and thinking tog~ther. Such c ntacts
are resulting in better understanding dnd appreciati nand
give reason for the hope that they will gradually m tigate
and possibly eliminate existing racial niisundersta dings; "
Probably the most imp rtant
prejudices, and injustices.
.
1 result will grow out of the fact that the work
P oceed
from the bottom up and not from the ipp down a - ha peen
1 the case too often with the work of national an - i
er~a
~ ! tional agencies and bureaus. I sometimes wonder if the
i a!most necessary 'red tape of many o~ the ~sqal,or- I niza-"
:, bons and bureaus does not obscure the genUIne hum n ele, ;' ments which are so vital to better cultural understa dings.
i
I make haste, however, to add that i~ is not my p rpose
! to seek to discQunt or in any way diS-parage the im
rtant
I work of existing essential co-ordinating age.ncies i
this
I field. The outstariding services of all of them calIf r the
t highest commenaation. - To me it ,seems of special s'gnificance that the Inter-American Institute of Intellectu I Cooperation was established ,at the Sixth Pan-America Con, ference to serve as a clearing house for all 1 the)1 ional
: councils on information relative 'to ~aucation, iscience arts,
: and letters, and...to promote the interchange of prof ssors,
students, and research workers~ The National Coun il for
: the United States, haviJ:ig three representatives', i the
i~Southwest-one from Stanford,/ Dr. A. Coester, one 'from'
; the University of California, Dr. Herbert E. Bolton, a done
, from the Civic Bureau of Music and Art of L~s Angele , Mr.
j
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John 'Mott-has, begun to function,. and 11 believe institutions in, California, Texas, Arizona, and New Mexico shoulq
~
fall.hea.rlily into line with the general Pu1ilSes of this or·
'I:
, ganlzatIon.
.
.
Furthermore, it is my strong convictio~ that the efforts
1
of individual institutions in our Southwest should be related
~.
rather definitely to a w~ll-directed and wlell co-ordinated
I
plan for this entire section. This could prQ~ablYbe brought
~
about by organizing a Southwestern or f4r-Southwestern'
~,
division of the National Council of the.ln~r-American InI
stitute of Intellectual Co-operation,' eitherf!pdependently or
f.,
in conjunction with this Institute of Worla Affairs, or in
~
some other suitable manner. Such a re.tional organizaI
tion would stimulate greater educational cd-operation with
,t
's!outh American countries on the part of all of our colleges
!
ahd universities,' normal schools, and state I departments of
phblicin~truction. It should make this prbgram of social
and cultural co-operation one of the leading objectives of
j'
all educational agencie~ in Texas, Calif9rn~,Arizona, and
New Mexico. Sur.ely our sectiptt 'of the Un~ted States, peo'pled by large elements of Spanish-speakingi citizens, is the ----i '
n~tural laboratory out of which should etolve .the finest '
experimentS in social and cultural relatiWts
with' Latin,American nations.
.
As a representative of one_of the eduCational institu-tions in this area,- I present to t~is Institute the definite suggestion calling for a,more intensive and better co-ordinated
program for all the' institutions of the 4merican Southwest ,
in the effort to advance the cause of better understanding
between the Americas by a more intensive c~tivatiori. of
the social and ., cultural elements in Pan-Americanism..
j
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Pluto to Persephone
.
.
.
By MARY GARDNER

ll>

' . '

Little love, thou mu~t not fear my touch- '
No earthly lover could have loved thee so
That he would dare the sun, the light and such
For thee. Still! Still-be thou as on we go
To wilder darkIiess and to glowering gloom-.
Forget thy mother's smile ... thy girlhood years
In orchards rich with wondrous fruit ~nd bloom . ..
o queen, thy maiden dreams outshine thy tears !tR
\

J

f' n
~f"

S

Persephone, tremble not as near
The underworld our demon chargers pace; .
My arms will guard thee in thy mortal fear..
My home is thine-from me turn not thy face.
O. love! Have dreams that life can never give ....
Thy youth was sleep ... Awake, Persephone, and live!

'1

I

'
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What I Saw-in Americ"a*
'"'

1

By HENRI WIGNY

.

\ '

"H'" ~RE are some of th~ imp~essions which t received while

I "

,
crossing the United States from the tAtlantic.to the
".~acific, at crazy ·'sp?ed. Eve~ if· i must pl+ad' e~nuating
cIrcumstances, I wIll tell you that so many frIends have
'asked me what I saw with my own" eyes, that I prefer to
answer all at one time, rather' than to be always beginning
\
; 'f"
.
the same na~ation.
Moreover, I had the good fortune to cross the. thresholds of many Americans, to be seated at many family tables,
2;Lnd thus to obser~e this thing which escap~ many tourists.
Finally I yielded to that temptation to' nail-rate, which is
common to nearly ~ll, iff Inot all, who have gpne to America.
Now our transatl~~ti~ liner is anchor~ in the roadstead. It is Sunday 'evening, and we cannot enter until1tomorrow morning. We await day, held at qparantine, some
miles from New York." In the distance .one~ soos' the Statue
'of' Liberty emerge from the night, brilli+tly lighted by
. electric' search lights, ana, more distant, one! sees the crystal
arrow of the Empire building, thegreate~t skyscraper in
New York, at the base of the halo of. a glj-eat city. I am'
mucJi m o v e d . , "
i,·
II am effected, not because tomqrrow I ~hall find myself
lost in that active, "noisy American metropolis, which rivals
London for first place among the populol1Is cities of the
world. I have no longer any anxiety. I am;acc.ompanied by "
a friend who lived in New York in his youth, and who has
since journeyed through the Union tw:~ntt times.' But, t
am going to see something new, of which I nave often heard
,spoken.
';
I afn not one(",of those who, seeing the?o¢ean for the first
time is confined to saying;' "That is a lot of water," and I
do not observe any elegance in hiding these emotions by·,
blase appearances. I do not conceal. my sentiments which
••

•

.'

'1

.Translated· from "La Lib~ Belgique:' Brussels, Belgium, "y John' D: ClarJc, Uni-·
vel'8ity of New Mexico.
)
.•.
'

.
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result in my being the object of certain curiosity. t may
be that 1 am the only person on board who has not uched
the soil of this great republic. The ladies are especi 11. desirous of seeing how these fresh impressions will 111 nifest_
themselves. I see myself like the Huron of whom
ltaire
speaks, astonished on arriving at the coast of France. Someone says to me, "It is ridiculous· to put: yourself" in uch a ~ .
state; if you~ show so much imagjnationyou are g 'ing~ to
certain disillusionment." Disillusioned
- ? . We shall· ee tomorrow.
The .night is warm and noisy. At twelve mile from
shore, prohibition has already sealed -:the bar, but reseeing travelers have, in the course of~the day, laid in a supply of whiskey. The ,evening has the air of Mar Gras.
Perhaps one or another of the gentlemen has had·, 0 have
recourse to the ironic but respectful assistance of a tward'
in orde~ to gain his stateroom.
.
.'
.
A poor sleep, but at last day arrives. The teamer.
ascends slowly, 1 was going to say majestically, th course
of the Hudson. Everyone is on deck. Finally f om the
morning fog which blurs them, there. appears a c lection
of buildings at the foot-of the nearby island. T ey are
pressed one against the other: croWding togeth
the~r
colossal masses. At one side is the delicate lace- ork of
Brooklyn .bridge. Is it beautiful or is it simply a.range?
It is certain that the spectacle is impressive and
not be
regarded with indifferent eye.
.
.
~~.
Is it beautiful? The Greeks,-:ivho knew beauty, classed
as beautiful, among the marvels of the world, the .mple of
Diana at Ephesus, and tb,e pyramids of Egypt. Be uty has
manifold aspects. On seeing these grandiose stru tures I
. am set to thinking, I know not w~y, of th,e deligh ul little'
Austrian city of Salzburg, that which .the friend 0 Goethe
placed with Constantinople and Naples, among t e thr,ee
it almos exactly'
most beautiful cities of the world. I visited
.
a year ago. Surely one cannot finQ more violent ntrast:
,..~
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On th~ one hand narrow, crooked streets, the delicate ribs
of a Gothic church, all the· modest and cdmpelling charm
of thingp which are tIo longer; on the, other all the magnificence, virility and audacity of the preseJiit. On one side '
of the "Atlantic the masterpiece of a d~eaming, patient
genius, here the expression 'of the power pfman who has
domesticated mechanical force.
i1 ,
Is it beautiful? Yes, it is beautiful, ~r to employ the .
word which Americans use. and abuse, "Gl,brious." Must I
'\
be treated as a Pllilistine, ,as bourgeoise, ahd as a peasant?
I have tasted the ch~rm which emanates frq~ the great citY.
I have dined on the roof of the Astor, high, very high,- so
high that the noise of th~ avenues comes ~P there only as
confused munnurs; I, too, have seen light~up the fairy:'like
illumination of that. part of Broadwat called "Times
Square," and in it I experienced great ~pleasure. I am
seated on a bench in Central Park, on
of those beautiful nights, following a torrid day, when ct)ne has no desire
. to go to bed. The headlights of the 'aut~mobiles slip like
, fireflres through the foliage. In the dis~a4ce and above the
earth shine the lights which form the, sk~ine of the buildings, and I feel the mildness of the hour. ~'Yes, it is a .form
?f beau~. .It. is not necessary to comparejt to ours. , It has
Its own IndIvIddal character: .
~"
.
.
,Chic~go has finished one of th~se ~kyscrapers_with
pointed arches of a cathedral. I was scanaalized with it. It
seemed an anaohronism. Each thing has !lits setting; a ride
in a gQhdola at Venice to the'lazy rhyth~ of' a single oar is
delightful. A trip made on Lake Michig~n in a· speed-boat,
which appears to bounce on the water ratl)er than to float'in
it,, and from which one
sees the splendid
a+enue
to which the
,
.
G
lake ,has given ~ame, leaves an indelible :rirmembrance.
But let us not anticip~e. I was stilij at the side of the
, ship when our steamer tORcgp.ed the wha'f. That"does not
mean that we are' goi~g. to :get off at on4e. There are' immigration and customs f(}$nalities to go through. One

on,

'c,

~.

~
~

~

~

"II
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does not enter the United States like going into
fore being admitted I must answer questions of w~ich here.'
are some: Are you an anarchist? Have you desi~s onde-:
stroying the established order by vielence? Are yo a po!y-c
gamist? Have you been iJlsane? Are you attain ed with
skin diseases or with, infirmities which make you appearance repugnant? Who" knows what else?
We must not complain that this country· <? libertr
opens its door only with caution. Due to its pro perity it
was for a long time the promised land, exerting i ' magic
mirage on all· bold but miserable people. Immi~ation in
mass of European or Asiatic races would have dil'1t,',ed, sub- .
merged the national species; the American 'Union 'f0uld be-, . .
come Latiri or Slavonic, its 'economi~ ~onditions l\Uight be '
, subject to brusque overthrow. The country has, therefore,
decided 'to allow only those assimIlable, by the Jation to
enter, only those elements which can become ,grafts on the
tree. The "Immigration Act" is .tpe conse~uent '~f the
manner of growth of the population, a rapId f' mIdable
growth which was not the result of births but of mmigration of foreigners. For a long time entry has be'~ndenied
, .to the black and yellow races. The colored and the Chinese
quarters, very important in all the large cities, ar~ peopled
"'-' by American citizens who have been located' in th~l country
for several generations. It is needless to say tha they are
not assimilated. rr.he Chinese quarter is an attra tion.
At last I passed the·gate. We are in New, Yo k. Such
an immense city. It welcomes me With the mostl gracious
of its smiles, 'the most agreeable and. most charin~ng of its
young couples. I had often heard Bin and Kay s oken qf,
'but I did not know them. Bill and Kay had often heard of
me but had never seen me. Bill and Kay were aw iting me
as I debarked. In clasping hands we understood e cll other" '
the ties of sympathy were knotted.
.
" Later I shall have occasion to speak of ple~si g young
Americans. They have perhaps impressed me ore than

i,

I
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anything f saw in the course of my trip, a~d of these young
Iwho:tn I visit,ed
folks I saw none.more
charming\ than those
I'
'.'
in their home, (Bill and Kay), aohome of cqmfort ~nd of joy.
And as there is no time'to lose we set~out at once to see
the to~n. Bill has to gOI to his Qffice; we' sball see him again
at lunch, and stilLI~tet+ at dinner. Kay -takes the steering
wheel and 'we depart, three of ,us squee~ed lightly in the
front seat. I say three of us, lor Kay br:~ught with her a
friend as chatming as herself. 'The car s)ips along rapidly
thr~ugh the streets. It stops and we go!to the top of the
Empi~e building. To do this one must cli).ange elevators at
the 40th, 80th, and 122d floors. 1,200 fdet high it domin-'
at.es the city. from the sum.niit, 100 ~rters higher 'than
. EIffel Tower, the blocks below appear vert' small, and a~ the
bottom of the great thoroughfares pefple and vehIcles
at>pear to be in" miniature.
<t
II
.
. But what is' the use of detail? I ha .k really seen New
York, its immense. buildings of yv ich II am told, one designed for dwelling, has 15,000 su·tea. I have seep iF-Fifth avenue, the center of its gh cl'1 ss commerce, its
Park avenue, the residence of
ltimilrbnaires, -its extraordinary· mhs~um of nat':lral/ . tory, an: eve~ (I confe,ss,
it), 'dined in one of th~es 'rants' barred doors; to
Which one is admitted only after e has made known his
identity by answering cross~u~stions th~ough a peep-hole,
but where:, the-threshold once cros~ed toJ.he noise-of chain.s .
and bolts, one ca.n drink a cocktail whic : has above all,.the
~,
11
~.
flavor' of forbidden fruit.
Some thousands of places of this sott are in existence. ~ ,
They are visible t'? '~,he naked eye. wha~lfilms must be over
officers?' :
,ell, we
are in the ."
the eyes of the prohibition
.
. ,
land of prohibition, the country of ice tater, of lemonade
and of tea. What a strange use of liberty.
Liberty for a man consists in doing what he wishes.
For a nation it is to make laws which t~e majority impose
on the minority by force, in other wor: s, with which the
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majority annoys the minority, and I saw peop~e who were'
thoroughly bored. Alcohol, disgraced, banishedt and 'driven
out, rules'--in spirit. They think of it. They talK of it. Andperhaps . t he 10ngi,ng for it is m<ore harmful th4n taking it.
At a luncheon of lawyers in Chicago I heard a~ecturer condemn the Eighteenth Amendment. Never "Jere pris6ns
so full or insane asylums so populated. . F~l~ hope ~or
much at the next election. Will they return w ne and beer
to the position they should occupy in all civiliz tion? Some
believe they will, while others think not. ~'T ey fear the
rich powerful bootleggers who are using thei money and
their influence to support the prohibition law in order to
profit by violating it. ,What an amusing parad x.
But bad things have a good side. When ~n the train,
in a public place, an A~erican wishes to. show more than ordinary kindness to you he goes through a ritu~l. first, he
puts a finger tID his'lips, which in every lan~age means,
"Silence." Then he shows two embracing firlgers which, '
?ver there means, "Would you like t~o fingen! of ~hiskey ,
In a glass of water?" You accept dIscretely ~nd WIth understanding. lIe pulls a long, slim aluminu flask containing the precious liquor from his pistol ocket. You
drink, shake hands, wipe your tongue over y ur lips, and
friendship is sealed.
Even before prohibition, it appea~s'that t e Americans
did not know how to drink. They, didn't kn w about the
terrace of the cafe, the to~ng wit~ 'the appe izer, of that
hour when one empties a glass sip at a tim~ exchanging
many ideas which are perfectly useless. They did know
the,saloon, which they say'dates from an ordin I ce Qf Cromwell forbidding people to be seated while parta ing of spirituous liquor, in a public place. What was law ecame habit.
'They took at one g:u1t) whatever they order d. It is no
longer a beverage; it is a ration.'
The ~reate:r part of the Canadian provinc s permit the
sale of liquors, beers and wines at governine depots, but
f

'i!;
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they must be consumed at home or in 1;h~ room of a hotel~
which is not drinkiI!$ but getting surfeite<).
\\ /I
I also believe that tpe.. Americans do~hot know how to
dine. Can one live well wIthout 'Fr'encm wine? In many
restaurants one serVes himself. He passe~ before a serving
table a~d seleets the d~shes which are klreadY prepared.
· Taken from the serving' ·table on a tray,f-th&"food is eaten
, at small tables. IIi placles, where one is s,erved, everything
"
i
ifj placed on the tab~e at the same time. REtpasts so arra~ged
are soon disposed 6f, b,t,en in ,silence, ann without a single
rite of sophisticaWd <JhUng. They are cInly a stop in the
work of the day, a necessary task, perfor~ed like any other.
In contrast. to theeafeterias, whic~ ~re more or less
modest, in the laI;ge c~t~es t~ere "are l$urious e'stablishments in which oqe pays five! dolla:rs fo/, the privilege of
being seated. Everywhere the ordInary is1 quite si pIe.
,Culinary art is the: result of old 'civ'ization hi~h has
.r
arrived at the wise conviction that the great ch rm of life
lies. in that which i~ lost, in the common cAll of ti e. It presupposes on one side, e~ert artists wh' can me sure the
harmony of spices and .the symphony 0 : perfumes and on
not
only knowll how to a preciate
the other dilettantes wao
,
,
the Chef d'oeuvre, but who enliven the Itable with a light
and rapid conversliltion in which words :ound and rebound
like tennis balls ft.om racquet to racque I
,
The United States idoes not underst lnd irony, nor does
it see the sparks which burst forth in the~collisions of,oPPosing ideas, which ~ke French cQnversat~on SQ entertaining.
.This manifestation of: Latin tempera~ent escapes them,
· causing a naive astonishment among tre ladies, which is
far from being without charm.
,What shall ~ say of the cuisine ?.. . ~jmply that it is different from ours. In a restaurant one e,an easily avoid the
· creations of foreign--taste, but in the llome of some indi- ~ ,.~,
vidual he risks t1h~ assaJults of frightfuli!nixtures. The hos'
pitality of the host increases the risk, 4>r he carves at the
table, and -hands y~u your plate comPletfy filled.
#
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But let us resume our trip, less capri ious than the
yoyage of imagination or that of I;emembr nee. Near to
New York there is an awe-inspiring sight, iagara Falls.
[Being nearby, it is only a night's ride, a p sage' of 400 or
500 miles, the distance from Brussels to Be lin, a 'nothing
in this country, large as a continent. So m y m~gnificent
descriptions have been' made of this cataract~ I,shall not attempt another ~ I refer my readers to ChatE:1aubriand or {o
J ulea Verne. 1 refer others to the cinema. j
,
~ As for myself, I retaiJ.l the;' rem~mbranc~ of a sple id
auto trip from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario~ with stops t
places of interest or curiosity, notable among them that 0
spr~ng whose water burn's like petroleum.' Ypu drink it'a
find the water no worse than petroleum, thed touch a rna
to the empty glass and the moisture adheribg to the walls
takes fire like a torch. Disinfection is comple~; A little further up stream, held by projecting rocks; arJ the crumbling
hulks of two boats. One is a customs service motor boat,
the other a freighter. They had been navitating the lake
and carelessly approaching too 'near the fal~, were ~ caught
in the terrible current. Their engines, were powerless. The
frightful end was inevitable.-~ft~ ~evera~ days of e'ffort
th~ir crews were saved bu~one tre~bles to tjhink of t,he~an
gUlsh of these: men, hearIng .some 200 meters aw~y,: the
terrible roar of the cataract, which at any !moment, might
overwhelm them.
. '.
1
'
"., .
During our entire trip the Pullman wai~ fo~, us. As,
I in the smaller towns stations were not enclpsed by. fences,
we could, at any time, enter the car to g~t things f;rom our ,
baggage or to rest. The potter was always In duty. Finally
in the evening we turned in,' and th~ next tnorning a~ak~
ened in Chicago.
Proudly built on, the shore of a great commercial hike,
as lar~e as a sea, a lake whose far shores ar~ invisible, and
on whose surface one sees the silhouettes of great steamers,
this city rivals the metropolis of ~he east i~ rhe glory of its
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~h·.eY stre~h ~~t length~.~. marvejou~ J\,riChi~
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, building.s.
the
f
gan Avenue and into the Loop. They reach the aristocratic
s~ction and then stop suddenly, giving ~ay to the leperous
miserable outskitts of: every larg-e city~ Cllicago is larger :ii
than Paris. It has its rvretchedness aildJmisery lik,e all large . ,}
cities. Whetner this ns more widespread than in the Euro- :
pean capitals :,one cannot say. From the Pullman window :Ii
I saw many smaEI' 4rp.~rican towns
dwellings neat and ,I;
I'

,'I:

C

witt

:~:~~:::tr:~::::l:ci~~!e~t~~:~:t::

::: '1:
poorly housed. In New York and in Altny I saw verY neat 1:
cottages, many with ~arages, in the,:ectiotpl occupied by
the average person. I know from e ,:perience that many
factories provide parking,grdunds for1he cars of their em'ployees. Everyone kJ1.ow~ of the exte I; ive use ofmechanical transportation ov¢r there. Statis1i1cs .are gathered for
each state. .A. detail Will suffice to, shoW the madness of the
traffic. Near New York is a beach acce~sible only by a large
one-way avenUe. The parking place all the beach can hold
80,000 cars. :We may add that _due t~hard times, 'the1ast
, Sunday' in, June, .in S.,.Pite of ,most, deli.:.ressing he~t, (It~'Y
York is in the same latitude as Madri ' ), there were fewer
than 40,000 a~tos parked.
'!
. They say that Chicago is the vEfy center of alcohol
smuggling or rum running, and that jts streets ~re" some'times the theatres, ~f' bl~y struggle~} . At ,~he ~ime all is
calm. The populatIOn which fills the S(,treets IS gOIng peace-:
fully to its pl~as~res Gr to work, and btl~iness is at high ten- !
sion as fits a &'l~t chmmercia~ center: having the greatest
grain trade hi' the world. In the Excnange, around amphitheatres, the famous; Pits, the daily fbread of millions is
b~ught, ~old, and bou~ht again. tii . ~
Tourists can ma¥e unfavorable c1mment o~ Americanj .
cities. They look tob much alike. 'fhat uniformity pre- :~
vails throughout the .atlon. The stretfh from New York to :11
I
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Chicago is 912 in~les which is close to 1500 kilometers. If
you travel that distance in Europe how many different aspects appear, how ~ny. frontiers, .customs houses., and languages and ways of doing things, you will encounte~. A
traveler in the United States seems not t<> have budged. He
loses the idea of distance and it is true that New York and '
Chicago are considered close together; ~ighteen hours apart,
, tlle distance from Brussels to Wa,rsaw, going at the average
i
, speed of 83 kilometers an hour.
We have a long journey ahead. We nave gone only
about a quarter of the way. En route then· for the long
stretch. The train moves night and day a:pd mos~ monoro- I
nousprairies pass by tqe winqows.
.
Concerning our traveling companions. The American
is rarely seated in the position that we cqpsider normal. He
extends his feet to the seat in front~ or crouches over like .
-a hunting dog. The women give more attention to appear,ance than to comfort. T~he men want'? comfort. They are
careless with cigaret stubs and with remains of fruit, but.
by way of compensating they are very careful not to dis- 'turb the rest of others, and the night· in a sleeping car is
as quiet as a chapel. They do not leave the w~h room in
the morning until they have carefully wa~hed and wiped the
wash basin. The observation of the'little\things of courtesy
have great importance wben traveling ~ch immense di.stances ·in this vast territory. One must ride day and night
toward the extreme west, toward Seattle, 3,700 miles from
New York, which is more than 6,000 kilometers.
It is 2,769
.
from Brussels to St. Petersburg.
Whether the fast trains in America are more ~omfort.
able than ours is open to debate. They are assuredly adapted
to long journeys. Passengers find in th~m a little of everything: lounge, writing room, barber shop, shepwer bath, club
car, etC. One night some- gentlemen sat up very late following t~e discussions of the Democratic con~ntion then in
session in Chicago. Th.ey learned that prohibition was,
I

.
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being attacked, and that there were n,merous advocates of
a change of political b
attitude
toward Europe.
If Roosevelt
.
E
, triumphs in Novemb~r, we m-ay perhaws be able Jo assist in
bringing' aboutsomel fortqnate changfs, such as reducti,o~
in tariff;-and entranqe of the great r~ublic across the At.' .
lantic in~o the ~eagur of N ati~ns~ . ;
, TraIn serVIce b~ dark skInned ijorlers IS Irreproachable. T~ey are attentive to ,calls, bri~ging tables' to bridge
or checlrer players~ *nd are' consta~tly removing the dust
which in dry-. regions,lliterally
comes i~,v. in_ abundance.
They
~
_
constantly supply fr~sh linen to the' rash rooms. Ameri~
'ca,ns will not tolerat~ use· of linen at:econd time. On 'the
train or even in ~,ho*l where you alo. occupy a room, each
towel. or wash.. cl<?th il.!S condemned if ·E'.rinkled'ev.en so little.
In the movies wher~ it would be i~ ossible to give suc I
service, the hands a~e drfed on paper:towels or~over bias
of _hot air. By assoCiation of ideas, asy to understand, I
thought several tim~s of the nU~Qe,' ess dish rags which
hang in my country,!'even in places'o public assembly
Americans are iiinsistent upon' cl~ nliness and comfort.
Workerswho paek cigarets, or who pa: k lard in the packing
J
houses of Chicago, a~e cl~thed and gl6 ed in white. Articles
destined for human' ponsumption are~ot touched by hana.,
Each cigar in the box has its cellophank cover. For comfort
just look at the hotel~: each room ha~ most mqdern 'plumbing, hot, cold, and i~e water,and sdb is a working office
with desk, paper, en~elop~ (ordinar~; and for"air mail)! ~s
well as telegraph bl~nks. YO\! can ,hrow a letter 'into a
gla:ss tube on any fl?or and it goes. t ;.the lette1: box,in the
~obby. The telephone first co~nects!With the hotel' office,
and from there. f
with. other
rooms, w "ch is very useful for
i t
Mister number :750 who :wishes to sp 'ak with Mister number 2780, or with" sojrneone in town
the worlrd. The
hotel staff answers ~very call imm d'" tely, and except for
I
handling baggage or' extra atten Qn, jeXPoots no tips.
~
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The triumph ()f the hotel resides in I tht laundry.' Ip. .
each room are laundry bags and slips. T·wenty-four hours
~~t~r se~ding, yoar li~en is :eturned and .~ntwhat ?ne cOIldItIon: Ironed, sparklIng, SpIC and span, nICelr lookIng than
when new, each piece in tissue paper; and· ftll ~n a cardboar.d
box. The Chinese specialists in this industry have worked
miracles. The miracle is not free..
I,
But let's come back'to the train which !~pidlY goes on /
and on, and ~rom each side we see ~arvelops views. We.
have reached the Rocky Mountains, and bef-Gre
us there is
I
spread out a fairyland of snowcapped peaks, lakes, and
gorges, wh~ch for 18 er 20 hours present to the wondering
eye, wild ~nd solitary vistas. The Rockies differ from our
Alps.
.
.
~
Here nature is in the rough. One sees ver-to-be-forgotten'; spectacles from" the observation car, hich has a little terrace at the rear end. It is worth the rouble of getting there and .braving the dust. Theaspec are varied. 'I
saw thousands and thousands of curious r ks planed by
gl~ciers, noticing pa:t·ticularly certain high lateaus which '
the Ge~man~ call, "Wohlen Sacken." 9n e se1s examples f?f
these in Europe, buf [in America everything is colossal.
Every voyage comes to aJ1 end.· We afe arriving in
Seattle, which just now we only touch, and a rhortcrossing
of 81 miles takes us to Victoria on Vancouver Island, Brit~
ish Columbia. , It is a short.passage but how nhagnificent.
.. ("What I Saw in America" will, be conrllud~ in the \
August QUARTE,RLY.) I
.
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By VAN DEUSEN CL: K
The days pass by
Like' arrows fiupg into ~. e sun;
As ea~h l'etur~s
. ·:Thesame-;..another is b~n~
I
..
The days, the ~un
Ii •
. ' And a!.l, what do they m~an to ~e?
I shot my arrows
:1
A~d th~y fell into the set

l

I '..

Denoue'fent

By MAUD USCHOL~ .
~~
Now love has become a~ burden
Too oQerous to· b~ar ; ~l
. Urged by a vast unreasb\:n
It still must fare.
l

'

<l

Like,a cold wind~.blea¥~y cql~g
Out of a toneless sky, ~
Probin~ the d~eary cra*1es
Where d~ad dreams He.~
i

./

/:
.'

.

ToA /
.

(

.

/

I
J

By MAUDE D'AVIS CROSNO
The loveliness o~ sun on dis~nt volca~c table, land
When it's raining; . .
.....
it '
.
The lo~eline.~s .Of:.,sun touching a distal! :'. field to gold.
.11
When It'~ raInIng;
The lovelIness of ·sun on sandhllls
.,j!
Is'like the thought ~f you in lofflelinessJ.
When it's raining.
)
~~I.'•:. i
~\
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The Scoffer
By SARAH CROXTON .
HE newspapers gave the item only a. small paragraph.
With the usual impersonality of black .print the article
spoke of the death of Mrs. Fred Leavere thrQu h the accidental falling of fruit shelves. The tragedy h d not been
kn'own until several hours later when the husban had come
home to find his two year old daughter aloil~, pI ing in the
upper part of the house;. Upon going to the b ~ment, he
had discovered the body of his. wife buried en~th the
heavy.shelves.
That was all. Almost an obituary in· its' cle r cut brevity. But then, the reporter saw nothing else to p+t in~ There
were things regarding that accide~t whi.ch e'f'en Myra'~
husband did !not know. In that last day of her life were
things known only to Myra and her.·smalldaugh&r.
Myra Leavere had been a scoffer. Nothing Had escaped •
th.e cold analysis o'ther mind, nothing the deva.ttating wit
of~er tongue. Outwardly she laughed at all ~ e ab~tract
qualities in which others believed. Inwardly. 'S e laughed
at more ~oncrete thin~her friends, sometimls he.rhusband. Often herself..
,
The undesired arrival of her child, Hele ,. into the
world had not' changed her viewpoint. If anyt~ing~ it had
intensified it; she ·had proven to her own satis tion that
she was a logical, unemotional mother, free of the smothering bonds of parental love. After all, she told Fred,
Helen was nothing more nor less th~n. one other hild in the
world. Unpremeditated parenthood with its I k of originality was one of the many ridiculous things in ridiculous
.
.
world.
It had been one <?f the most bitterly ~onteste1,po~nts b~
tween them. 'Fred had lwatched her strIp all hI . other beliefs af their intrinsic value· with a fond tolera ce and no
serious opposition. This one he refused to discus .
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It had come up again the evening lbefore Myra's accidental death. Fred had been putting tHelen through her
. childish tricks, encouraging her wit n lavish praise and
glanCingfreqUent.!y at Myra to be sure r. e noticed the ehild.
.
Until Myra, exasperated, s a i d : )
"Aren't people ridiculou~ ?O We gife birth to, 'children
and think we have done something wdpderfuI; we believe
that our child is superior to all our frie\b.ds' children. .As a
matter of fact, the thing is entirely P~':icaI., ,A species of,~ I
vanity to see, ourselves reproduced and sp'ecies,of pride in ,
." I
'
the possession of'' a human befng who l we fatuously think
we can mold to fit the pattern we cho~e}' She shrugged
her slim shoulders. "The tie that bi~ds
is an exploded
§ ..
theory."
Jp ~
~
.
Fred's fair face reddened with infIignation; as -Myra
~ ~,
. '_
, had e~pected it wouid.
"That is d~cidedly not so, Myra, ~d you don't really
believe it. All your conversatlon won'~ do aW3X with parental bonds, And in a crisis you· would .'e the first person to •
refute your beliefs."
,~
.
Myra shoo~ her dark head emphat&ally.
"I doubt it. I am certain I \could~go away tomorrow
arid leave Helen with no regrets. She!. is just a biological
result of our union toward whom I have! no sense of responsibility and only a casual affection."
~
"Rot!" Fred snorted all.d buriedhi~self in cthe evening
paper d e c i s i v e l y . ,
.
Myra felt she had- spared him the 1whole ,truth. How
easy it would be to leav~ both of th~m,ilshe knew too well,
putting them absolutely from her mind! and her life, starting anew. Respori.sibility wassomethi~g, she told herself,
which only a few brave ones were will'ng, to aekriowledge .
~

i

.

•

fI

.

.4

~

~

,

,

outworn.~

The day after. their argument Myra carried some
'canned fruit to the basement. She left the' kitchen door
the steep
stairjJ. Fred
, open while she . went up and'down
.
.
~
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was overly careful to close the door whenever~he ent down,
since the time Helen had tried to follow him. He had shuddered for days after over the possibifity of Hel n falling
down them.
But Myra was in a hurry; even if Fred's fus iness had
not annoyed her to the point- of stubborn cont;r riety she
would have left the door open this day. It was q icker and
she' knew Helen was playing on the. sun porch.
Thinking how angry Fred ·.wouldbe over hat open
kitchen door, Myra stepped carelesslY on the bot m shelf,
lifting the jars of fruit to the top; in the midst of er,mental
comment that the shelves were too heavy to bd so overloaded, she felt a swaying motion. The next skond the
shelves went over with a crash, burying her ben th'them.
She must have died" as soon as she struck t e cement
floor. At least she did not know how soon it wa tnat she,"
became conscious of asttange eensatfon. Her par ly buried
body was on the floor, awkward and limp, 'as if i slender
grace had departed with life. She st~ gazing t 'it with ~
an odd d~tachment and an aloof curiosity toward his creature who had been herself and was now empty; the soft, ..
black hair of'which she had been so vai~, was like shadow
on the cement· floor and the white face held an 'tPression
of astonishment stamped on the ,clear en! featu es whIch
had once been so vivacious."
Other sensations took possession of her; she1ihrd a feeling of freedom, of lightness, as th~ugh her body p:ad been
an encumbrance. She moved without the effort epf lifting
earth bound feet. Now, she thought,she was free d>f all ties
just as she had so often wished. It had been sim ler than
any of her theories, this casting off of everything.
She heard the movement of small feet overh ad; and
she gazed at her dead body, powerless to accompli h 'evil or
good. What
an absurd death sbe had died, afte all her
"mockery;" Died in the midst of her domestic d ties, she
paraphrased scornfully to herself.

\,
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A feeling came to her suddenly that she did not belong
here now and could go. She moved effortlessly, swiftly up "},
the stairs, filled with ecstacy over this sudden freedom.
g,.
S,nall feet were coming toward the basement stairs;
and the child that "had been her daughte~,stood there, look- ". I.
'ing down.
-:, .
11
.. Standing before Helen, Myra watched her curioqsly as, ' 'lj~1
if politeness demanded
a casual
farewell
after
.
f'.'
" their two
years' acquaintance. ,The small round' faee with its frame
I
of dark hair was intent on the basement,' the sturdy body
..1
lea~ forward with a precarious eagerness. Looking at
}
hetf Myra remembered irrelevantly how' Fred. had hated.
the dangerous basement stairs.' He, had 'always meant to,
put a gate 'two steps down. Myra's' open raillery of what
she named his senility was all that had postponed it.
M
Looking through Myra, 'Helen' called ·in a soft, treble
~'
voice:- "Mama.! Mama!" 'And when ,Myra pushed th~ child '.1
gently, Helen did not move.
1
With' the realization that? she'shoulid be going, she
1
,
moved uncertainly to pass Helen. This was no rOnger her
i'
job, she thought; what could it matter to her if the child
~
fen. :
.
And then she stopped. SHe, cOJ,dd not go; she did not
~
want to go. Without warning" sharp regret swept her that
,she was finished ~ere. On top of it Came str:ange. emotions,
i
unwanted, overwhelming in their intens~ty; horror, that
t
,physically she w;as powe~less to stop HeIeR, terror at what, 'l~',
the fall might do to that small body. Fr~ghtfor another
,
which she had disavowed in life, llhad gr~pped her mercilessly now that she was dead. It was as tpough sQrnething
~Ijl
had burst to ,life' within her, something fa.r more p.owerful
than the. shell of her body. She was on the thres.hold not
"
only of a different· existence, .but of emotions at which she
i
had always 8c9ffed.
'
"
-,
She stooped down before the child and murmured coaxingly:
.
I

II

N

i

I'

,

.~

.I

Po

.~
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"Where is Helen's dog? Let's find Helen's ,dog. Where
do you suppose he is?" She had said those words w en she
occupied the body in the basement~ Knowing she c uld not
be heard, she repeated them over and over, ex't1aust~.g her..
self with the effort of will she exerted. The phrase ec,ame
.meaningl.ess, but they went on like a record which.W uld not
run down.
"where is Helen's dog? Poor dog. Let's find tim-" .
Slowly, reluctantly, Helen turned her small dar he~d,
looking back toward the kitchen. Once more she lanced
down the stairs; then, as though obeying a stron.1er w.in
. than hers, she walked into the kitchen.
.
The plump legs went on, making their way un ingly
toward an unseen object, until she 'reached the gla se(l in
porch, where she stooped down, reaching one hand eneatw
a chair and bringing out a fuzzy dog. S~iling, she b gan to7
play with him, her dark eyes glancing toward the ki hen as
if for approbation.
Myra stood between Helen and the kitchen ith its
open door, watching the child that had been hers pia. She
knew she would stay there until Fr~d' came home; c inging
to each moment, struggling against the newborn so row of
impending departure, the' knowledge that she mus break
the bon(ls whose strength she.had just come to kno,.
I

I

.i

1

.

,1.

I

,.
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The Kneeling Nun*
.,

.;)

. By ALFRED CARTFi

Our Lady

I
i

!
I

Of Gracious"'SOl:row now has go~e,
~
But once she came to fill a spot with ,light: I;
Th~t ,once she left, recorded in the rock,
(.
The image of her kn~eling self.
;,
There w~s a pilgrim on a hapless quest
To whom she gave her courage and her pead~ ;
His doubts resolved, sh~ fled again the earl'~
And while he strove thenc~forth to keep he~1 grace
His mi~d reooIIedth, mercy ~f her face.

t

I.

Above him.
.'
,
fl
His life was 'common' and his deeds
. ~I
Were simple', yet) his case had touched the m}ind
Of all 'who heard it'iIi the after years;
~!
The shepherds sought to keep alive that fait;h,
. Whic~ sprea~ a .legen.• d as beau.tiful as God'Ji l
Was It the VIrgIn wh9 had thus appeared, tl'
. The one who counsel~d Juan Diego take ~ 1
A wreath of roses as Q sign from per'
~
)~
(Though
roses would not grow in Decembe
i?) ,
"
.
"

-t;-,~

:t

~
~

~

..

L

Was it she,
Who in her tender mercy came
To Juan Diego with her sign of gr~ce
j
And asked the man t~ institute a church
J
In Mexico (although ~he B~shop laughed)--rl
And, when he'loosed ~. is cloak in wh~ch w.asr.".apped
stolId men 6\ ,
The gathered garland,\ awed the
..,
*In 'the cluster of granitei boU:lders which spring from ti'e plain as 'ont: draws
near Silver City, New Mexico" is a f~mous monolith generally known a8 The Kneeling Nun. Poetry and prose have told. the tales of the figure' il\culptured; there. Perhaps th~ legenft8 reveal a J;I1an.fY pictured ima~e 'of truth,-like 'he shado-6.rs wrapping
and unwrapping the rock in the course of the Bun.-THE EDI R.
:
. ~

, ,

[ 91] .

(
I~

I.

,

1I
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Who found her image painted in the threads?
They built in fear what she had kindly asked,
And only Juan secured her love ~t last.

(

/

It must be

>

She who kept from later harm
The hapless Pedro who had lost his son;
, Pedro, who in his youth had run away
! To end his hopeless heritage 'of pain.
F~r from his home he found a river's course,
,Which after days of thirst ,seemed paradise;'
And all he knew was that his weeks of toil .
Had brought him south and west of Santa Fe
Which he had left on one eventful day.

1

~

There had been
No hope of mercy in the lash
His drunken father used to scourge his flesh,;
And though the boy was willing in his ,chores,
The lazy sot commanded feats of strength
Beyond the frugal powers of the child.
No penitente could have borne the pain
With more compliance than this fragile -boy"
Until his mother, weeping at his plight,
Urged with her tears his fleeing in the night.

I)

He was gone
,
Far past the danger of pursuIt
t
When morning .came, but in his trou~d h~art
He wondered if. his mother would be /made
To suffer for himself the .bitter blows'f
That he would suffer had he stayed behind;
And though he yearned to keep his mother safe,
And almost turned about from his resolve,
He could not (for his youth) dare to' embrace
The sodden flagellation he would face.

'.
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I

'1

He reproached
il
!
II
Himself for having rU,D aw~8fY,
,
And wllen he thought upon !her suffering
~
He prayed in ~nguish that she might be dead ~
Crouched to the' e~~h~"he sdbbed out that DifS
~imself would ~ot hav,e p~hased ~th His~h
The doubtful pleasures whu1h the paIn ensur\rd.
, The fear which gave him sttength to run awAy ·
Was ,spent at last through hlungef and throu~h prayer:
Yet when he thought of honh.e his heart was pare.

.~h~~ ~::~ed.
I I

.

I

I

i

.' I

"

,I

1

i

I,

I '.

tenYed

i

I

Pedro
goats.· . ..
Remained for years immers~din heavy workJ
And seemed content until h~ met a girl
II

I

,,

Who like himself fled lonesobteness and fear. fI c
" These two were wed, and *ndered .with th~fr flock
Farther and far, to south arid west, until
'.
,
•
I
o '
At last they settled near a runnIng stream
Where willows<let their looding branches ha I
, An,d where sound-ripples i~ the silence rang!

,

I

I

In a hut
I"
.!
Which they together built orearth
;.
They raised the sons whosel~augbter and wh: s~ love
Imbursed their parents for Itheir ardent life. i e '
Pedro found happiness at l~t in that
I
He pleased himself, where once he worked t~otigk hate.
). He had his, troubles w.hen t*e redmen came 1
~r
. To ask for food and sh~lter 10{ the night;
,
.·
'. He served their horses whillihey sacked his I tore,
And could but smile wh'en ey demcJlnded mfre.
' I
~ .
Ot
"
II
So I was
!
i
That, while ~hey led a !rug+l life,'
j
Poor Pedro found it dI1ficu~ to save.

1

t

I

!

!,

j

I

I
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One time the flood-wave washed his corn away;
Again, the bobcats in the 'cobalt night .
,Had torn the ancient leader of his goats,
And days on end he sought the scattered flock.
One other time the herd so fled with fear
That Pedro used his sons to "give them chase;
And all were found. But, of LUis, no tr,ace

'1
"1
.

I

When they turned.
His search took Pedro, who had spent
His youth in tramping through the b~oken hills,
\_ Into the foo~slopes, then the deeper range,
And then to ledges built to dangerous heights:
He found his farmer-life upon the plain
Had robbed his' breath somehow for mountain climbs;
Here every hillock caused, his heart to pound. ,
, Thus, while he searched and called Luis by name
He cut a staff to save his spending frame.

. ~,

It was not
Because his judgment erred at last,
But that Ilis worry f.or his vagrant son
Grew with the day, tha~m~de him try his might.,
"Perhaps," he thought, -c~if I make one mor~ledge,
I find him somewhere with a broken leg,
Or, mebbeso I find 'him "in a trap
Which someone set, to catch, a mountain cat.
r
I try a little farther: mebbe We'st :-"
So onwar(! trudged, and g~ve no t~OUght to reBt. -,

..

I

I

)

There wa' no
'
.
Denial that his strength was spent
When, after climbing to a steeper slope
He eased his shaking legs against a rock.
, He loosed his shirt to let the breeze within
A~d felt his hea~beat rise to racing pulse.

i;i.:
"

I
"

)
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~
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.regain~.

.He sat, a!1d some \iegree
strength
He had not eaten: from his1Coat he drew
:1
A pouch whi~h proved to hbld his meagre f4re:
'The sun-dried meal of acorhs he found therdio .
I
II
I
'~
Thus engrossed, . ,
-,
f ~;
.[1.
He kept his eyes alert the While i~"
~ A,
For any movemen~ ott the~o:wer hins; ~"r.
,
And while he chewed and "tatched and eased~his back
Against the reaching spindle of a pine,
~
He told .the roSary within ~ismind., f ~
"
He felt the heavy moveme~t of the w~nd, . ~
And 1Vondered ,at the beautr of the hIlls,
~
Which, in their rolling, as their ranks withciew,
Shifted in shade from grein to miming blui:
,',
~
Beneath him
'~' I
~
Almost did the. cliffside break,
II:l
Its fearsome jutting strun~ from ledge to IEljdge
,Until the talus, fan-sprea~ at the base,; l!i
Broke roundly ou~ into th peneplain.
~
The sight permitted from the precipice ~
Was unimpeded to the farther hills;
ij
Here Pedro, as he cuddedlfood and prayer II
. Rested and watched the ri~ges-4p his ken ~
For any sign of movement, or Of men.
I)

.t: ..

,

.J

~

r

I

It \Vas then
II
He turn·ed to face thefalting sun;'
I
He saw the waving gra.ss~s scout the windJ ... '
cThe tops of 'trees approviig of its puffs,- ~
\
And t~ere, with stronger fmovement Whir~rg" dust
Was scattered by some cr,at~re of the pIal'.
Its size wals d,oubtful ~ndl."ji~S shape ~nknotn,
Yet Pedro fe,t that thIS WIght be hIS son: II
He saw the brownness ofl his youngster's c,Qat;
,
throa;,
He call~cl; he ,waved; the!,bIOOd surged in

.

·

.

I

1

-

n]

fSII

/~

~

I.~

~

J

I· '
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In his head
And in his limbs a heavy tide
.
Of numbing weakness fled his strength away;
He tried in vain to hold himself. ereCt.
He strove to catch the pine-root as, he fellHis vaulting senses knew the awful fall
As but a curv~t in a mortal' thrill :
He scarce had time to.cry aloud "Pordios!"
When all the torture in his 'head increased
And as he struck, revolted, and so ceased.
How10ng
, '
He lay unheeded on the rook
He c~uld not tell; but ~henl he stirred at lengtli
And with a palling shudder raised his head,
He._believed that he had found another earth
And that a woman whose aspect he .saw,
So stilly gazing from a pinnacle
.
(As if she were an image from a church),
-,
Had urged a blessing on his horrid fall And borne his body to a greater Hall. -He- lay still
A moment, then unheeding sat,
Forgetful of his fall and of his plight:
His running senses carried to his brain
The awesome record of a glory-light
Which wrapped the quiet woman as she stood
In brilliance brighter than the argent sun.
He blinked, confounded, as he marked the way'
In which her crimson garment softly fell
And was itself alight within her spell: '
In her arms,
,
Which lightly crossed before her breast,
She held a garland twisted from the rose;
, Beneath the dark rebozo on. her head
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ric~er

~

Her crimson g()wn was
in the light-;
She wore a coronet upon hth- brow'
!'
Which seemed to be no su~sta ce, but was -pright.
Then, as she touched her ~mples ith her Hand,
There crept electric in the l;ght whic roke
The sight of her full ~eart ~e~~ath her cl, ,.~
~

,

~

I

i
l

:Poor Pedro,
IF'
•
~
Frightened, knew then full. espair,
-----: ~
For first Luis and then him, elf was gone: ~' I "
His home would fall, witho~t their lending strength.
He knelt, inconsolate"
uporli a' stone
~,'
.
,.
And stared at that he neve., thought to -see; ~ I
Then as she neither moved ,gain nor s.poke, . ~
He found the courage to reheve his mind
Of doubts and prayers and buestions all in o4e:
He scarcely knew his voice ~o be his o~.
i
r,1

l'

J

~

,l

II

~

"Pie t a , . . . .
,
~
'Madre Mia," he hnplored. I
'
i -::
"Qh, Holy Mother, giye me'jback my life,
~.
For I have need of it to find my son.
,J
'
Thou hadst a Son, whose hJartonce bruised ilthine own,
him not, ~s
mine has gone;l:'
And yet thou lost
.
i
Thou hadst a sorrow, whic~ God 'helped thee 1bear; ,
Thou nadst·a, husband, whifh my wife has n~rte·
Unless my strength is given me once more---1
I beg thee, Mother, for my ~eart is sore."
l~

"

.

•

T
f;

i!

~

Ii

)He stopped then,
,1'1
In fear that she woulditake loffense'
_'
For his rash speaking!h.nd ~~suming much ;,'
He struck his hands tqget~r near his brow II
And croucming quicldy~ ma~e a silent prayer.J .
The more De thought,lhe $,re his fear incr~.·.sed
That he h~ but olf"ed ith his speech;

!

)~ :
-'i.

'

'~ , i
!~
;
I

J
,~
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He closed his eyes and in his thoughts ~eviewed
The quiet accents of his simple'life.
But now his sins were
grown to major. strife:
. ..
'
'.,

There was none ,
.
Who in a lifetime had done less
Than, he to make his will accord with God;
He must resolve-but that it was too late!
He could no longer hope to ask for life ...
"And.I am only wicked whep. I seek
A chance to mend my care~essness in grace."
It seemed to Pedro that his strength was,small,
His problems many, and his way unseen:
He tUt:ned .for guidance to the Virgin Queen. ,

-

~

...

In silence,
Fearfully, he raised his head:
She spoke, her accent and her mood subdued
While round her dazzling grew the ghostly light
Until his eyes were burning and his brain.
"Thy son is safe, good Pedrq, as thou art;,
At home he waits the comingt6f thy tread.
Attend thy chores, and let thy age foIjend
To wander lest some fell mischance ensue,"
She stopped; and he cast down his eyes anewThen he stood;
And fearful that his bones were broke,
He tried his arms and flexed his 'legs about.
He beat his ribs, but knew his body sound;
And when he turned his tortured gaze again
Upon the spot the gloriQus Virgin lit
.,
He stumbled back; there was no woman there!
And, awful wonder! there n<r promontory
From which the Damsel blessed him as she spoke'
Was he deceived? Was this some cruel joke?

.,
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He doubted;
I,
1:
He felt convinced;});is oubts returned- i
And even as his mind efused to dwell
;- "
UpoJ}·the mirac~e w:hi h must have been, II
He rushed his steps a ross ~he rocky fold~
And paced his homew rd way 3:cross the Jiills.
A sharp ascent clft d wn his broken has~; .
The canyon breeze~ st uck his fevered ch$k;
He paused, and looki g backward cried ~)oud
And sank to earth"a felt his spirit cow:bd.
I

.

.~ For Pedro,

'I;

,10

. . .

.'

I

I

. Athwart the ridges, aw at length
~
The craggy butte wh ch he had fallen do.~;
And from the spot w ~ ere he'had ~ainat fast
And where the Guadaloupe Virgin stood'!1
. Against,the sky a shaft of rock arose
~
\Vhich theretofore., had" never yet been ~p'ow.n.
In shape it seemed some prayerful knee~ing nun ,
Who sought the cliffside as an altar-plac;
, \Vherefrom to ask Qf God his healing grilce.

I

The:nceforward
,
"
.Pedro, through the closing dark
;
Strode bn, a thriHing splendor in his blqod;
For in his mind the firm conviction grew
That he, likeJuan Diego, had beenbless~d,
, His wprk exalted and his faith secured
F'orevermore,.. He used the sequent years
To prove the l~gend of the Virgin's car:e-- '
And though some doubted, his was ardent faith
Which faltered not, nor lapsed, nor stopped. with death.
~

-'

~

•·f

·f
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FURTHER PROPOSALS FOR THE B.A. D
Dear Editor of the QUARTERLY:
Mr. Reeve, in his "A Proposal for the B.
Degree,"
does not take into account the 'fact that habits an practices
of study are the result of mental and' characte make..tIp.
Students who do not study four cours~S' thoroug y will not:
study a'lesser number any more thoroughly. S dents who
are satisfied with work poorly done will apply th t attit!lde
toward whatever courses they are taking, be ! ,"e, number
large or small. Those-taking only two courses w Id merely
have more time for social and student activities.
This would be unfair to the serious stude
curricular activities and social life would be I rgely controlled by the idle-rich by virtue q.f the abundance of time on
their
Student activities would tend. to eteriorate
. hands.
into the social side only, since they would be, in t e hands 'of
those who attend college for a goodtime and, soc' I benefits.
, The plan would make more pronounced tHe cl avage be: tween.social castes: those working for a degree y ca~rying .
.
,
'I
: a full time course of study would be the m~nu I lal)orers,.
, the others the white collar class. It is, .easy to ,ee that no
: serious student could be happy in a frat~rnity or Idormiifry.·
Let us not lower standards for the conveniTnce of the
more frivolous stude~t; this would be' inv~ting thy very type
I we should rather strIve to prevent enterIng cOllEge.. :Pres, ent requirements at least make demands
w 'ch every
- .
, student must meet to a certain extent,' and if l~ er standards . of scholarship have resulted,
it has been d e' to a letI
. "
ting-down on the part of the teachers. OI)e, prof ssor alone
'cannot demand and receive an adher"ence to big standards
for the whole college, but all the teachers combi ed Can do
so. Make these requirements so rigid that th dilettanti
will seek out the colleges designed for them,' I aving our
serious colleges of arts and sciences to the 'seribs students.
r 100 ]
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By all means, let some 'Schools cater to the dilettanti, but
don't mix the two types of students in the same schoolthey are ~lready mixed. too much,
Of coUrse, if: "other activities are supplanting the old i
basis for earnin~Jthe degree,," as Mr. Eve states, why not :
give credits for these other activities an cut the number of. . !
hours in book work required for the d'eire ? A Freshman's ;
schedule might be: Football, 3 hours ;~F:r nch, 5 hours; P8Y- ;
chology, 3 hours; Member of Glee Club;' 3 hours; English, 3
hours. If this amount of book work takes too much time. . f ~
Englisn cou·ld. be omitted. "Some 'Students' thi~k -Englisn is i
unnecessary
anyway, as they have been learning.. English
.
ever since they could talk. SUCll students will understand
only one reply to this; namely, "Oh, yeah1"
, ' .

.

(

~

VERENA REAM •

.1

r

..L
'.
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Enchanted SantJr-!-D. J. Hall. William Morrow & Co., 1933. $3.0Q . '

In an introductory note to Enc1'!,anted Sand the author
finds it necessary to explain that ,when the b k first ap":
peared in Engla~d, it gave the impression that he did not
like Americans; a conclusion which the writer p otests. He,
however, still leaves, the impression on ,Ameri an, read~rs .
that he did not know nor understand New Mexi ns.
The author is an Englishman who cam~w th his wife
to New Mexico under.the necessity of earn~ng living, for
which he had no preparation an~ was obliged t. take whatever first came to hand. He was, located for m ny months
on a crude Mexicah ranch in·Jemez canon; was i charge for
a whole winter of the rest station at Puye, and hen spent a
number of months wandering about through he Navajo
country. During his stay in NewMexico~ he ever made
personally any special effort to acquire sound nformation
as to the history, and development of the coun y to which
he had come. The result is that bis impress· ons of that
country are scarcely skin deep and in l'nany cas s contradict
the findings of a longer and more intimate a quaintance. '
This seems a pity because in many cases hi~ bservations
are interesting, and the experiences. to which he was exposed might have been extraordinarily illumina iirg.
No doubt there are native New Mexican who, on a
superficial view, pre~ent the features whi~h e describes,
but it is also true that to one who genuinely lJ.ows them,
they have both interest and charm. The folk-I re resjarch
among them is of great importance, and there are already
in . ex~stence many. books which enter so descrlPti:ely into
thIS hfe, that one IS hardly to be excused for iavIng overlooked it. For instance, there is his' account ~ .the Penitentes which repeats 'the traditional lOre of twe ty or twenty-five years ago about the immense poiitical wer !of he
organization; the notion of inviolate secrecy tid the
[ 102]
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minent death of people who .betray ~he alleged secrets of
the organization. 'There is a total 'w~nt of appreciation' of
,the extraordinary interest and quali~y of their songs and
'rituals, and practically no knowledge~of their sOcial articulation with the neighborhood groupJjJ which is one of the
most interesting features of village dfe in New Mexic'o.
Almost the same failure of penetfation 'ch~racterizes all
of Mr. Hall's notations of Indian life, ~pon the outer edge of
which he seems to have hung suspenaed. He' had at Santa
Clara an e~cellent opportunity to coPte into direct co~tact
with Indian, ,life, but seems tohav1 missed it most completely. For some reason he/has r~ented one of the Indians best known to Santa Feans, an~ most generally, loved
and respected by them, to whom he ~annot refer except in
terms '~ contempt; and his accoudt of their c~remonial
practices is extraordinarily meagre,~ although the boojr is
illustrated with a number of interesiing photographs.
The latter part of the book is corteerned with Mr. Hall's
wanderings in the Navajo countrY, ~ich becaase of the extraordinarily poor preparation' for t~em, are made to take
on a note of rather tragic adventure. ~ Thousands of tourists
pass over these roads every year withQut risk 'Or misadventure of any sort, and there is -an unu$u~l amount of authen-,
.tic, deeply involv~ folk-lore of the Iiravajo tribes, of which
Mr. Hall seems never to have heard" His comments upon
the landscape and the general asp~~t of the country ar
acute and often interesting, so t~t /lit seems -immensely
be regretted that he could not have ~gone more deeply in
tlie meaning of life here~ What thethabituated New Mexl
ICftn feels about the hook i~ that there .~s no longer any excus ,
. 'br it. Mr. Hall)niissed completely tie interesting 'and vita
intellectual life that streams througp Santa Fe and m¥e
it one of the most significant centera of community art i
America.
Considering the business
ilhat
took him. there.' thi
•
<
it
IS.J:~otsurprising, but that he shoulf have passed throug
the whole of' that country and gath~ed up so little 6~th
•

i,

.

(

J

.

'
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result· of that intensive intellectuaJ and scientific research
going' on there is inexcusable. It awakens on~ to the extraordinary liability of the foreign visitor to niils~ ~the significance of American life in general,and is dis~iriting in the
casual quality of the Ifno~Nledge so acquired.
this instance
it is more to be regretted because there is eve y evidence in
the book itself that Mr. Hall could have writ n a, valuable
story ~ofNew Mexico if he ~ad only taken a lit lIe more pains
~
-',
'
to it.
.

In

)

I

The

Ad'Ve~tures of t"'e Black 'Girl ,in Her Search f~r Gd~George
Bernard Shaw-Dodd, Mead & Comp~ny, 1933~$1.50.
.

The only regre~no, there are tw(}---'but the chief regret in reading'Shaw's latest work, The Adv ritures of the
Black Girl in Her Search for God, is that this fork 'is in the
form of.a parable, not in t!tat .~f. a pla.~. ~here are certain
'. people to whom a parable IS "hIgh-brow," andl therefore
boo. The sante people would go to see a pla~; might p~s
sibly even read one-where time between m~ving-pi'ctures
and Amos-and-Andy radio programs' permitted. And the
time has come, in a world where 'Fundamentali~mstill~seems
---rampant, in spite of the Shawsand the. Vo!t\J.ires! of th~t
world, when,. to quote-from the co.ncludIn g pa~a~phs of
The Adventures of the Black Girl, "~h~e~ hesi~tes to
bring down the knobkerry (big stick) with mi ht and main
is unfit to have any part in the ;governIilent f a jmodern
state.!' (Possibly unfit, the.reviewer wonders, to ~,v~_p~rt in the government of modern educational in titutions
as
I
well as modern states.)
.
fro
' ; :'
But thIS is anticipating. The Bla '. Girl'~ ad~entures
begin with her search to find out for h rsel! the aiJlswer to
her own question-a question which the missiclnaryj begs"Where is God?" She sets out, bearing not ~ lil~ in her
hand,. but a k.nobkerr y, a weaflon probably mprej.~ective
for WIthstandIng the brazen request of the fir~t vI~Ion (or
concept) of God, to Whom she is led by a, mamba snake.

ta-
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This "God" is a '.'well-built, aristocr~ti(}-looking white man,
with handsome regular features ~nd imposing beard.'
After having killed the mamba "wh~ was appro~hing' hi
humbly and. admir~.ngly" God ~urnt his, attention to th
Black Girl whom he commands to kieel'down and worshi
him, the p_enalty of disobedience bei JIg the 'outpouring upo
her of his wrath. He commands her· ,;'"When you next com
'before me, bring me your favorit'e J hild, and slay it her~
before me as a sacrifice for I,love th j s~~ll of newly spilled!
blood." The Black Girl, however, i: 'spite of her missio ~
teaching, refu$es to believe the--comwands of the blood-Iov,
ing God Qf the early books of the ~ebrew' Scriptures,. an ,
bounds up the:rOcks, flourishing her knobkerry, intent upo
repaying the vindictive and wra,thf~,l~ G<>4 in, "h.is own coin I
, When she reaches the top, however \ she ~finds he has van
ished-frightened, perhaps, by a'
-seeker (especially
woman God-seeker) who. is no," .: erself, frightened, b
wrathful comInands and trappin
I:' authoritY.f
After this encounter, the Black ., irl meets another God, I
also in the guise of an old gentle: n with a long beard.
This God assures the
seeking Black 'irl
that
he is not cruel
J
,
,
but that h~ 191Ves to argue. The Back Girl gi.ves him an
opportunity by iasking why, if he ha ~ ~~eated the world, as
God informs her h~ has done, he ha; lnot created it better,
and especially why he nermits so m h evil in it. One. only'
regrets that the "argufy,ing" betw :n God and the Black
Girl couldnoti b~ h¢ard on the stag~. (Is it too much to,
hope that lat~I1 it may be?)
,,1 ' " .~
':
, Finally the 014 God remi.l1~s~e Black Girl of the!
mighty arguer Job"whom he de£eatd in argument. The
Black Girl, unabashed, retorts: "J~O~ must have been very
stupid not to find you out." And ·~th her knobkerry she
·rushes at this God, too, only to find<ithat he, like his more'
blood-thirsw predeitessor, has vanished when she reaches
the spot where a moment before he
standiJlg.,
~i
~

<
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The Black Girl's seeking leads her to other \encounters,
_ eventually to one with a 'handsome 'young man;, dressed in.
the Greek, rather than the Hebrew fashion, who turns. out
to be Koheleth~ better known as Ecclesiastes. In Ihis' con~er- ' .
' sation, as well as his dress, something of the G~eek' note\ that of stoicism-.is struck by Koheleth. . He ins~sts that all
I ~ is vanity, in a manner suggestive of Mahayana'\Bt'ddhism,
as well as of classical stoicism; but none the less, ~ncQurages
the Black Girl to continue her search for God; continue until
she finds a God w.orthy of emulation. It is he ~ho teaches
the getting· away from the anthropomorphic co~cept.ion of
God. "Our children," he says, "are taught not t9. exult in
the triumph of spiritual insight over mere animal ter~or
of the
Bogey man but to believe that Micah'siI GQd
and
•
'
Noah's' God and Job's God are one and the same." (Mr.
Shaw might have added that the Russian word for God- .
"Bog"-and!7the English word, "Bogey," are fro~ the same
ancient ancestral root.)
Lack of space forbids following th~ Black Girl throughout her detailed adventures in search of God,ev~n though
these adventures leaqher, interestingly ,eno'ugh,:1 into the
presence of a "Roman soldier with a spear" guarditIg a hugecross planted on a hill top. In spite 01 his spear, he is not
proof against her knobkerry. A conjurer at a well tells the
Black Girl the kingdom of Heaven is within her. iAn Arab
pleads for the. Unitarianism of Allah and f,or the advantages
of Polygamy. But when the Black Girl asks if his polygamy
applies to women· also, the prophet is shocked at tthe blasphemy.
'.
.
It is not against the religion of the "orthodox," only,
that Mr. Shaw tak~s up cudgels. The "myop" (biologist,
obviously) seated on a log, whom the Black Girl makes ridi~
culous by persuading him that the log is in reality a crocodile-which it is not--comes' in for some of the most ,aciduI lous of Shavian wit.~. In this connection, one cannot help
wondering whether Mr. Shaw does not know. rather less of
I

Ii

I

•

I

i

I

!
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. the tekchings of Jll~rn biology. and the behavior of modern
,biologists than he dO~$ of Bible teachi II g (he insists upon his
oWlL'Bible education)
and thepoin j of View of the r~lil
giouslyorthodox. 1.1hat Mr. Shaw sIC uld evidently have in
mind the biology of! a generation ag!, and thus waste the
brilliance of his buffponery, is the se ;ond of the reviewer's I
regrets mentioned initlie opening sen 1nce.
The .last-presu~ably-ofthe B flck Girl's adventures
ends where the ,firsti:of riyihkind's is~upposed tq have begun-in a garden, wlIere she finds a Iold gentleman, strikingly like Voltaire, a~d where °the tw : are joined by a selfinvited visitor, a "r~lIhaired lrishma>" curiously like Mr.
Shaw. The, Black Gtl, eyentuallY-'a . the behest lof the old
.gentleman, who inf'rms her that' h~, himself, was born
"sixty years too ear: for her"-.bee ~Imes the mate of the .
red-haired Irishman.
l . , iJ, .' '
",
'
The author leave his heroine in the garden, 'umanaging
the Irishman and thi' children (Char+ngIY coffee-colored) ,
very capably." Betwe n them (the chi!; ren) and the garden
and mending her hu band's' clothes ~hich she could not'
persuade him to leaJe off wearing) . e was kept so busy
that her search for lod was crowded: ut of her head most
of the time. .
Il .
And ·when the aek Girl'spieca~nnies are grown up
"and she i~ left once :ore with the leisAre and loneliness for
such questio~s '..• \h ',. ,mind had t:a,.k~t'. her ~ar ~eyond ~he
stage at whIch ther :
any fun ·In .mashIng Idols WIth
knobkerries." .
1
'
':
(\
.. '
.
Has Mr. Shaw'! mind taken hiEh beyond the stage,
~

I

i

_:

j

.

•

I

'.

I

I

,.

I

where ,he fin~s fut). in ~'.,m,ashing idols? t's not, the world better for the smashing ~f idols?
:
,
"
In this book-co i trary to Mr. Sh \ w's .usual customthe essay eluci?a~ingllth~ problems se l;ves as a conchi,sion,
rather than an IntroductIOn.'!
.--'
The illustrationsl~re worthr"'of th l.text, being by Johil
~

I,
,u
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Farleigh, the woodcutter, known to, book·lovers as the illustrator of the Shakespeare Head edition of Chapman's

. Homer.
J. B.MoNTGOMERy-MqGoVERN....
Ann Vicke1·.~-Sinclair Lewis-Doubleday Doran, 1933-'$2.50.
I

Ann Vickers purports to be a novel. Actuallyl,Sinclair
Le'wis has merely 'Put !orth a tract that dithers ag~nizingly
through mot-e than five hundred pages without scoting one
specific point or arriving at any ultimate conclusion. \
At times it seems that something might have bf!en done
'I
I
'
with Ann herself, t;hat she might have been a genuipe creat~on ·,in la literature wh~tein vital feminine charac~ers are
SIgnally! few. The outlInes for her make-up are there, but·
to the end she remains only a name in a book. Sh1 never
emerges in a recognizable, individual form from the in.
volved matrix of Lewis' philosophh~ings.
Thestory is that of a forw~rd-thinking woman' o~ today
coping ',a~- best she can with the ne;w .problems whicp beset
her sex. Starting with her as a child in provincial ~llinois,
Lewis takes Ann through her' first cigarette, oati' and
.drink. He does not hesitate to explain in detail tha. these
things were foreign to women of the preceding- g-enation.
~ Ann is no~' ready to adopt her chosen :career: that of ~a\Ting
; humanity from itself. From early maturity she gevotes
her life to fighting corrl}ption in social officia~s, op.ly to
find herself allied in the en. d with a judge cashiered~or ac:-.
cepting bribes. Meanwhile ~nd at great length sh is ~.,
suffragette, a charity tout, and a prison matron,' er ex-:periences are liberally accompanied w~th, diSqUisitiqn.s OR
different. social organizations and Mr. Lewis' word~ argllrr.'ents with Mr. L,ewis a.bout the ins and outs of SOCi,.I justIce.
,..\'
In spite of all the space devoted to this, Ann ~o ehow
manages to grow up, get various scholastic degrees, ave a .

r

I
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/ few love affairs, ~n l b~rtion, a husband \ and a basta:d. As
a care.er woman ~he is fl< great success. ' er personalIty and
sureness of pur~ose.~rry her forward juntil finally, in' defiance of legions of Viqious-minded poli rcians, she erects a
model prison in the heart of New Y ~ k. No such, poise
marks her pFivate lifeJ however. Her ' ndency to act like
~ a chicken in traffic wpenever she fae -a- personal crisisi
often makes her a ludicrous figure.
. The concluding scenes, are the onlyijreally moving ones
in the' entire book~ They are the oIlly o.es_ in which Ann is
-, shown as anythiqg' but a patient sacri;ce on the altar of
suffering humanity. Unfortunately th~y appear false to
the rest of the novel. After twenty ye4rs.as a thoroughly
pr~ctical and. enth~si.a~ti~ social worker,'~she'~iltS.her career
at- Its apex for an IllICIt amour. After !tloatIng throughout
on the futility ·of .thipis· in general, th1 book: apruptly teea'lts and concludes pn;a note of romantnchappiness.
The othercbara:cters, like Ann her~~lf, are :as putty in
the hands of the ~uthor. On no provoca~'on at all the most
unpro~ising of tho em a. reprone to bur: t into philosophic
orations o~ to. t~ss ofl! an epi~ram-,g ;neral~Y. v:ry bad:
Many of them InsIst, a few I!aragraphs a ter theIr Introduction, on .bleating out a: story of their live' for several browbeaten pages. Anid ·suclh narratives alw ys contain a, good,
rousing mo-ral for-"'thos~ who are so in !lined. - No ,matter
who or what the person: may be, it is onl! Mr.'Lewis in dis·
guise, and he mak¢s fe'Y pr no bones abut it. On the in(li, vidualiti~s ofBarIley Dolphin and some 1 inor characters in
the opening chapt~rs aipne does he ref ( in from trespa-ssing. )
.
:l
"
Isolated parts! of the book are comp ;tel1tly· writlen, b~t
the style is inc,redibly une~en. ,ThiS is ef:.'·ecially true of the
dialogue. The plot, tQO, tenuous for th: bulk of'thebook
and top-heavy in' the final chapters, i~ sloppily handled.
Here and there Lerris proves that a~ke~ll for a novel lurks
I
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~:eit~ack

of his mind. . He
; .

di~no~,
.

take the

.trfb;~

. JOHN M. MYERS.

Youth and His College Oareer-J. E. Seyfried-University
Mexico Press-,..193~$2.25.,
'
1

to

,-

of

New

y

For a good many years educational leaders ha been
, keenly alive to the problems attendant upon the tra I sition.
of t.he s~udent fro~ th~ secondary ~o the colIeg : level 1.f educatIon. Many devIces' have been lntroducd WIfh a ew to
lessening the strains of adjustment lor the college freshman, and among them the so-called "orientation curse."
This is most
often given during the first few weeks
f the
'
student's college career, though occasjonally th~ sec clary
s'chool has essayed a similar attempt for. that group of its
seniors contemplaJtingcollege training.. -.It is particul rly in
this kind of course that Professor J. E. Seyfried's fouth
i and His College Career is intended to fit, though it lis by
, no means limited to this use. In fact, it is' the con~ction
: of the reviewer that material of 'this Idn. dean be pre ent.~d
in an orientation course, better by tl)e lecture method than
by the textbook, but there is so ~uch -need, even toda , for
enlightenment upon the manner and the purposes 0 . col,.,-lege life that 'every capable effort made.tO clarifyits i sues
'. is to be welcomed with open amIs. .
Both in his preface and in his. introdq.ctorY' c pter
I Professor SeYfried has laid down certain premises tha immediately give one confidence. It is~,a·delight to read: 'Two
i contentions, namely, that mental fitness is not a test of suitability to pursue a college training and that an exposu e of
four years is the chief requisite of a college education, ave .
been subjected to evaluation." And also: "Unless he (the
student) can convince hi'mself: first, that pe is fitte for
.college; second, that he wis~es to enter college because of a
. determination to succeed in life through his own h nest
,efforts; and, third, that he believes .that with the appr priI

l
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ate preparation h~ Ican excel or rise abovd· the level of rmedi- iI'"
ocrity, he should npt enter~'"
j.
ij ,;
Th~ book ,is ~ivided into th~ee palt~Prior to En- :11\
trance, ~fter EntriLnce, which comprises~leven of the total 'P.II,.,'
of sixteen chapters, and Following (h 'ip,ation. It is the I'
assumpti~n of tme writer that during t, iclosing years of :1 1!
his secontlary sc~oollife the student can :Ippropriately con- :1 I,
sider the proble~' ofthis oWn capacities ~Il'a aptitudes, of the", f ,.\1
advantages of college training, 01 self-supl~ort and of choice .''1. "'i~
of the institution; he ~s to attend.
'~I
"1 I
, Since this, bOOK is written fbr the st~dent the question i
of his 'aptitudes 'must take the form of a ~roposed self-sur- fJ
vey. I should like to,have seen this sectio{expanded. Much'J
of the responsibility for recommendation for college and ad- ~
mission to college must be laid upon, eduhationai officers",_ probably, most of it-btilt there is a startling degree of mis- i,
. conception -on the part lof the American. ~ocialgToup, as a '
whole, with respect to I diversity of apti~de~ among high ,'I','
school students and the capacities requited for successful
college work. HePee, every attempt to f~ce this problem- I,',
even through stud~nt self-surveys-is to qe, applauded. The
other topics ot-this sec~ion are admirably freated and sound I
judgment is shown in thffir selection. Tl\e chapter- on self- 1~
sUp'port stresses opportunities a: bit too~ptimistically for '1
current times,but we shall hope. that tht aptness of such ,I
criticism may soon pass.
.' ~
Part II treats of topics :usually inclu&ed in such a vol- !
ume, such as study, personal conduct, fra~rnities, vocation; ~
athletics, and h~alth. Through"out this s~tion the author's
point of view is wholesome and 'balanced. llHe has attempted 1
to give",a rounded vle~ of Amerjcan colle~ life" and ~in ~this, ,I
' I believe his mature readers will agree he ~as succeeded ad-;' ,
mirably~ He has pointed out adv~ntages ~nd di.sa~vantages. I
to be found ill various activities, yet .now;)here is 1there evi:- I
dence of strong partisan bias: the writer ~s one who knows
and sympathizes: with the prejU~irces~and~the sensitiveness !,'

P
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of youthful readers, and he has, 'consequently, avoid d of~
I fending them.
.
Part III comprises a chapter on "The College Pr uct"
and the appendixes, which include a number of usef.ul ~rms
;J for use in note-taking, bibliography-making, and sch
ulemaking, information about the library; and so on. 'fhi final
chapter is one of the best in the book. Professor Se~ried
has here succeeded in defining in such worthy terms' ip,eals
of accomplishment and ceI,1ain social' obligations hich·
every college graduate should .feel, that one could he rtily
recommend the book on the· basis of this section lone.
Throughout the work there is evidence of pains king
care both in organization and in choice of material fr m a
/ wide variety of sources. The. text abound~ in refere ces,
and an excellent bibliography is appended. The fo a,t,
,---also, is a credit both to the. writer and to the' Uniyersi y of
New 'Mexico Press. InciJbntally, the University of ew
Mepco can well be proud to number .among the you ger
members of its faculty a man of the ability and the ind stry
necessary to the production of Youth, anp, His -Co 1e'ge
Career.
JAY C. KNODE.
1

A Tale of Troy-John Masefield-Macmillan,

I
Ii

1~32-·$1.50

The never-dying tale of the Siege of Troy! to w ich
Homer devoted some twelve thous~nd lines, and then ucceeded in telling only the story of two months of the last
year, has again been retold by England's poet laureate. Mr.
Masefield has compressed the tale into eleven monolog , in
.
all about a thousand lines .of verse,
The story begins with the abduction of Helen.
follows the assembling of the Greek forces under Aga emnon. These two parts are narrated oy the poet himself all
the other monologs are spoken by a participant in the ac .on..
Thus, Clytemnestra tells of the ,sacrifice, by her husb nd,
of their daughter Iphigeneia, and of her fierce longing for
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revenge upon him. This is the most powetful and most dra- t
matic of the monologs. A Greek spearr+an next gives an J
accOl.~nt of the siege itself, the remaindedof the book being 1
taken up with the ~ory of the Wooden IJ:o e, its near de- ~
~tr?ction.
the at~ on t
1,ty ~hjch resuI~ed ,t
In Its, capture. -Ka sandra ends the poellJ. WIth a hauntIng I
lyrical lament.
.
- - ~
-I
Parts One an Two and the Epilot are -in rhyming verse. The monologs proper -are chiefly hn blank' verse, a I
"
" r
rather loose, conversational, often dratpa~ic, but' rarely 'i'
beautiful blank verse. 'It is, however, in~ keeping with the '
chatacter - who is
speaking; generally, it- t,~is lively and ani- i
- .
mated, and sometimes ~e ~nd a sensuous"Jll~auty, as i!1 Kassandra's mono}og, when she warns the TrpJans not to touch I
the wood, which comes, she says, from ~ .
J

and.'finarl';

I

I
I

1

Pine trees immense" together ever-lif~ng,
A forest of the pine trees~nothing elfre,
Only the dar:k green trees, murmurlng wisdom,
Daylong mur~uring wisdom like tht<~ea. f'

I

!

I
1

. .

l!

Or, at the close of her rhapsody, 'as she ~ngs in this Keatsian, strain:
~,~,
'[1

III-

I

~

,And strew down Indian silks, green silkS~ ,all woven
With sunbirds in gold thread, at the brigh~ feet
That son shall trample fire fro!TI the stree~ .
And dart his lightnings till the Wall be cl+ven.
Apollo ~hallcome riding into Trgy,,·1
.\.
~
o joy, 0 joy.

i

r._,
-1
r;_

I

r
1

u

Professional' reviewers of this poem have not been en- thusiastic over it,' but I ;find much to adm't~ .in it. To take Isuch well worn material and ,make .it in~ a.stirringstory,
with the interest well sustained and rising constantly to its 1,
dramatic' climax, is in itself anachieve~nt. '. A~ achieve- - r~
ment~ but not a great poem? Probably. - ~It is, at any rate, -ij

I
~
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a very readabl~ poem and is bound'.to reawaken inte~
the grand old story. Isn't that enough to justify it?
->l
• GEORGE ST.C
At tIW End of the Santa Fe Trail-Si~ter'Blandina Segal
Columbian Press, 1932-$2.50.
.

I

America's first ,literary newspaper, The AmJe 'can'
Spectator, which belli~osed forth in.\November, 1932, pints
a critique
in April called The Southwestern
Culture ovew
ment written by Lawrence James ~then, Jr. Like so uch
of m()dern writing, the content of tfie article is subju ted
by the style, and since 'style is always a personal thing, the'
critique presents more of Mr. James Wathen, Jr., th
it
does of the Southwestern Culture MOl/ement.· Fortun relY.
or unfortunately New Mexico is really overlooked by the
review. Although Witter Bynner 'and Mary ~ Austin are
mentioned as high priests of 'theS~uthwestern Cult, hey
, practice their s~cerdotal office at a p~nt remote from the
true shekinah of the faithful, which i~' Dallas, Texas) Her.e\
Tfl,€ Southwest Review,. edited by Henry Smith, and trhe
Southwest Press, publisher of Frank Dobie, have becfme
I the center 'of a movement according to. the reviewer "rflmi "pant and vociferous," its leaders "intolerant of any c iti-~
cism" who "wildly talk of the similarity of the Grecian nd
Southwestern landscape and. climate, and none too ven ly
of a possible Southwestern :Age of Pericles.". .
'.
.
I say New Mexico is really overlooked, and, fortuna ly,
because if its many who are interested in the ideas and
beauty incarnate in literature had b~n encompassed inlthe
eagle sprvey of Mr. Wathen the phrase with which he er ses
th~ Texans, as "greengrocers and superannuated .doWag~rs"
attempting to "rival Dante and Sappho" might have een
elongated to include us. We look s~rchingly about us for
th,e "~eurotic co-eds and' pa.Ie college youths" who ffrm
poetd societies "to write about Love ,and ,Death," tho~gh .
if we were to locate such a group we 'are a little fearful tat,

I

,

,
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young or old, we could find no better topits to propose to
them' for their poetry than Love'and Death. This writer~'
, . does not mean to say that th~ reviewed lias failed to say
some very pertinent things abo~t regional e~thusiasm whatever form it takes, art, letters,\ ~usic. J fstly enough, he
opines that in painting, the' Southwestern cblor (pardon the
necessary paronomasia) ,has been most l!successfully expressed, as he 'also points, justly(to the" fai,ure of its'music
to sound a truly Southwestern note (another pardon) f Little
Joe the Wranglers of radio-land, notwithstanding.
Of
I
.
Southwestern literature,.Mr.
Wathen has this to
say:
'
.
.Too often are Sduthweste"rn works (If literature
only competently constructed novel~ or short
stories with a bit of Southwe$tern loeal color, at, mosphere and dialect thrown in fot seasoning.
. Obviously thes,e superficial 'trappings ~annotmake
a truly Southwestern piece o(art any lJnore than a
dash of sage ,in bean soup' win makeif"potage a la
reine. Other Southwestern literary~ works are
composed merely of local anecdotes, g/enre characters, or fain~ly picturesque details, ~ which ar~,
however adm.Irable. as examples of ap-- embryonIc
folklore, essentially fragmentaryan~ disjomted.
Most South:western literature leaves~ the reader
with the suspicion that the, ~uthors kjh w as little
about cowboy 'lore, negro dialect anJ1 details of
plantation li~e as they do of Franco ., n folksong'S
or the pateis' of the AbruzzL
~.
.

~

.

•

.

J

J

0

, / '

r

•

i

.

•

\]

...

Resisting the temp~tioltl to throw the i'flole topic open to "
discu~ion, one can ack~owledge the un e~lized possibilities
of the vast amount of ,folk literature i tHe culture area of
the. Southw~st and ~t!ll be, gr.a~ful .fo~ it~.'and con~iderably
eXCIted by It. The lIterary sources, rlchtand varIed, provide th~ readers of Southwestern-~d sOnJe journals of national scope 'With significant arid enteft;airting tales
of
1'''
pueb'o,· hacienda; and corral throughout ~~he reading year,
in addition to fqrnishing bright moments !Jtoinformal gath- ,
are interested
in talk ~'
erings lwherever
Southwesterners
,
~
IJ
'
-

11

•

I~..t

,

!~

Ii
"
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about ceremonials, the plaza or the~ range. One could ake
up a list of full length books to debate authentieity 0 plot,' '
I characterization, setting,language, 'but one! wonders i Mr.
Lawrence Wathen, Jr., would
. be best qualified to forw rd a.
decision. Certainly'Starry Adventure, Laughing B01, Nati1Je Tales of New Mexico, The Log of a.,Cowboy, the load
of the Conquerors, would be in the list. Furthermo e, to
dwellers in the region, the "essentially fragtilentaryan di&jointed" literary efforts are ~as ,pre~ious as the_ more coherent wholes. Journals like those of 'Sister Blandina egale
are not written in a country of easy conquest, or in a ou~
, try fawning and ingratiating to man. This nun, a Sis er of
, Charity, carefully sheitered in the home of her ltalia~ p~r?nts, yet undertaking.t~e journey across the Santa -Fe:ITrail
In 1872, alone, to TrInIdad and
Santa Fe .saw the crlre' of
,
the Southwest as much at first hand as did her gret Suf perior, the rev~rend Archbishop Lamy; whose life we have
: so imperfectly· presented in the wen known -Qook -of. Miss
Cather.
Traveling alone, risking
perils as mild as 'those of I eing
,
suspected for an imposter by Sisters of her own order to
thos~ as desperate as managing a runaway team on a tough
mountain grade in ,Colorado, Justina Segale as a per~on is
met in this book as well as Blandina, the Sister of Chr,rity.,
More than the conventional discipline of a religious IEfd the
autfi'or of this journal to walk with the sheriff be~ide a
prisoner threatened by -lynch law through the streJts of
Trinidad to ask forgiveness of~the man's victim. Mor1 than .~
religious con~iction fortified t~is w.oman in facing ~il y the
Kid and his wild ,companions Whoseniur<;!erous intenti n she
prevailed upon them to cancel. Here Christianity iites in
a book crowded with the daily ministry, of prayer andji help'fulness. What practical devotion th,ere is in the mi~stra
tions of this symbol of charity, to saint and sinner al~ke, to
the innocent an? the guilty, the law abiding and the d~sper-'
"ate. What wisdom appeal1S in little comments: "Mr.
has
.
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a most bashful ap~earance. I judge he It sisters." No
book of contemplation is here nor manu '., of spiritual exeroises, but a recolid of practi~al minist y supported by a
~Iing spirit ~nd prayerful fortitude" '.!i,recting a native c',
workman how to mix mortar, carrying t ~ hod after hours
<,"
when the assistant! had quit, serving·.t e b~hop's strawberries at a w.orkad~y meal, reconciling t h friends who had ~
battered each other in a terrib,1Ef fight, ,hwarting a land
grabbiI)g Amer~can~ hurling' a bucket of 'alt dovv,n a burning chimney, helpin~ to carry and lift tnt l,the grave a coffin'
, and its corpse, refusing a deed of prope
where it meant
impoverishment to immediate heirs, rhufpor,. pathos, fair
. dealing, intelligepc~ combine in this wOlfan to shame the
efforts of those 'Yh~ walk the same grouJjd, blessed by the
privileges she foug~t to attain, a~d care :~s3' of' the fundamental resources which supported her in '. htaining them~
I
'j
I T.M. PEARCE'.
.,

,

j'

"

I

J

.

I

1

:

1

A Dictionary or'SPC!'n~hTer7:n~ in English, (wit I special ,reference to
the American sou ,hwes~)-Harold
W. Ben ley-Columbi~ , Uni';'
,
j
ver,sity Press, 1933-$3.Q,O. ;:
.
. ',
.
I

,

Southerners. sp¢ak of piccaninnies an negroes,. ranchmen have their rode~s, quirts, and pintos,. e all drink cocoa
and ar~ affiictep in ·/the SlImmer" tim~wit~ '"t0squitoes. AU
of 'these, words have foupd their way intp' tl:l~ English' vocabulary and form a parjl; of the Americajl language today..
Mr. Harold ,W. B~ltleytn his'Dict-4nary of Spanish
Terms in English has covered the field m~st admi'rably and
completely. It is indeed ja cons~derable ta~k f'Or ~one man to
.,attempt
to do a dictionaIrY-much
more §o
when that dic.,
'1
II
'tionary takes~ into acco~nt, two di~~ren~la~gua-ges. Ho,,:~ver,
Mr. Bentley IS well.sUltep for the project ipeeause of hIS acquai!1tance with Spanish! from chiidhood ~n ,MeXico and his
life in the Southwest.. ~ttempts to Istudt the language of
'beedI
made
before, bIltI no other author
. the .Southwest have,
'
has made as compl~te anr th<?roug-h a stu1Y as Mr. Bentley.
l
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Menende~

Pidal, the Spanish linguist, has ,said that lan- '
guage is "born of the plow." The popular flavor of Southwestern diction is certainly "ranchera,'~ to quote the' author.
In a study such as the one made by Bentley,. it is difficult to cover' all variations and meanillg that a wprd has
gone through while coming into the English 1anguage. It
is likely that the same word may have an entirely different
mea~ing in a different locality. Such is the quality :of ~he
vernacular~," The method employed inLcarrying G~t this
piece 'of wo$ is certainly a most logica~ one. Mr. iEentley
begins with !the first contacts, along when Spanisb $ailors
and British J.seamen encountered each other in the: waters
, and on the coasts of the New World. He asks hiimself a
question of sociological and linguistic tenor-"W)Iat are
the chief linguistic results of the assoCiation of the two languages in the Southwest; what bi-linguistic phEfuomena
have arisen, etc?"
"'
.; ·
His introduction, which comprises about one-third of
the book, is a very complete and necessary one, taking into
, consideration the historical background and the sociologiCal
aspects of his study. In the course of his introduction, Mr.
Bentley touches upon' various contemporary fiction writers
who have at one time or another employed Spanish words
now popular in English. By going' .back into accounts of
travel and exploration he is" able to find the beginnings ofthese contacts, and i~ quoting modern authors he finds out'
to what extent these: same words have existed. Occasionally Mr. Bentley m·isses the origin ~of a word, for it is aJ~most impossible for one student to know'the origin of every
. word now in the South.western language. It s<? happens
,_that a great deal of the Spanish of,: the .world is not Spanish but Indian, and, in ~ome cases ev~n that origin is .ques.tioned.
4'
.
The title of the book may be somewhat misleading,
'especially to those unacquainted with the American South-
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~
"Santa Fe,,-A Study in Integritt" .by Philip Stevenson-Can al city develop a I~ersonal integrity
and feel ilt threatened by intere~ts it has sought to
attract?;
. I"
jl
'
"The Sense an4 Subtlety of M<hern Advertising"
by Lynn BoallMitchell, Richar~ M. Page, John D...Clark, T~ M. Jrearce-What petcentage of advertising today islfact, fallacy, and~foolishness?
"Navajo Weavihg 'L~ks Allead"lby David L. Neu-'
mann-·-Do Arberican societies I~or the nurturing
of lndian desik-n and weaving flelp or hinder the
. Indian in; tqe \bgical 'evolution ,~his, art? .
. Poetry, stories~ book reviews.
FUlture. articl~s foIi THE NEW MEX ~o ~UARTERLY in..
clud,e "~an Jpse: An Exper !fnent in Cultural
AdaptatIon," By members of t 'e staff and of the
board of dirtktors of the S ~n Jose Training
Sc;hool; "Ul)representative AmE~icans: No.1 William Byrd II, i No. 2 Devereau~ Jarratt" by Dr.
Marion Da~ap.
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